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From the 
Editor's Desk 
Our final journal for the year focuses on the Republic 

of Korea (ROK) - South Korea. Economically, it is 
such a significant country for Australia in East Asia. 

We begin with some challenging essays about our role 

in the world. There are units suitable for students from 
Stages 1 to 6 covering History, Geography, Visual Arts, 

Economics, Society and Culture and Legal Studies. 

We welcome new contributions from the 2011 TEV programme to South Korea, Elaine Kirk, 

Stephanie Jan, Kate Taylor, Sarah Swift, Lea Berry, Warren Coleman, Sunmmy Nam and 
Gemma Haigh. There are also articles by our regular contributors Julie O'Keeffe and 

Jenny Curtis. 

Our 40th year has been one of great change for us and we hope that the changes we are 

making meet your changing needs in teaching our students about Asia. 

A new website for our association is currently being developed for early 2013, it is hoped 
that our journal will be available to members in digital format. This innovation will enable 

teachers to access additional material to support articles which appear in this issue of 
the journal, as well as a wealth resources from past issues of the ASIA Journal which will 

progressively uploaded to the AETA website. 

Further details of exciting new initiatives by the Asia Education Teachers' Association will be 

sent to members shortly. 

Di Dunlop 

Erratum 

On page 39 of the previous journal, Volume 40 No3, Kelly Foulstone's article titled "Hey, let's 

go with Totoro!" mentioned a study guide to assist teachers through a more detailed program. 
The study guide can be obtained directly from Kelly at kelly.foulstone@det.nsw.edu.au. I thank 

Kelly very much for her ongoing, excellent contribution to studies of Asia, especially through 

her literature units. 

Valuing cultural diversity and promoting intercultural 
understanding in a networked world 
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!.::i. Each year the IMD releases a world 
competitiveness ranking table. In 1990, Japan 
was No.l, in 2011 it was 26th. 

!.::i. When the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred 
on 14th March 2011 15,700 people died, 4,500 
remained missing, 5,700 were injured and 335,000 
were evacuated. Over 150,000 buildings were 
destroyed. 

!.::i. Japan is still a dynamic powerhouse with 2% of the 
world's population but 10% of the world's GDP. 

!.::i. One third of the Burmese people live below 
the poverl)' line. According to Transparency 
International, it ranks third with Afghanistan in 
corruption [behind North Korea and Somalia.] 
Burma is wedged between India and China [Asia's 
fastest growing and competing powers]. Burma's 
resources of timber, natural gas and minerals are 
attracting the attention of energy hungry nations. 
Burma, up until World War II was the world's 
largest exporter of rice and greeted independence 
in 1948 as one of the richest nations in Asia. Since 
the coup in 1962, decades of mismanagement 
and corruption, along with military rule, have 
halted the prosperity and development. One of the 
military rulers decided to make the currency in 
multiples of nine because he considered it lucky. 
There has been a flood of investment in the last 
decade but it has remained in the hands of the 
Government and its supporters. 

!.::i. One hundred and forty five years after they 
were stolen by French troops, a set of ancient 
Korean Royal books has been returned to South 
Korea. A solemn procession of 500 people, in 
traditional court costumes carried the books in a 
palanquin to Gyeongbok Palace in Central Seoul. 
There are 296 volumes of "UIGWE'; records of 

major court ceremonies and events during the 
Chosun Era [1392 to 1910]. The treasures were 
originally looted when the French attacked in 
1866 as retaliation for the execution of French 
missionaries. Japan has already agreed to return 
160 volumes of"UIGWE" which they took during 
the colonial era. One of the volumes illustrates 
the funeral of Empress Myongseong, Korea's most 
respected Queen, who was killed by the Japanese. 

!.::i In March, SBS showed an excellent two part 
series called "Korea, the forgotten war in colour''. 
This was excellent for history students. Another 
SBS series was "Hot Cities''. One episode, called 
"Counting the Cost" looked at Shanghai and its 
environmental concerns, excellent for Senior 
Geography. 

!.::i China has overtaken the USA as the largest 
producer of greenhouse gases. Shanghai is sinking 
1.5cm per annum. 

!.::i. Sea level rise could destroy its east coast 
industrial structure, Yang Shan Port, south of 
Shanghai which is a $12 billion investment. 

!.::i There are about 20 million individuals in China 
who earn their living by recycling and scavenging. 

!.::i. In China there are four cars per 100 people, in 
USA it is 80 per 100. 

!.::i Electric cars are only 1 % of the market, but China 
is aiming for 20% of the market by 2030. 

!.::i Shanghai leads the world in buildings over 30 
storeys. 

!.::i. The Three Gorges Dam [$30 billion] helps to 
alleviate the flooding of lowland areas such as 
Shanghai. 

!.::i. In 2010, Shanghai invested 442 billion yuan on 
environmental protection [ 4% of GDP.] 
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Asia News 
HYUNDAI EXPANDS PRESENCE IN CHIN/ 

Korean automakers view giant neighbour as the ne, 
growth market for sale 

With competition becoming fierce in the local 
automobile market, Hyundai Motor's Beijing unit 
released its new Sonata in China yesterday, hoping to 
expand its global sales by increasing its presence in 
the world's largest car market. 

Beijing Hyundai Motors had unveiled the midsize 
sedan in China last December at the Guangzhou 
Motor .Show and is marketing the vehicle as an 
"intelligent dynamic sedan:' 

It has been promoting the model with tours in major 
cities and was a recent corporate sponsor of the Chinese 
production of the popular musical "Mamma Mia!" 

The automaker's move comes as it faces increased 
competition in Korea from imported cars. Local 
automakers are looking outside Korea, especially big 
emerging markets like China, to expand sales since 
China is now the world's largest auto market with 
sales of 11.12 milliqn vehicles last year. 

"Midsize sedans in particular are becoming more 
popular among Chinese consumers;' said an official 
from Hyundai Motors. "Sales in that specific segment 
jumped 18.5 percent to 2.06 million units in 2010 
from a year earlier:' 

The company aims to sell 50,000 Sonatas in China 
this year and 80,000 units in 2012 in addition to its 
sales of the Tucson ix and Accent. 

As of February, Volkswagen had the largest market 
share among fore ign carmakers in China with 12 
percent, followed by General Motors with 7 percent, 
and Hyundai Motor Group with 6 percent. Shanghai 
Automotive Industry Corporation is the largest 
China automaker with 22 percent market share, 
followed by Dongfeng Motor Corporation with 15 
percent and Changan with 13 percent. 

GM Korea exports the Alpheon, under the name 
Buick Lacrosse, to China as well as the Chevrolet 
Cruz in a complete knockdown form. 

Ssangyong Motors is selling its sports utility vehicles, 
including the Kyron and Actyon, in China and is 
planning to expand its operations in China based on 
its previous experience with its former owner SAIC. 

"We plan to sell more than 4,000 units in China this 
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Evening peak hour traffic, Haikou City, Hainan Province, C 
Source: Wikimedia Com~ 

year;' said a Ssangyong official. Last year, Ssangyo1 
sold 2,230 units in China. 

Hyundai is enjoying another recent advantage 
over their Chinese rivals, which are dependent on 
supplies ofJapanese car parts. A supply shortage 
resulting from the earthquake in Japan has forced 
Chinese automakers to raise their prices. 

But Hyundai and Kia are believed to be better 
insulated as their dependence on Japanese parts ii 
s ignificantly lower. 

Sales by top international automakers in China 
(as at February 2011) 

Maker 

1. Volkswagen Group 

2. General Motors Group 

3. Hyundai Group 

4. Renault-Nissan Group 

5. Toyota Group 

6. Honda Group 

Market share (~ 

351,431 (12%) 

227,402 (7%) 

196,779 (6%) 

137,903 (5%) 

132,340 (4%) 

107,812 (4%) 
Source: JD Power and Associates China Automotive Monthly Rep, 



Editor's Note ... 

These two articles (both coming out of Singapore) are interesting discussion 
starters for "How we view our neighbours to the north and north west 
in Asia". Both challenge the traditional European paradigm of Western 
superiority 

NALANDA AND THE ASIAN RENAISSANCE 
By George Yeo, Singapore's Foreign Minister 

SINGAPORE - As Asia reemerges on the world 
stage in this century, its civilizational origins will 
become a subject of intense study and debate. 
Asians are rediscovering their own past and deriving 
inspiration from it for the future. This inspiration 
covers all fields including governance, scientific 
inquiry, architecture, wellness and aesthetics. 
A tremendous burst of creative adaptation is 
increasingly evident across Asia. The Western world 
went through a similar phase as it emerged out of 
the medieval ages. Hence the word "renaissance" has 
come to be applied to Asia's reemergence today. 

As part of this renaissance, the Indian Parliament 
recently passed a bill reestablishing Nalanda 
University as an international university. Nalanda 
was the world's oldest university by far, flourishing 
for centuries before it was destroyed by Afghan 
invaders in the 12th century. 

In the same way as one could identify the origins 
of Western civilization in Greece, Rome and 
Judeo-Christianity, so too could one trace the 
origins of East Asian civilization to the influence of 
Confucianism, Taoism and Mahayana Buddhism. 

Just as Europe's past was partly retrieved through 
the Arab vehicle, for it was the Arabs who were 
fascinated by the civilization of the ancient Greeks 
and had its works translated into Arabic when 
Western Europe was still in the Dark Ages, Asia's 
past has been partly retrieved through the Western 
vehicle. Without the massive contribution of 
Western scholars, our knowledge of our own past in 
Asia would be much poorer today. 

I include here Alexander Cunningham's 
identification of Nalanda from an English translation 
of Xuan Zang's record of his journey to the West 
and Joseph Needham's encyclopedic study of science 
and civilization in China. Asians, too, stand on the 
shoulders of others. 

It is much easier emotionally to talk about the 
Buddhist heritage in Asia than it is to discuss 
the painful interactions of Judaism, Christianity 

and Islam over the centuries. For the children of 
Abraham, it has been a history of conflict. In the 
case of Buddhism, however, after the bloodbath in 
Kalinga which shocked Ashoka and set him off on a 
different path, the message is generally one of peace, 
compassion and acceptance. Buddhism teaches us 
that nothing is permanent. This reminds us not to be 
arrogant. Buddhism teaches us that every action has 
consequences. This reminds us to be good. The deep 
humanism in Buddhism is a value we need more 
than ever in a shrinking world where no religion, no 
ethnic group, is in a majority. 

In between East Asia and South Asia is Southeast 
Asia, where all the world's great religions and 
cultures meet and mingle. If we are not able to 
live with people who are different from us in their 
core beliefs, there can be no peace or partnership. 
Beneath the trade winds, there have evolved in 
Southeast Asia, cultures which enable diverse ethnic 
and religious groups to cohabitate. This softness 
has its roots in the Hinduism and Buddhism which 
came to our shores more than 2,000 years ago. 
Many of the great monks like Fa Xian and Yi Jing 
who travelled between South Asia and East Asia 
spent time in Southeast Asia, especially in Sriwijaya, 
Sumatra. Syncretism is a way of life in Southeast 
Asia. In many Southeast Asian cities, it is not 
uncommon to find bustling mosques, temples and 
churches within short distances of one another, 
cheek by jowl. Are there problems?, Yes, of course, 
every day! But the prevalent wisdom is to tolerate, 
accommodate and find ways to live together. 

In addition to the Buddhist heritage, the Islamic 
heritage and the Western heritage are also 
important unifying elements in Asia. Unlike Islam's 
historical contact with the West, which was often 
unhappy, Islam's arrival in Southeast Asia was very 
different. It brought hygiene and a system of trust 
which facilitated trade. For a long time, the maritime 
silk route from the Mediterranean to,China was 
dominated by Muslim traders. The Ottoman 
influence among Muslims in Southeast Asia was 
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profound. The songkok, which Southeast Asian 
Muslims, wear is a relic of that influence. 

It was not only from the Middle East and India 
that Islam came to Southeast Asia. It was also from 
China. The great fleets from Ming China that sailed 
to Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean 600 years 
ago were commanded by Muslim admirals, the most 
famous being, of course, Zheng He. The Islamic 
heritage is therefore another theme in the Asian 
renaissance which should one day be taken up. We 
should not only be preoccupied with the dangers of 
Jihadist extremism. Though it will take many years, 
the upheavals in North Africa and the Middle East 
bespeak a future that wants to be born. 

The Asian renaissance is incomprehensible without 
taking into consideration the Western influence 
of the last 500 years. Although the Western 
dominance has receded, its impact on every aspect 
of life in Asia is obvious, enduring and ubiquitous. 
Any honest treatment of the Asian revival must 
acknowledge the many positive contributions of the 
West, including the ideas of democracy, socialism 
and individual rights. The Christian influence in 
Asia is pervasive. Without Christian missionaries 
dedicating their lives to the education of millions 
of Asians, Asia's modernisation would have taken 
much longer to happen. 

For over 700 years, the great university in Nalanda 
was a centre of learning for a wide range of subjects, 
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Na/anda Buddftist University Ruins, Bi/ia,; India. Source: VVikimedia Co1 

including philosophy, science, mathematics and 
public health. Nalanda is an icon of the Asian 
renaissance in the 21st century and should draw 
students and scholars from everywhere, as it on, 
did, lt should be a centre of civilizational dialog1 
and inter-faith understanding, as it once was. 
It should again make available for the common 
betterment of all human beings knowledge alre, 
existing in the world. In this way, the Nalanda 
project is not only a celebration of the past but , 
an inspiration for the future of Asia and the woi 
the Nalanda spirit of man living in harmony wit 
man, and of man living as part of nature should 
our common spirit. 

This article was adapted from a presentatio11 to tfte Berggruen Institi 
Century Co1111cil. Korean Herald, A; 

Nalanda Buddhist University Ruins Source: Wik/media < 



WESTERN SLANT ON CHINA SKEWS 
SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME 

We are entering a new era of world history marked 
by two distinct features. First, after 200 years, we 
will see the end of Western domination of world 
history (but not, of course, the end of the West). 
Second, we will see the return of Asia. From the 
year 1 to 1820, China and India were consistently 
the two largest economies of the world. Hence, by 
2050 or earlier, when they once again become the 
two largest economies, we will return to the historic 
norm of the past 2000 years. And, in history, it is 
easier to return to historical norms than to deviate 
from them. 

The end of Western domination of world history 
means that we have to drop our Western cultural 
lenses to understand this new era. This will require 
retooling the most influential Western minds in the 
world; in governments, think-tanks; the media and 
academies. TI1ese thousands of Western pundits 
have a disproportionate influence on the global 
discourse. And because their minds are filled 
with distorted perspectives, they generate false 
understandings. Since this is a strong claim to make, 
I will support it by providing three examples of 
distorted Western perspectives on China. 

TI1e first fundamental flaw in Western assumptions 
about China is that eventually, like all the other 
successful developed economies, China will join 
the great Western project and become "just like us''. 
The leading Western minds cannot even conceive 
of the possibility that there may not be one road 
in history. Hence, even though a few explore the 
possibility, they still believe that China's present 
Communist Party- run government cannot survive. 
It will only be a matter of time before a "rose»or 
"'orange" revolution surfaces. The Tiananmen Square 
protests of 1989 are interpreted as an early tremor 
and a foretaste of what would happen in China: the 
overthrow of the communist state and the arrival of 
a Western-style liberal democracy. 

The combined population of the West is about 
.860 million. TI1e population of China is about 1.3 
billion. It takes historical arrogance to assume 
that Western civilisation is large enough to absorb 
Chinese civilisation. TI1e simple truth is that China 
11as such a strong and distinctive culture of its own 
that it will not be absorbed by the West. Nor will it 
join the Western project. This does not mean iliat 
China will reject all aspects of Western civilisation. 

By Kishore Mahbubani 

China and the rest of Asia are rising because they 
have finally understood, absorbed and started 
implementing seven pillars of Western wisdom: 
free market economics, mastery of science and 
technology, meritocracy, pragmatism, a culture 
of peace, rule of law and education. However, the 
modernisation of China is also accompanied by de
Westernisation. This, too, is a radical departure from 
recent history. In the Western mind, modernisation 
means Westernisation. The idea that we could 
have one without the other is inconceivable to 
Western minds. But de-Westernisation is one of the 
largest processes unfolding in China (and indeed 
throughout Asia). As a result, we will move from 
a world dominated by Western civilisation to a 
world in which we will see many different successful 
civilisations. 

The second fundamental flaw in Western 
assumptions about China is the belief that if China 
does not become a Western-style liberal democracy, 
it will collapse. This deep Western desire to believe 
that the Chinese regime is about to collapse was 
revealed most clearly at the height of the financial 
crisis of 2008-09. I could not keep track of the 
number of Western media stories that reported how 
the collapse of Chinese economic growth (which 
they ascribed only to China's ability to export to 
affiuent Western economies) had led to more than 
"40,000" protests and predicted, that these would 
eventually escalate and bring down the regime. 

Virtually no Western analyst pointed out the 
obvious flaw: it was based on the assumption that 
the Chinese people would be stupid enough to 
overthrow a regime that had given them 30 years of 
some of the world's fastest growth because of one 
year of bad economic performance. 

Equally, virtually no Western analysis could conceive 
of the possibility that the Chinese government 
might prove to be far more competent than its 
Western counterparts in managing an economic 
crisis. A brief comparison of ilie US and Chinese 
economic stimulus packages would show why 
China performed better. The US package was 
hijacked by several special interest groups that were 
more interested in feathering their own nests than 
rescuing the economy. The Chinese package has 
worked brilliantly. The third fundamental flaw in 
Western assumptions is the belief that China cannot 
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rise peacefully. Just as the rise of new powers in 
Europe in the, 19th century led to war and conflict, 
the same would happen as new, powers rose in Asia 
in the 21st century. 

The real stress test for any region comes with an 
economic crisis. It was the Great Depression of the 
1930s that contributed significantly to the outbreak 
of World War II. And the Great Recession of 2008-
09 was the biggest economic crisis that the world 
had experienced since the 1930s. 

If the Asian region already had a volatile cocktail of 
geopolitical rivalries ready to explode, the recent 
financial crisis should have triggered an eruption. 
Instead, nothing happened. Why? Because there is 
a deeper political consensus among Asian countries 
that they would be giving up their best opportunity 
to develop if they got involved in zero-sum-games of 
geopolitical rivalries. Hence, while there are rivalries 
between, say, China and India and China and 
Japan, all have learnt how to manage these. Hence, 
China's peaceful rise represents neither a fluke nor 
a temporary phenomenon. It is a result of superior 
geopolitical management by the Chinese leadership. 

Kishore Mal,b11ba11i is dean of the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy at 
the National University of Singapore. 11,is essay extract was published by the 

US Studies Centre. Nanking Road, Shanghai. Source: Wikimedia C 

Yangban Mask 
By Lim Jae-hae, Professor of Korean Stud i1 

Andong National Univer: 
Hahoe Talchum is a traditional masked dance-drama (talc hum) that ha 
handed down over the years in the Hahoe region of Andong, Gyeongsa1 
do province. The yangban (aristocrat) mask of the hero of the drama ha 
become both an icon of traditional Korean culture and a popular souve1 
item for visitors to Korea. It is an intriguing objet d'art, personifying an 
member of the Korean ruling class. 

The face smiles so broadly that it seems about to burst out in laughter,, 
its h igh nose and wide nostrils suggest pride and a life of comfort. The 
eyebrows seem able to flap like the wings of a seagull, while the cheekb, 
are moulded with flowing curves and the eyes are almost hidden from ' 
narrow slits. The sight of the gaping mouth, and the nose that appears , 

Yangban Mask. Source: Wikimedia Commons might quiver with breath at any moment, causes you to practically heai 
yangban's resounding laughter. 

But this face does not laugh foolishly. It also conveys a dignity that makes you believe the yangban might 
suddenly fly into a rage or bark out an order if his authority were affronted. The chin of the mask is able tc 
freely, while the flowing curves of the facial features create a vivid three-dimensional effect . When the fac 
tipped back, the jaw falls open, emphasising an image of hearty laughter, but when the head is tilted forw, 
mouth closes and the expression abruptly changes to one of anger. It is this combination of exaggerated tl 
dimensional relief carving and the dynamism of switching between opposite moods by simply tilting the J 

that makes the yangban mask so ingenious and unique. Koreana M, 
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Why Asia skills? 
Asia Education Foundation 

Why Asia skills? 
In June 2010 alone almost 700,000 Australians 
travelled overseas. Nearly 250,000 (or 40 per cent) 
were headed for an Asian country; a five-fold 
increase on 20 years ago. 

'Whether you want to be a doctor, or work in the notjor
profit sector; in the arts, in law or in finance, whatever 
discipline ... the benefits of Asia literacy are so immense 
because so many roads lead to, or go through, Asia: 

Christian Bennett, Marketing Director 

A longstanding curiosity 
There have always been Australians interested in 
the people who live and work in other countries 
in our region This dates back centuries to when 
there was lively trade in trepang (or 'sea cucumber' 
among other names) and other items between 
the Indigenous Australians who lived in Arnhem 
Land and people who lived on the islands in what 
is now called Indonesia. Batavia (now Jakarta) 
and Singapore were important way stations and 
contact points during the colonial phase of our 
history In the early 20th century, the teaching of 
Asian languages and studies in our schools and 
universities evolved even as the 'White Australia' 
policy developed. 

Ever closer relationships 
Today, the 'White Australia' policy is little more 
than an historical relic. The extraordinary expansion 
of trade and commercial relationships between 
Australia and Asian countries, the fundamental 
changes in the nature and ease of travel and 
communication, and the profound shift in patterns 
of migration mean that we are embedded in our 
regional geographical context as never before. 

But there is also considerable evidence that the 
curiosity and interest of Australian people has 
contributed to this process. 

From July 2009 to June 2010 Australian residents 
made just under 7 mUlion short-term trips overseas, 
double the number of such movements a decade 
ago. The most popular destination was New Zealand 
but Indonesia was close behind with Thailand 
included in the top four. The number of Australians 
visiting China has increased dramatically in the last 
decade, and this traffic has been both ways. 

Interpersonal relationships 

The opportunity to develop one-to-one personal 
connections is an important factor. Intercultural 
harmony and tolerance on a larger scale grow from 
increasing numbers of interactions and relationships 
like these Our international neighbours shift from 
being a faceless and threatening 'horde' to people 
we know. When situations of stress arise as they 
inevitably do, a far more effective basis for discussion 
and negotiation exists. We are more likely to be 
able to share information about and solutions for 
common problems. Perhaps the most obvious 
examples at present are environmental issues, but 
there are dozens of other topics where we will get a 
better result if we work together. 

The skills and knowledge developed through the 
experience of living in another country are, of course, 
applicable to living in multinational, multicultural 
Australia today. Thoughtful curiosity, sensitivity, 
willingness to suspend judgement, awareness of your 
own cultural proclivities and those of others are 
increasingly essential tools for living in all countries 
- home or away. These attributes will bring new and 
amplified life opportunities 

'To be successful in your life, you have to accommodate 
for people's backgrounds, beliefs and different ways of life, 
and studying Asian languages or cultures will assist you; 

Maha Sukkar, Police Officer 

How many Australians are living and working in 
Asian countries? 

We don't know exactly, but one recent careful 
estimate suggests that about 150,000 Australians are 
living and working long term in 25 Asian countries 
This number has risen by more than 50 percent in 
the last ten years, 

In 2009 long-term departures from Australia were 
recorded to 22 different Asian countries, the most 
common destinations being China and its special 
administrative region Hong Kong, Malaysia, India, 
Vietnam and Singapore, With the addition of 
Indonesia, those countries were the most popular 
destinations for shorter stays as well 

What sorts of Australians live and work in Asian 
countries? 

The group is large and ranges across occupations as 
diverse as high level company executives, scientific 
and academic researchers, teachers and nurses, 
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Why Asia skills? 

volunteer workers and fruit pickers, but most long
term Australian resident departures are professionals, 
para-professionals, managers or administrators, They 
tend to be younger, more highly skilled and more 
highly educated than the Australian workforce as a 
whole. 

Why do they choose to work overseas? 

The top two reasons given in a recent survey 
were: better employment opportunities and better 
chances for professional development. More 
income was third, and about the same number of 
people said better chances for career advancement 
and an interesting lifestyle. 

What sorts of work opportunities are there in 
Asia? 
There is an extremely wide range of jobs available 
in the Asian countries where Australians are mainly 
working at present, the most commonly available 
jobs are in these fields: 

• sales, customer service and business 
development various types of engineering 

• administration and human resource 
management accounting and other financial 
services 

• information technology - hardware and 
software development, network administration 
and technical support 

• marketing and public relations. 

'Having a focus on Asia and a knowledge and an 
interest in Asia have been a huge advantage in my 

career, It has enabled me to become involved 
in projects that are quite unique and has really 
opened up pathways into different areas of my work 
that wouldn't have been accessible if I didn't have 
that particular focus: 

Kate Ben-Tovim, Arts Producer 

Why do they choose to work overseas? 
In many Asian countries there are often job 
advertisements for 'fresh graduates; young people 
with recent qualifications and no work experience In 
such cases bilingualism is often a significant asset. 

Among Asian countries, companies from Korea, 
China, Singapore, Switzerland, Malaysia and Hong 
Kong have recorded the fastest growth of direct 
foreign investment in Australia during the last three 
years, Japanese companies already have a substantial 
level of investment in Australia. That means that 
companies lil<e Sony, Honda, Samsung, Hyundai, 
Daewoo, MobileOne, Singtel, Hutchison Whampoa, 
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Fujitsu and LG will be joined by others looking 
Australian employees. 

What sorts of jobs are available in Asia? 
The main interests of Asian companies current) 
operating and investing in Australia are in the 
automobile industry, domestic goods, technolo 
telecommunications, banking and finance and t 
resources sector, These industries offer a wide r 
of employment including: 

• sales, customer service and business 
development marketing and public relatio 

• administration and human resource 
management 

• accounting and other financial services 

• information technology: hardware and soJ 
development, network administration and 
technical support engineering and technic 
support. 

What sorts of jobs are available at home? 
In recent times people from China and India h 
been the b iggest national groups of immigrant 
to Australia after people from the UK and Nev 
Zealand, Australia now has more than 1.8 mill 
people in its population who were born in Asi. 
countries. This process has enriched our coun1 
many ways. 

People with at least some of the Asia skills 
mentioned here (country knowledge, languagE 
cross cultural skills) have a distinct advantage 
working with and for these communities whic 
an important part of Australia's economic and 
makeup. 

There is a certain amount of work in support i 
advocacy roles for Asian communities as they 
adj ust to Australian society and become estab 
members of the larger community. Social wor 
teachers, community support workers, youth 
and recreation officers, translators, legal aid v. 

and others working in mainly Asian-Australia 
communities need these skills, Cross cultural 
understanding is a crucial attribute for roles 1: 
these. 

In addition however, history says that the nev 
prefer to do business with people who they G 

communicate effectively with and trust. Effec 
communication will come from the right sort 
language skills; the trust is likely to come fror 
cultural understanding. People with these ski 
be at an advantage as these growing commun 
become economically and socially establishe< 



!::I. The ROK is situated on the southern half of the 
Korean Peninsula. An independent Korean state 
or group of Korean states has existed almost 
continuously for several millennia. Between its 
initial unification in the 17th century- from the 
three Kingdoms of Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla -
until 1910, Korea existed as a single independent 
country. From 1910 to 1945, the Korean Peninsula 
was subject to Japanese colonial rule. Following 
Japan's defeat in World War II, Korea was 
temporarily divided into two zones of occupation, 
with the United States administering the southern 
half of the peninsula and the Soviet Union 
administering the area north of the 38th parallel. 
Initial plans to unify the peninsula under a single 
government quickly dissolved due to domestic 
opposition and the politics of the Cold War. In 
1948, new governments were established in each 
of the occupied zones - the Republic of Korea in 
the south and the Democratic People's Republic 
of Korea (DPRK) in the north. 

!::I. Seventy percent of the land is covered with 
mountains and along the southern and western 
coasts the mountains gradually descend into 
broad coastal plains. 

!::I. The ROK has a temperate maritime climate with 
four distinct seasons. Summer is the rainy season 
and there are heavy monsoons at this time. 

!::I. The Korean people are descended from the 
Mongolian Tungus and the language is akin to 
Hungarian, Finnish and Mongolian. 

!::I. They differ from their Chinese and Japanese 
neighbours as their culture, customs and language 
are distinct. 

!::I. The ROK is a group centred culture. Actions are 
taken in consideration of how they are perceived 
by the larger group as opposed to an individual's 
perspective. 

!::I. Korean culture is heavily imbued 'Yith Confucian 
values. For example, strict hierarchical 
relationships exist between - father and children 
- teacher and students - respect for status - use 
of honorifics. This is why business ca,rds are so 
important, as they indicate how you should be 
addressed. 

!.:f. Bowing - the deeper the bow, the greater the 
respect. This is linked to the concept of 'face' 
- which promotes harmony within the group. As 
Koreans are not confrontational, 'no' does not 
necessarily mean 'no'. 

!::I. The Confucian moral order comprises five (5) 
cardinal relationships: 
1. Father - son (filial piety) 
2. King - subject (loyalty) Today this would 

translate to 'country' 
3. Husband - wife (differentiation) 
4. Older - younger (seniority) 

5. Friend - friend (trust) 

!::I. Depth and importance of filial piety in Korea 
is demonstrated by Parent's Day - which is 
celebrated with great emotion and displays of 
gratitude. A show of disobedience towards a 
parent is constantly portrayed as appalling in 
the media. It is received with indignation by 
the masses, irrespective of the issues. Ancestor 
worship is generally viewed as ritualising the 
moral importance of filial piety. 

!::I. Controversy over the role of Confucianism 
in modern Korea has led to an active debate 
about what the Korean culture should be. Some 
believe that the attachment to traditional beliefs 
and conventions impedes progressive social 
and political reform, while others insist on past 
moves and practices to sustain moral family and 
social life - which they believe, is in danger of 
collapsing under Western influences. 
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA Fact She, 

General informatwn. 

Capital: 
Surface area: 
Official language: 
Population: 

Seoul 
99 thousand sq km 
Korean 
48.9 million (2010) 

Exchange rate: A$1 = 1,140.24 Won (Jui 2011) 

Recent economic indicators · 2006 2007 
GDP (USSbn) (current prices): 951.8 1,049.2 
GDP PPP (US$bn) (c): 1,190.8 1,287.9 
GDP per capita (USS): 19,707 21 ,653 
GDP per capita PPP (USS) (c): 24,656 26,579 
Real GDP growth(% change yoy): 5.2 5.1 
Current account balance (US$m): 14,083 21,770 
Current account balance (o/o GDP): 1.5 2.1 
Goods & services exports (o/o GDP): 41 .3 44.1 
Inflation (o/o change yoy): 2.2 2.5 

Australia's merch~ndise trade with Korea Real GDP growth 
l 

ASm .. 
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7 
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2006 2007 2006 2009 

Fact $heets aro updatod biannu.11/y; Juno and Docemt 

Head of State and Head of Government: 
President HE Mr Lee Myung-bak 

2008 2009 201 0(a) 2011( 
931.4 834.1 1,014.5 1, 16~ 

1,346.8 1,365.3 1,466.1 1,55( 

19,162 17,110 20,756 23.7 
27,707 28,008 29,997 31,7 

2.3 0.3 6.2 
3,198 32,790 28,214 16,5 
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56.4 51.8 53.9 5 
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Australia's merchandise exports to Korea 
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Australia's trade and investment relationship with Korea (d) : 

Australian merchandise trade with Korea, 201 0-11: 
Exports to Korea (ASm): 
Imports from Korea (A$m): 
Total trade (exports+ imports) (A$m): 

Major Australian exports, 2010-1 1 (A$m): 
Iron ore & concentrates 
Coal 
Crude petroleum 
Aluminium 

6,052 
5,947 
2,165 

873 

Australia's trade in services with Korea, 2010-11 : 
Exports of services to Korea (ASm): 
Imports of services from Korea (A$m): 

Major Australian service exports, 2010-11 (ASm) : 
Education-related travel 898 
Personal travel excl education 612 

Australia's investment relationship with Korea, 2010 (e): 
Australia's investment in Korea (A$m): 
Korea's investment in Australia (A$m): 

Korea 's global merchandise trade relationships : 

Korea's principal export destinations, 2010: 
1 China 25.1 % 
2 United States. 10. 7% 
3 Japan 6.0% 
14 Australia 1.4% 

22,543 
6,984 

29,527 

1,735 
563 

Total share: Rank: Growth(} 
9.2% 
3.3% 
6.4% 

3rd 
9th 
4th 

Major Australian Imports, 2010-11 (A$m): 
Passenger motor vehicles 
Refined petroleum 
Telecom equipment & parts 
Monitors, projectors & TVs 

Total share: 

3.4% 
1.0% 

3E 
- ( 

2! 

Major Australian service Imports, 2010-11 (A$rri 
Transport 
Personal travel excl education 

Total: 

6,836 
9,365 

Korea's principal Import sources, 2010: 
1 China 
2 Japan 
3 United States 
5 Australia 

Compllod by tho Market lnformotlon and Research S•ctlon, DFAT, using the latest data from the ABS, tho IMF and various /ntarnallonal 

(a) All recent data sub1ect to rev,s,on: (b) IMFIEIU forecast: (C) PPP Is purchaSlng power panty: (d) Total may not add due to round,ng, {&) Stock, as at 31 December. Released 

annually by lhe ABS na Data no1 available np Data not pubhshed Data not meaningful. 
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THE AUSTRALIA - KOREA RELATIONSHIP 
An introduction by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

Australia and the Republic of Korea (ROK, also 
known as South Korea) are strong economic, 
political and strategic partners with common values 
and interests. People-to-people links between the 
two countries are increasing and make a significant 
contribution to the relationship. 

Our important economic relationship continues 
to expand. TI1e ROK is a key market for Australian 
minerals, energy and travel and education services 
and Australia is a major market for ROK passenger 
vehicles, petroleum, and electronic goods and parts. 
The investment relationship is also growing, from a 
small base. 

Australia and the ROK have common strategic 
interests, particularly in seeking a peaceful 
resolution to tensions on the Korean peninsula. 
Both countries have important alliances with the 
United States and both have made significant and 
practical contributions to efforts to secure regional 
security and stability, such as sending troops to 
Afghanistan, Iraq and East Timor and conducting 
counter-piracy operations. 

Bilateral relations have strengthened considerably 
in recent years. Cooperation on international 
affairs has reinforced the partnership, for example, 
as fellow-members of the G20, promoting global 
financial stability. 

TI1e relationship was strengthened by Australia's 
participation in the United Nations (UN) 
Commissions on Korea (beginning in 1947) and 
in the Korean War (1950-53). More than 18,000 
Australian troops served under UN command 
and 340 Australians died during the Korean War. 
In September 2010, HMAS Warramunga visited 
the ROK to mark the sixtieth anniversary of the 
beginning of the Korean War and take part in a re
enactment of the landing at Incheon. Prime Minister 
Gillard travelled to Korea in April 2011 to mark the 
sixtieth anniversary of two key battles of that war 
in which Australians participated - Gapyeong and 
Maryang San. 

Full diplomatic relations were established between 
Australia and the ROK in 1961. The ROK Consulate
General in Sydney (opened in 1953) was elevated 
to embassy status with a charge d'affaires from 
January 1961 and the first ambassador was in place 

Australian Pa vii/ion, Expo 2012, Yeosw, Korea. 
Source: 1vw1v.austra/ia11pavilio11.co111/11ews-media/i111age-gallery/ 

from April 1962 (later, the ROK moved the embassy 
to Canberra). In June 1962, Australia opened an 
Embassy in Seoul. Since then, strong economic, 
political and strategic connections have grown 
between Australia and the ROK. People-to-people 
links, supported by a large and growing Australian 
Korean community, are positive and increasing, and 
the bilateral trade and investment relationship is 
complementary, longstanding and robust. Marking 
the 50th anniversary of diplomatic relations, the 
Governments of Australia and the ROK designated 
2011 as a "Year of Friendship" and links are being 
further enhanced in 2012 by Australia's participation 
in the World Expo with the theme of "The Living 
Ocean and Coast" in Yeosu, on Korea's south coast. 

The first recorded contact between Australia 
and Korea took place in 1889, when Australian 
missionaries landed at Busan. Australian 
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THE AUSTRALIA - KOREA RELATIONSHIP 

photographer George Rose travelled the length of the 
peninsula in 1904 and photographed the country and 
people. Today, his images of everyday Korean life, 
clothing and customs form a valuable part of Korea's 
documentary history. 

Australia-ROK high-level contact is substantial 
and expanding with regular meetings and contact 
between leaders and senior ministers. Prime Minister 
Gillard and President Lee Myung-bak met most 
recently on 19 November 2011, while in Bali for the 
East Asia Summit. Earlier in 2011, Prime Minister 
Gillard met President Lee when she visited the 
ROK from 23-25 April. This visit commemorated 
Korean War battle anniversaries, Marked by the 50th 

anniversary of bilateral diplomatic relations and also 
celebrated the Australia-Korea Year of Friendship. 

The Prime Minister and President Lee issued a Joint 
Statement on 25 April in which they agreed that 
negotiations on an Australia-Korea FTA were in their 
final stages.They also agreed that Australia and the 
ROK would work toward establishing a regular "2+2" 
meeting of foreign and defence ministers. Prime 
Minister Gillard announced that Australia would 
contribute $10 million to the Global Green Growth 
Institute which the ROK has established to support 
the development of green growth strategies and 
policies in developing countries.During her visit to 
Korea, the Prime Minister attended a service at the 
Australia-New Zealand Memorial at the Gapyeong 
battle site and the ANZAC Day service at the Korean 
War Memorial in Seoul. 

Previously, Prime Minister Gillard had met President 
Lee at the G20 Summit in Seoul on 10 November 

--: 4 • 
-,d 

( 
'7 , 
' J 
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2010 and in Brussels on 4 October 2010. 

The then-Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Hon 
Kevin Rudd MP, visited the ROK on 29- 30 
November 2011. He had meetings with Presid, 
Lee and the Unification Minister Yu Woo-il< a1 
spoke briefly with Foreign and Trade Minister 
Kim Sung-hwan. Discussions focussed on on t 
bilateral relationship and the security of the K, 
Peninsula. He also met with Combined Forces 
Command Deputy Commander General Kwoi 
Oh-sung and visited the Demilitarised Zone. < 
November, Mr Rudd also attended the multila 
consultations on aid effectiveness which the R 
hosted in its southern port city of Busan. 

Previously, Mr Rudd had visited the ROK on: 
November 2010 and had meetings with Presic 
Lee and the then newly-appointed Minister fc 
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Mr Kim Sung-hwa 
in which he discussed a range of issues includ 
bilateral and regional security cooperation, rE 
architecture and the G20. 

The Minister for Trade, the Hon Dr Craig Err 
MP, visited the ROK on 1 November 2010, 
discussing a range of issues including bilater2 
trade, in particular the bilateral FTA negotio, 
and ways to progress trade liberalisation thrc 
the World Trade Organisation, with the ther 
-Minister for Trade, Mr Kim Jong-hoon. Dr 
Emerson remained in close contact with Mr 
international meetings, meeting him for disc 
in Tokyo on 1 October 2011 and in Geneva c 
December 2011. Dr Emerson met Kim's succ 
Dr Bark Tae-ho, in Davos on 27 January 201: 

> :s 
War Memorial of Korea, Seoul. Source: Wikime 



TIMELINE OF I<OREAN HISTORY 
Compiled by Di Dunlop 

PALAEOLITHIC AGE TO NEOLITHIC AGE 

700,000 BP 
• Emergence of the human race on the Korean Peninsula 
• Use of chipped stone tools 
• Hunting and gathering society 

8,000 BCE 
• Manufacture of pottery 
• Use of polish ed stone tools 
• Beginning of cult ivation 
• Settlement in Dugout huts 

Korean Neolithic 
pottery 

Korean Neolithic stone tools 

IRON AGE 

400 BCE 

Bronze Age, fin-ju Pot 

BRONZE AGE 

1,500 BCE 
• Manufacture of plain coarse pottery 
• Construction of Dolmen 
• Foundation and development of Gojoseon, the first state 
• Production of Bronze wares 
• Beginning of Rice farming 

• Appearance of Korean type bronze daggers 
• Beginning of iron-using culture 

200 BCE 
• Foundation of Joseon (194) 
• Downfall of]oseon (108) 
• Establishment of Nangnang Commandery by Han 

China (108) 

Three Kingdoms, 7th century Silla, gilt bronze 
pensive Bodhisattva 

THREE KINGDOMS PERIOD 

57 BCE 
• Foundation of Silla Kingdom (57) 
• Foundation of Goguryeo Kingdom (37) 
• Foundation of Baekje Kingdom (18) 

BCE 

CE 
• Foundation of Gaya Kingdom (42) 
• Implementation of Jindae Law in Goguryeo (194) 

Iron Age, bronze 
daggers 

• Establishment of the 1196 official ranks and clothing -
colour system in Baekje (260) 
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TIMELINE OF KOREAN HISTORY 

300CE 
• Downfall of Nanganng (313) 
• Introduction of Buddhism to Goguryeo (372) 
• Introduction of Buddhism to Baekje (384) 

400CE 
Transfer of the capital from Goguryeo to Pyoungyang 
(427) 

• Silla - Baekje alliance (433) 
• Downfall of Buyeo (494) 

S00CE 
• Promulgation of laws in Silla (520) 
• Official acceptance of Buddhism in Silla (527) 
• Transfer of the capital of Baekje to Sabi (BuyeoTown) (538) 
• Downfall of the Daegaya (562) 

600CE 
• Victory of Goguryeo at Satsu against Sui China (612) 
• Downfall of Baekje (660) 
• Downfall of Goguryeo (668) Baekje Kingdom, gilt bronze Buddha tr 

Goryeo, 
Celadon pottery NORTH-SOVTH KINGDOM PERIOD 

676CE 
• Unification of the Three Kingdoms by Silla, beginnin 

the Unified Silla Kingdom (676) 
• Foundation of the Balhae Kingdom in Manchuria (6~ 

700CE 
• Construction of the Bulguksa Temple and Seokgura1 

Grotto in Gygongu commence, the capital of Silla (7. 
• Establishment of Dokseosampumgwa civil service 

examination (788) 

900CE 

Bulguksa, 
• Foundation of the Later Baekje Kingdom (900) 

gilt bronze pig • Foundation of the Later Goguryeo Kingdom (901) 

GORYEO DYNAS1Y 

918 CE 
• Foundation of the Goryeo Dynasty (918) 
• Downfall of the Balhae (926) 
• Downfall of the Silla (935) 
• Unification of the Later Three Kingdoms by Goryeo (936) 
• Enforcement of Gwageo, state examination system (958) 

lO0CE 
• Military coup d'etat (1170) 
• Kim Busik compiled the Samguksagi, a history of the 

Three Kingdoms (1145) 
• Sangjunggogeumyemun was printed with moveable type 

(1124) 
• Tripitaka Koreana, the Korean collection of all Buddhist 

scriptures, was carved on more than 81,000 wooden 
printing blocks (1236 - 1251) 

• Sambyeolcho's resistance against the Mongols (1270) 
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Tripitaka Koreana, wooden 
printing blocks, Haeinsa 



TIMELINE OF KOREAN HISTORY 

JOSEON DYNASlY 

1392 CE 
• Downfall of Goryeo (1392) 
• Foundation of Joseon Dynasty (1392) 

1400CE 
• Establishment of Four Gun (military countries) 

along the Amnokgang River (1416) 
• Establishment of SixJin (defence positions) 

along the Tumangang River (1434) 
• Publication of Hunminjeongum, the 

proclamation of Korean script (1443) 
• Completion of Gyeonggukdaejeon, a 

compilation oflaws governing the states (1485) 

1500 CE 
• Baegundong Seowon, a neo-Confucian 

academy was founded (1543) 
• Beginning of Japanese invasion of Joseon, the 

Imjin War (1592) 
• Manshu (Qing Dynasty) invasion ofJoseon 

(1636) 
• Daedong Act, a new taxation system, was 

extensively enforced nationwide (1708) 
• Kyujanggak, a research archives institute 

established ( 1725) 

1800 CE 
• Treaty of Ganghwa (1876) 
• Donghak Peasant Movement (1894) 
• Proclamination of the Great Korean Empire 

(1897) 
• Loss of national sovereignty to the Japanese 

Empire (1910) 
• March First Independence Movement (1919) 

Photograph of ROK Military Police, Pohang 1950 
All images sourced for the Ttmeline are available from Wikimedia Commons. 

Joseon Dynasty lacquer cabinet with mother of pearl inlay 

THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

1945 CE 
• End of World War II - Korea liberated from 

Japan (1945) 

• Foundation of the Republic of Korea (1948) 

• Invasion south of 38th parallel by North Korean 
forces (1950) 

• United Nation declared a Police Action -
troops from many countries fought to support 
South Korea, including Australia 

• End of Korean War (1953) - Ceasefire. 
Relations between the North (DPRK) and the 
South (ROK) remain tense. The two countries 
operate under vastly different political, 
economic and social systems. 
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The National Asian Languages and Studies in Schools 
(Studies of Asia) Program recently took twenty 
teachers on a Teacher Education Visitation program 
to South Korea. Programs, such as these, aim to equip 
teachers with new teaching ideas, skills, strategies, 
and knowledge about South Korea and the studies of 
Asia, which would not normally be available to them 
in Australia, and to enable them to incorporate this 
new knowledge, skills and understandings into the 
Key Learning Areas that they teach. 

Teachers learn to appreciate the similarities and 
differences between South Korea and Australia, and 
understand that different ways of doing things could 
enrich their own experiences. With critical thinking 
expected in the process, the participants were able 
to question aspects of their own professional and 
personal lives, and appreciate the importance of 
making adaptations so as to enjoy the respective 
strengths of the country visited. 

Participants recognised, on reflection, that their 
intercultural sensitivity and openness to cultural 
diversity were enhanced as a result of the program. 
One participant's very personal reflection, in the 
form of reflective writing, follows. Her accou nt 
provides a model of reflective writing from which all 
teachers can use after their new travel experiences, 
to see the potential that they offer, by way of new 
concepts/teaching and learning activities, to the 
students they teach. 

Reflective writing - the process 
Initial or new (~penen~ \ 

Reflection and 
Experimentation observation 

\_ Development of J 
a new concept 

What is reflective writing? 
Reflective writing is evidence of reflective thinking 
and observation. It usually involves: 
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1. Looking back at something (such as a trav, 
experience or an individual event or objec 

2. Analysing the event or idea (thinking in dE 
from different perspectives, and trying to 

3. Thinking carefully about what the event o: 
means for you and your ongoing progresi 
a teacher in terms of the development of 
concepts or teaching and learning activiti 

A possible structure for reflective writinf 
Reflective thinking can be very 'free' and 
unstructured and still be very useful. Even r1 
writing can be unstructured, for example wl 
done in a personal diary. 

Basic reflective writing can be broken down 
three parts: 

• description 
- what happened? 
- what is being examined? 

• interpretation 
- what is most important / interesting 

relevant about the tour, event or obj 
- how can it be explained? 
- how is it similar to, and different, fror 

• outcome 
- what have I learned from this? 
- what does this mean for my teachin: 

Reflection writing is an exploration and an 
explanation of events - not just a descripti< 
them. Genuinely reflective writing often in' 
'revealing' anxieties, errors and weaknesses 
as strengths and successes. 

It is normally necessary to select just them 
significant parts of the event or idea on wh 
reflecting. If you try to 'tell the whole story 
likely to use up your words on description 
than interpretation. 

It is often useful to 'reflect forward' to the f 
well as 'reflecting back' on the past. 

Adapted from www.port.ac.uk/departmen 
studentsupport/ask/resources/handouts/ 
wri ttenassignments/ filetodownload, 7325 9 



THE SEARCH FOR FREEDOM IN SOUTH J<OREA 
A personal account by Kate Taylor, Airds High School 

W 
hen reflecting on a recent journey 
to South Korea my mind wandered 
as to where best my new found 
knowledge about the country and 

its people would best benefit my students. With this 
being my maiden adventure to South Korea I was 
excited, perplexed, nervous and eager to participate 
in all the activities that awaited us. I knew that 
this journey, for myself, would take courage and 
determination to become aware and engaged in 
another part of the world in which we live. 

Our trip provided us with many opportunities that 
would strengthen and develop our professional 
knowledge and understanding, which we would 
then be able to bring back into our schools and 
communities. Almost every emotion a human being 
is capable of acknowledging is what I experienced 
while travelling with the group. All being from an 
educational background, I knew that at the very 
least we would have the information and wisdom 
that we could share together. As it turned out 
we were able to share far more, and have formed 
friendships as we combined laughter and tears 
whilst on the tour. 

The laughter and tears came in all forms. We 
laughed with each other, cried with each other, 
enjoyed the company of, and empathised with, the 
people from South Korea. It really gave me a feeling 
of reconnecting with humanity and becoming or 
rediscovering a person that I once was. Having 
that feeling that anything is possible and to be as 
fortunate as I am to live in Australia and not be 
short on opportunity and adventure was wonderful. 

You know the feeling, when you just for a while wish 
that you could turn your brain off and not think for 
a while? Not think about hurt and despair 

So it got me to thinking "what is freedom?" What 
does 'freedom" mean to people? 

I will start by giving a recount of the feelings and 
emotions that I had when we reached the 'Freedom 
Bridge' in South Korea that divides the north 
and south Koreas. By no means am I meaning to 
dishonour any of the historical events that have 
taken place there but I just found that the layout of 
the area produced a seemingly strange atmosphere 
for what it was. As the bus drove into the ground 
that housed one end of the freedom bridge it was 
obvious that it was no longer purely a place of pain. 
The surroundings were bright and there were large 
monuments that appeared almost carnival like. 

As you made your way along a connecting bridge 
you were subtly surrounded by speakers that were 
playing music. Whether or not this was to create a 
calming ambience I found it particularly strange as 
it sounded to me as though it was being sung in a 
different language to that of the Korean. I felt like 
I was in Russia or another country that has been 
deeply touched by war at some point. When looking 
over the bridge one could notice a rusted out old 
train that appeared to have been designed for 
particular placement there. It too had its own sound 
effects that whistled amongst the people as they 
came to their own conclusion of what this place was 
trying to achieve. Was it meant to be friendly and 
calming or sad and depressing? 
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THE SEARCH FOR FREEDOM IN SOUTH KOREA 

Overlooking another side of the bridge one could 
see a half empty swimming pool that looked like 
it may have had slides and fountains, active and 
inviting in the past. You can imagine childrens' 
giggles and smiles all around as people splash and 
play in the water. The sun was shining and despite 
the low temperatures, I too could imagine how this 
place could once be a time for forgiveness. To me 
it again gave me an overwhelming sense of sadness 
and confusion as to why such a huge place of past 
devastation was trying to allude to the factors of fun 
and carefree living. 

Amidst all the tones of sadness and fear, the addition 
of tourist activities shone through the environment. 
When scanning the setting, your eye gravitated 
towards a monumental piece of architecture that 
emerged from ground level to beyond. TI1e viewing 
platform gave the opportunity to visually inhale 
all of the surroundings from above and added a 
new perspective to the scale of the site. For me the 
most haunting part was coming face to face with 
the wire gate that covered the end of the bridge, the 
point at which the escapees either saw a glimmer 
of hope or had their hearts broken. Hanging from 
the wire structure were layer upon layer of coloured 
fabric, all pleas for loved ones who didn't have the 
opportunity to find freedom. Imagining all the 
feelings and emotions that have been present in the 
air one can be confused about what to feel. 

On further adventures whilst in Korea I was made 
aware of a number of different happenings that 
have brought sadness to the country in the past. 
I was always humbled by the forgiving nature of 
the Korean people and their willingness to move 
forward in life. The journey to hear the stories of the 
Comfort Women was difficult as we were engulfed 
in the feelings of betrayal and hurt that has been 
imposed on the Women of Korea in the past. In 
the back streets of the city, we were led up a path 
and ushered into a strangely arranged unit that was 
office space mixed with consultation or meeting 
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rooms. Here we watched, as footage played t 
the stories of the Comfort Women. As we sa1 
the table and listened, tears began developin 
most of our eyes, to the point that even we c 
not look at each other. No words could truly 
what emotions were being uncovered, but th 
not on the side that brought smiles. 

Smiles were had when we as a group decidec 
we would campaign as best we could as a gr< 
from Australia, to get some justice for these 
and their families. Smiles when we could seE 
support was out there for these women and 
weren't totally alone. As we were nearing ou 
departure from the premises we had the OPI 
to donate and purchase reading materials ar 
items that would help make others aware of 
horror and degradation that was endured b] 
members of the human race. The overall fee 
injustice was present amongst our tour grot 
thought about our lives and fortunes, small 
that have touched our lives. The yearning tc 
some joy to the women we met was overwh 
and I know that I will think of them often a1 
celebrate the day of their long awaited apolc 
the relevant governments. 

The words "escape" and "freedom" are often 
in proximity to one another on certain occa~ 
when reading the newspaper, watching the r 
and even in conversation with others. What 
mean to escape? Is it sitting on your lounge; 
unwrapping a decadent chocolate and seduc 
having it enter your mouth on close up? Is it 
along an unpolluted white sandy beach with 
weather and cocktails in hand? We have see 
before as well. Maybe I am being a little too 
but too often the media's choice of portrayir 
reality of "freedom" is far from the truth. 

No drought, no hunger, no homelessness a 
violence. That would be a reality that we w 
want to escape. 

While reflecting and gathering my thoughtf 
the adventure to South Korea I was introdu 
the path of a political artist that has raised a 
about "freedom" through his somewhat cor 
artworks. Song Byeok escaped North Korec 
in a quest to find freedom for himself and h 
While embarking on this escape things did 
to plan and as a result he lost his father. Sor 
was recaptured, to endure seven years of to 
his country of birth. He was beaten uncons 
confined in a small space for months. 



THE SEARCH FOR FREEDOM IN SOUTH !<OREA 

Now this story does not appear to have attained a 
happy ending at this stage as what is expected to be 
ones choice of freedom has not been attained. As a 
propaganda painter working in North Korea, Byeok 
was no stranger to the misguiding promises and lies 
of his government. Despite his hatred for the leader 
of the time, he continued to follow instructions 
and further refine ideas for his artworks. When 
successfully defecting to the South, Byeok was 
reconnected with his sister and his dreams appeared 
closer to becoming reality. Through hard work 
and tenacity Byeok's exhibitions became more 
frequent and he is quoted as saying. "Now I want 
to devote my art to letting the world know that 
everyone, including North Koreans, deserve to be 
free''. His sense of disgust toward the North Koreans 
is undiminished and he has carried on with his 
political taunts through his artistic creations. 

A repeated theme throughout Byeok's work is the 
symbol of the butterfly, which to him represents 
freedom. Freedom in the ability to be beautiful and 
graceful with the sense to escape uncomfortable 
situations where necessary. While some may be 
scared or apprehensive about flying, there is always 
the sense of escape in discovering an unknown 
freedom that you never knew existed. Flight is 
currently the quickest method of escaping that we 
have access to. Along with another fellow artist, 
Byeok is quoted as saying. "We've decided to ask 
ordinary people, not politicians, 'What is freedom 
to you?' We believe that it is the theme that can 
ultimately unite the peoples of both Koreas:' He 
believes that the North Korean people are living a 
life "worse then that of a butterfly''. It is his quest to 
help the people realise freedom for themselves and 
to encourage them not to feel afraid: "That things 
will get better once we all unite''. 

Further more the use of humour in his works allows 
the viewer to engage, as people are generally not 
afraid of humour. Humour can be the innocent 
ice-breaker that settles conquests and builds 
relationships. Whether passive or dominant when 
we forget to laugh, what have we got to give? A 
smile can speak a thousand words in all languages 
imaginable, we just have to believe that the humour 
is not meant to be hurtful or applied with spite. 

To speak about art being freedom is at the heart of 
my journey. I think that without having an artistic 
outlet one can become reserved and alone. It is a 
different type of release, and whether successful or 
relaxing, no ones contribution to the art world is 

invalid. All generate meaning, show emotion and is 
a personal adventure for the creator. To add another 
perspective, the thoughts about the controversy of, 
and meaning of, some artworks are "a revolt against, 
or escape from, destiny in the sense that, in the 
phrase of a chaotic world in which man has a sense 
of utter insignificance, the artist created, and the 
audience then experiences, a rival, coherent world 
'scaled clown to man's measure''. 

Here begins the circle of life. Artist, Artwork, World 
and Audience - The Conceptual Framework that we 
use to analyse artworks. A myriad of perspectives 
all waiting to be explored. For discussion, debate, 
investigation, interrogation, its all about discovering 
what someone wants to say without necessarily 
using a form of script. Imagination and intuition 
play a role in this task as often artworks are created 
knowing that the artwork will never have an 
opportunity to tell its own story. It is the ability that 
the voyeur possesses which indicates the identity of 
a particular artwork to them. No right, no wrong, 
but pure feelings from the heart. 

South Korea for me was a journey of love, loss and 
the ability to move forward and find freedom. Not 
to just settle for good but to be truly free in oneself 
and enjoy each day to the fullest. This may sound like 
a fairly sensible goal that we all are able to achieve 
but for some it is not so easy. The uniqueness of the 
Freedom Bridge expressed underlying sadness but 
promoted a chance for hope. The kindness of the 
people encouraged feelings of connectedness and 
unity amongst all members of the human race. The 
colour and life that the country has to offer is amazing 
and unique, whether you are looking at the manmade 
architecture or the natural wonderland that the 
Earth has provided for us with. When we hear the 
news of the two Korea's reuniting it will be a clay of 
extreme emotions. Joy, relief and the ability to exhale 
without having to feel unsafe about ones opinions 
and political views. This will be the day, the day that 
really represents modern day freedom for the people 
of Korea. Happiness, hope and harmony, all key values 
that the Korean people associate with and can live their 
lives by once more. It will be a day to remember just 
like all my experiences in South Korea. 

Kate Taylor 
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From Time Magazine's 
"Heroes of the Environment" by Bryan W 

Lee Myung Bak 
Renouncing Seoul 's polluted 
past, he showed cities 
around the world a greener 
path to development. 

Back then, they called him the bulldozer. 
As a driven young executive for Hyundai 
Construction in the 1970s and 80s, Lee 
Myung Bak helped build much of postwar 
South Korea, working with others to 
transform a bombed-out agrarian economy 
into one of the most dynamic industrialised 
nations in the world. He saw his brother and 
sister killed during the Korean War, and he 
hauled trash to pay for his university tuition, 
yet he rose to become CEO by the age of 35. 
Today, Lee is likely to be South Korea's next 
President 

But the rapid development that remade the 
nation and lifted millions like Lee out of 
poverty left lasting scars on South Korea. 
Nowhere are those wounds deeper than in the 
capital of Seoul, an unlovely city of 10 million 
that was dusty, polluted and congested by the 
time Lee ran for mayor in 2002. 

For decades, those who lived in Seoul had 
simply sighed and survived their unlivable 
city. This was the deal, after all, for Asia's 
economic tigers, prosperity came at a cost of 
worsening pollution. A clean environment 
was considered an unaffordable, Western 
extravagance. But Lee had the courage - and 
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the political smarts - to realise that for So 
Korea's newly affluent middle class, the de 
needed renegotiating. "When the Korean 
economy was just trying to get back on it~ 
after the war, having parks was a luxury;' t 
65-year-old Lee told TIME last year. "But 
we try to achieve a balance between funct 
and the environment, and we try to put tl
environment first:' 

So the Bulldozer went green - and in dra1 
fashion. He told the city's people that he , 
tear out the jam-packed elevated highway 
ran through the heart of Seoul and restor, 
the buried Cheonggyecheon stream - a f< 
urban waterway that Lee himself had hel1 
pave over in the 1960s. His opponents im 
that the plan would cause traffic chaos an 
cost billions, but the voters elected Lee. 1 
years later, Cheonggyecheon was reborn, 
an environmentally friendly civic jewel tl
has changed the face of Seoul. More quie 
Lee also revamped the city's transportatic 
system, adding clean rapid-transit buses. 
his lasting accomplishment was in chang 
the Asian political dynamic, showing tha 
environmentalism can go hand in hand v 
development. 



THE RESTORATION OF THE 
CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM 
Teaching Resources and Strategies for Stages 2-3 

Developed by Elaine Kirk, Table Top Public School 
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HOW TO GET TO CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM 

By subway From tho subway stations hlghllghtod on the map, 

rt lakes appro,cirnaloly 2· 10 5-mln. to walk. 
By bus Take a. bus that runs along Choonggyochoon Stroam 

Green bus 0212, 1011, 7018; Blue bus 100,163,202 

Choonggyochoon Stream Walking Tour 

Courae 1 2.7 km from Cheonggye Plaza 10 Ogonsugyo Bridgo, 3 hours 

Slndang Station 
(Line 2, 6) 

Choonggyo PlilZa (nurby: Oook.sugung Palace, Seoul Plata) - Paldosook (Slone) - Gwangtonggyo Bridge -

f) Y""'Jd(>Jjo 

Cl~,o 
t) BiJd.lrw,o 
9,~ .. 
,, 0..n<fuf 
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al ncs1room 

WIiiow Swamp 

Jangtonggyo Bridge - Temporary Pedeslrlan Bridge- Saobyook B,idgo (nearby: Gwangjang Market- Bangsan Market) - Ogansugyo Bridge (nearby: Dongdaemun Fasht0n Town) 
Courae 2 2.6 km from Cheonogyocheon Museum 10 Ogilnsugyo Bridgo, 2.5 hours 

Cheonggyocheon Museum - Muhakgyo - Hwanghakgyo (nearby: Hwanghak-dong Flea Mork.et) - Yeongdogyo - Malgounnae Bridge - Ogansugyo Bridgo (nearby: Oongdaomun Fashion Town) 
Contact Cheonggyochoon Manugomonl Cantor 02-2290·7125, Seoul Clly Tourism Department 02·3707-9454 
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THE RESTORATION OF THE CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM 

• Republic of Korea population - The capital 
Seoul has a population of 10 million with 24.5 
million in the larger metropolitan area. 

• President of Republic of Korea, Lee Myung Bak 
included the restoration of the stream in his bid 
for the mayoralty of Seoul in 2001. 

• There was no public consultation about the 
project. 

• Local businesses and drivers were the project's 
biggest critics. Businesses saw it as a threat to 
their livelihoods. 

• The Government left two lanes for trucks to 
unload for remaining businesses, added bus 
lanes to roads in the area, encouraged the public 
to use the subway, reduced parking fees and 
provided grants for business restructuring. 

• Reasons for the project: 

,i- Shift from vehicle/city orientated 
development to nature/human orientated. 

,.. The safety of the old was in question. 

,.. There had been a sharp rise in air pollution. 
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• Objectives: 

•► Green corridor. 

• Clean water flow - clean environment for 
plants and fish. 

,.. People friendly. 

,i Regain pride in the nation's long history and 
culture through excavating and restoring 
historical objects in the CBD. 

➔· Revitalise the economy by making the area 
around the stream a business hub that would 
attract foreign interest. 

" Establish the image of Seoul as an eco
friendly city. Remind people of the 
importance of a healthy environment. 

• Completed between July 2003 and September 
2005. 

• Cost - 386 739 won. 

• Length - 5.84km from Taepyeongno to 
Sindapcheolgyo (Railway Bridge). 

• Twenty two bridges were built or restored along 
its length. All the bridges have a meaning within 
Korean culture. For example the Mojeongyo 
Bridge (below) was originally built in the 12th 
year of the Taejong era. It is 27.5m long and 
19.5m wide. Built using some original stone in 
the daecheon (main floored room) style. 

• There was talk of covering the stream as far back 
as 1411 because during heavy rain it overflowed 
its banks and flooded the area and during 
drought when there was no flow it became very 
polluted. 

• Covering started in 1958. It stopped due to 
financial and social problems but started again in 
1967 - to be completed in 1976. A road was built 
above in 1967 with a highway above the road 
added by 1976. 



TH E RESTORATION OF TH E CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM 

• The stream has three 'zones' along it's 5.84km 
length. 

History - use of foundations and stones of 
earlier bridges to build today. Each section 
of rock at the beginning came from the 
provinces of Republic of Korea and North 
Korea. National and historical motifs are 
used during this section, for example the 
photo above of an original stone showing 
how the son of a king put his father's image 
upside down because he didn't name him as 
his successor. 

Urban/Culture - recreation areas, 
waterfront decks, fountains, waterfalls 
and stepping stones abound here. Use of 
environmentally friendly materials. People 
can cool off in the shallows in summer. 
Maps are embedded into the embankment. 
Permanent and temporary exhibitions. 

◄ Nature - widens and becomes overgrown 
and untamed as it approaches the wetlands 
where Cheonggeycheon Stream meets 
Jungraechon Stream (an ecological 
conservation point). A pier and sections of 
the overpass have been left here as industrial 
mementos. 

• Swedish sculptor Claes Oldenburg designed 
"Spring" which stands at the beginning of the 
stream. It looks like a blue and red shell. It is a 
metaphorical spring of the stream to the surface. 

• The 'wall of hope' is 20 000 tiles (lOcmxl0cm) 
written and drawn on by the citizens of Seoul, 
outer provinces of Republic of Korea, as well as 
five provinces of North Korea and Koreans who 
live overseas. 

• Some results of the restoration project: 

➔i The number of species of fish, birds and 
insects has increased significantly in the area. 

<1 Tourist attraction. 

◄· Relaxation area for residents and visitors 
alike. 

+ TI1e temperature has decreased by as much as 
3.6 degrees on average in summer compared 
to surrounding areas in Seoul. 

◄· Vehicles in the area has decreased by 2.3%. 

◄· Traffic flow around the area has improved. 
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• The wetlands are floodplain wetlands. 'Wonga' 
is the Wiradjuri word for black cormorant. 

• Location: five minutes from Albury along the 
Riverina Highway (Howlong Road). 

• Contact: John Hawkins - 0418267805, ring 
Friday mornings or Mondays after 2.00pm. 

• You are welcome seven days a week. Opening 
hours are dawn until dusk but after hours, 
when the main gate to Wonga Wetlands is 
closed, you may enter through the small gate. 

• Area: 80 hectares. 

• Four kilometres of walking trails. 

• Maps and brochures are available at the 
information booth just inside the gate. 

• In 1999 Albury City Council built a new sewage 
treatment plant. The recycled water was not 
to go into the river. Between eight and twelve 
mega litres are released a day. 
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• 150 000 plants were used to revegetate tl 
wetlands. 

• In summer the water helps flora to grow 
irrigates pasture and in Winter it fills the 
wetlands. 

• The wetlands are now home to more thai 
species of birds as well as frogs, reptiles, 
invertebrates and mammals. 

• In 2002 the Albury City Council opened 
Aquatic Environment Education Centre. 

• Schools can take part in hands-on activit 

• Research studies are conducted by Chad 
Sturt University, Monash University, La '. 
University and Wodonga TAFE/National 
Environment Centre. 

Bibliography: 

Albury City Council - www.alburycity.nsw 
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SCIENCE & HSIE PROGRAMME 

Wonga Wetlands, Albury, NSW / Cheonggyecheon Stream Rehabilitation Project, Seoul, Korea 

Science Content Strands: Built Environments, Living Things 

Stage: Two/Three 

Built Environments - People create, construct, modify and adapt structures and spaces 
for a wide range of purposes. 

BE S2.1 
Creates, models and evaluates built environments reflecting consideration of functional and aesthetic 
factors. 

BE S3.1 
Creates and evaluates built environments demonstrating consideration of sustainablility, aesthetic, 
cultural, safety and functional issues. 

Science Learning Processes: 
Investigating Design and make 

INV S2.7 OM S2.8 

Living Things - Living things interact with each other and affect their environments in 
complex ways. 

LT S2.3 
Identifies and describes the structure and function of living things and ways in which living things 
interact with other living things and their environment. 

LT S3.3 
Identifies, describes and evaluates the interactions between living things and their effects on the 
environment. 

Using technology 

UT S2.9 

Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, predicting, Develops, implements and evaluates ideas using drawings, models Selects and uses a range of equipment, computer-based technology, 
materials and other resources with developing skill to enhance testing, collecting.recording and analysing data, and drawing and prototypes at appropriate stages of the design process. 

conclusions. OM S3.8 
investigation and design tasks. 

INV S3.7 Develops and resolves a design task by planning, implementing, UT S3.9 
Conducts their own investigations and makes judgements based managing and evaluating design processes. Evaluates, selects and uses a range of equipment, computer-based 
on the results of observing, questioning, planning, predicting, technology, materials and other resources to meet the requirements 
testing, collecting, recording and analysing data, and drawing and constraints of investigating and designing tasks. 
conclusions. 
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Environments - Impact of human activity on 
environment. 

Relationships with places. 
ENS2.6 
Describes people's interactions with environments 
and identifies responsible ways of interacting with 
environments. 

ENS3.6 

Explains how various beliefs and practices influence 
the ways in which people interact with, change and 
value their environment. 

Environments - Responsible environmental Change and Continuity - Human societies Cultures - Develop understandings about 

management is an investment in the future. and environments are affected by change and themselves, as individuals and as members 

Patterns of Place and Location 
continuity. of a group. Culture is transmitted by shared 

ENS2.5 Time and Change 
understandings and practices. 

Describes places in the local area and other parts of CCS2.2 Cultural Diversity 

Australia and explains their significance. Explains changes in the community and family CUS2.4 

ENS3.5 
life and evaluates the effects of these on different Describes different viewpoints, ways of living, 

Demonstrates an understanding of the individuals, groups and environments. languages and belief systems in a variety of 
communities. 

interconnectedness between Australia and global 
environments and how individuals and groups can CUS3.4 

act in an ecologically responsible manner. 
Examines how cultures change through interactions 
with other cultures and the environment. 
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WONGA WETLANDS, ALBURY/ 
CHEONGGYECHEON STREAM, SEO 

CONTENT: 

!::i. Investigate how humans impact on the 
environment. Have you ever damaged the 
environment? How do our neighbours as ordinary 
citizens harm the environment without realising 
it? How do businesses affect the environment? 

!::i. What countries are most concerned about the 
environment? Search how countries/governments 
are ecology conscious. Talk about what these 
countries are doing. What is Australia doing? 

!::i. Investigate how people worldwide address 
problems of environmental damage. Review 
the effects of human activities on a natural 
environment. Evaluate the necessity of the 
activities. Debate. 

!::i. Writing-
If I was Minister for the Environment I would 

If the local council were planning a 
____ _ I would _ ______ _ 

!::i. Invite someone who is/was a member of an 
environmental group to come to talk to the class. 
Or invite someone who has written to the editor 
of the local paper about an environmental issue. 
Students have a list of questions ready. 

!::i. Prior knowledge: What are wetlands? Are there 
different types of wetlands? What are the different 
types? What would you expect to find in a 
wetland? Create a chart of information gathered 
on the smartboard. 

!::i. Watch the video 'Wetlands - keeping our planet 
alive and well'. at www.environment.gov.au. Home> 
Water> Publications and resources> Water for the 
environment publications> Wetlands publications. 
Read 'Wetlands and World Wetlands Day' fact 
sheet provided on the same page as the video. 
Go back to the chart and add to prior knowledge. 
Discuss 'values'. Do you value water? How would 
your perspective change if you were a water bird? 

!::i. Have students complete a creative response 
to 'wetlands'. For example: poetry, prose, art, 
multimedia - movie, photoshop. 

!::i. Students use software, graphics tools, paint, draw 
or other programs to simulate or create their 
own wetlands environment. Create a habitat. 
Discuss the advantages of being able to simulate 
environments and manipulate graphics on the 
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computer. Ask Lou Bull to come and discu: 
her design for the children's garden in AlbL 
What design tools did she use? How was h, 
design turned into the actual garden? Got< 
murraycare.com.au. Home> Teachers> Prii 
Years 3-5. Activity 1 - The River Murray H 
(create a River Murray habitat . There are v, 
black line masters as a start). 

!::i. Visit Wonga Wetlands, www.alburycity.nsv 
au. Home> Entertainment and Leisure> W 
Wetlands. Before visiting Wonga Wetlands 
research the different types of wetlands. Fa 
sheets on different types of wetlands are av 
for use in schools at www.environment.gov 
au (follow path above for this website). Wo 
Wetlands is an inland, r iverine wetlands 
(floodplain). 

!::i. Introduce the Cheonggyecheon Stream 
Rehabilitation Project in Seoul by exploring 1 

need for 'green areas' in cities. Information a 
Seoul Metropolitan Facilities Management 
Corporation - www.sisul.or.kr/global/eng/in 
jsp - drop down menu 'cheonggyecheon' 
World Federation of Engineering Organisati< 
- www.wfeo.org/documents/download/ 
Cheonggeycheon%20Restoration%20Project. 
%20Korea.pdf. Article by author Park Ki-Do 
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Seoul Metropolitan Government, Korea. 
Awil Magazine - http://awil-um.blogspot.com/ The 
magazine is on the right of the screen, download 
or read Issue no. 4 (October - December 2010). 
Biog and magazine editor - Florin Cosma. 
Preservation Institute - www.preservenet.com/ 
freeways/FreewaysCheonggye.html. National 
Archives UK - www.nationalarchives.gov. 
uk/ Search for Archives for the Commission 
for Architecture and the Built Environment. 
Visit Korea - http://english.visitkorea.or.kr home 
- search for Cheonggyecheon Stream. 

!E. Visit Wonga Wetlands. Before the excursion 
discuss rules for human activity in the natural 
environment. Make a list, eg. leave nothing 
behind, do not remove organisms or plants, be 
careful to avoid disturbing wildlife etc. 

!:i. Staff at the wetlands will conduct activities such 
as water testing, collecting invertebrates and 
animal and plant identification. 

!E. While walking through the wetlands ask students 
to t hink of as many questions as they can and 
think aloud. Keep a record of the questions, eg. 
Why does this plant/animal inhabit this wetland? 
Why is there water here? Where does it come 
from? Where does it flow to? How is the wetland 
helpful? Take the list back to the classroom. 
Research some/all of the questions. 

!:i. Use the above questions to find out more about 
the Cheonggyecheon Stream Rehabilitation 
Project. 

!:i. Compare the history of the land in both 
projects. Use local Wiradjuri tribal elders to tell 
Dreamtime stories of Wonga Wetlands. There is 
a working Wiradjuri campsite at Wonga where 
tours and ceremonies can be arranged - 6023 
8111. Websites listed provide further historical 
information. 

!:i. Record observations of places and sp.aces and 
their organisation at Wonga Wetlands. Use 
labelled sketches and photos for back at school, 
eg. open areas, Aboriginal meeting spaces and 
huts, billabongs, the old farm buildings - how 
has their use been changed? 

!E. Find out about how the places and spaces around 
the Cheonggyecheon Stream area were changed 
over time - before, during and after completion 
of the project. Particularly pollution - discuss 
what is a pollutant? Research common pollution 
in streams. Look at newspaper articles. 

!E. Discuss whether the decision to uncover the 
Cheonggyecheon Stream was a good one or not. 
Discuss removing the freeway - time (2003 to 
2005), inconvenience to drivers, loss of income to 
businesses, advantages, disadvantages. 

!:i. Imagine you are a business owner being closed 
down or relocated - you don't want to go - write 
to Lee Myung-Bak (President of Republic of 
Korea, he was Mayor of Seoul in 2001 - it was a 
priority of his administration). 

!E. Imagine you are an environmental activist - what 
would you write to Lee Myung-Bak? 

!=I Observe an animal or bird at Wonga Wetlands. 
Draw or photograph them showing/labelling 
characteristics. Record some behaviour observed. 
Research the needs of this particular animal 
or bird. How are their needs being met by this 
environment? Suggest improvements to further 
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meet their needs. Students compare their animal 
or bird to one found in Cheonggyecheon Stream 
and ask the same questions. 

!::i. How has the flora and fauna found in both Wonga 
Wetlands and the Cheonggyecheon Stream 
Rehabilitation Project area changed from before 
the project's completion. Are there changes still 
happening? Should we be encouraging further 
change? How can we improve the habitat again? 

!::i. Set up an account at 'Google docs'. Add the 
students in the class as users. Use the photos 
and sketches from the excursion to set up a 
slide show. Students can work together to add 
text to the slides. They can log on from separate 
computers (including home computers) and 
'chat' to each other as they work on the slides. 
Ask your 'friendship' school in Korea to visit 
Cheonggyecheon Stream and the Cheonggyecheon 
Stream Rehabilitation Museum. And if possible 
the wetlands where Cheonggyecheon meets 
Jungraechon Stream. If they set up a Google docs 
too all students can work together comparing the 
two wetlands. 

!::i. Construct a table showing how the two projects 
have affected the environment and people. 

STREAM WONGA 

Gains to the 
environment 
Losses to the 
environment 
Gains to the people 
Losses to the people 

!::i. Information Reports on Wonga Wetlands and 
Cheonggyecheon Stream. Display with photos 
and diagrams. Discuss features, flora and fauna, 
people responsible for its inception, people 
responsible for its care, activities that take place 
there. 

!::i. Use photos, texts, internet etc to design a 
travel brochure for Wonga Wetlands and 
Cheonggyecheon Stream. How to get there 
- map. What it looks like. The flora and fauna. 
Activities available. History. 

!::i. In Semester Two of the year there is a National 
Art and Photography Competition. Wetland Care 
Australia - www.wetlandcare.com.au. Sections for 
Children's Art Junior and Children's Photography, 
with links to World Wetlands Day on 2nd 
February each year. 
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WETLANDS FIND-A - WORD 

C B I L L A B 0 N G R K I E 

s R A M s A R E D G u M N N 

F R 0 G w L s w A T E R s V 

s D u C K A K A D u s T E I 

A w B R 0 L G A z y T F C R 

N E Q G X D M 0 s Q u I T 0 

D T I B I s I w I M A s J N 

s L T A D p 0 L E T R H p M 

w A R T u R T L E T y N L E 

A N E M A N G R 0 V E C A N 

M D E B A N N u T R I E N T 
p L A T y p u s C 0 A s T s 

Source: Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities 

RAMSAR INSECT CROCODILE 

WETLAND OWL DUCK 

BILLABONG WATER MOSQUITO 

ESTUARY SANO TURTLE 

SWAMP FISH IBIS 

~~UTRIENT KAKADU PLATYPUS 

COAST TREE PLANT 

ENVIRONMENT FROG BROLGA 

MANGROVE RE0GUM TADPOLE 

* Write the meaning of the words in the first column. 

* Make a list of all the animals and find pictures of each. 
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A Visual Arts Unit on Korea for Stage 2 
Developed by Jul ie O'Keeffe 

The suggested activities can be adapted to all stages and grades 
in the primary school. 

Korean Art 
What is traditional Korean art like? 

What does it tell us about the culture of Korea and 
what's important to Korean people? 

The aim of this unit of work is to introduce students 
to the diversity of Korean arts and crafts and explore 
in depth any or all of the suggested forms of art. It 
encourages students to think about the importance 
of art in Korean culture. 

Duration of unit: 1 Term 

Outcomes 

Visual Arts 

Making 

VAS 2.1 
Represents the qualities of experiences and things 
that are interesting or beautiful by choosing among 
aspects of subject matter 

Investigates subject matter in an attempt to 
represent likenesses of things in the world 

VAS2.2 
Uses the forms to suggest the qualities of subject 
matter 

Makes artworks for different audiences assembling 
materials in a variety of ways 

Teaching/Learning activities 

Introducing Korean Art 
Gather a selection of examples of Korean art and images. 

Appreciating 

VAS2.3 
Acknowledges that artists make artworks for 
different reasons and that various interpretations an 
possible 

Acknowledges that audiences respond in different 
ways to artworks and that there are different 
opinions about the value of artworks 

VAS 2.4 
Identifies connections between subject matter in 
artworks and what they refer to, and appreciates the 
use of particular techniques 

Communicates about the ways in which subject 
matter is represented in artworks 

Subject Matter 

• Select and explore different aspects of subject 
matter in particular ways in their making of 
artworks 

• Use particular artistic traditions guided by 
the teachers' instruction in art-making and 
experiment with techniques, tools and graphic 
schema (e.g. in drawing, painting, sculpture) 

• How artists can interpret the world in 
particular ways in their art-making 

• Traditions associated with different forms such 
as painting, drawing and sculpture. 

Evidence of achievement 

Artefacts are available from the Korean Languages Unit at Ryde. Contact the 
Languages unit on 02 98867173 for details about borrowing them for your 
school. The Sydney suburbs of Eastwood and Campsie have many Korean 
shops and are great places for resource gathering. Purchasing online is another 
option for consideration. 

Google Korean Art images 

www.asianinfo.ora/asianinfor/korea/scu/introduction. htm 
www.metmuseum.ora/exDlore/Korea/koreaonline/index.htm 
www.koreanculture.ora/06about korea/culture art.htm 
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Teaching/Learning activities 

Teacher previews listed sites and creates a slide show presentation of a variety 
of the different kinds of arts that make up the suite of Korean art. Include 
examples of metal, pottery, pape1; cloth, painting, screens and architecture. 

Show students the slide show presentation as a whole group and discuss, using 

suggested questions. 

Alternatively, allocate an image of a piece of art or an artefact to small groups 
and/or pairs of students. Write questions onto cards and distribute with the 
art example. Students look at and discuss their image or artefact answering the 
questions and adding other observations. Students share their responses and 
interpretations with the whole class. Teacher adds extra information to build 
student knowledge about each example investigated. 

Display images and art examples with some recorded student responses. 

Questions for discussion could include: 

• What materials have been used? What objects are represented? 

• Are they new or old objects? How do you know? 
What images/symbols are included? What colours have been used? 

• Do you think the objects were used in everyday life? 

• Are important people represented in the art examples? 
How do you know? 

• W ho made the art works? 

• Which art work they like the best and why? 

Celadon pottery 
www.zanzibartrading.com/korean_celadon.htm 
www.korean-arts.com/about/art_of_korea.htm 

Students view images of celadon pottery and discuss distinguishing features of 
this type of pottery: 

• colour 

• variety of objects made 

• symbols used, including cranes and flowers. 

Pose questions for students to investigate: 

• What is celadon pottery? What does celadon mean? What objects are 
made as celadon pottery? How is it made? Who makes it? 

• What do the symbols on the pottery mean? e.g. crane represents 
immortality 

• Why is it so popular in Korea and in other parts of the world? 

Students share information and understandings from their research. 

~Teacher note: TI1e Zanzibar Trading Company website has excellent 
mformation about the above questions and includes a procedure for making 
the pottery and a narrative about the life of a famous Korean potter.) 

Evidence of achievement 

Contribute to discussion 
work 

Observe Korean art work, 
describe its various features 
and make predictions about 
the purpose and function of 
the object observed. 

Identify the distinguishing 
features of celadon pottery 

Describe the steps involved 
in making celadon pottery 

Identify the symbols used 
on celadon pottery and 
describe their meaning 

Develop an understanding 
of the importance of celadon 
pottery in Korean culture 
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Teaching/ Learning activities 

Suggestions for student responses to the art form of celadon pottery: 

• Look at a variety of images of cranes. Students sketch cranes in a range 
of positions e.g. wings outstretched in flight, wings closed and standing. 
Make 3D models of cranes using plasticine 

• Create a stamp of an outline of a crane by carving into a piece of 
styrofoam; experiment with green and white paint to create the green 
synonymous with celadon. Paint a piece of art paper with the celadon 
green; when dry, print with stamp of crane shape, using white paint 

• Draw outlines of a vase or tea-pot shapes and decorate with celadon paint 
and crane shapes 

• Work with clay to create a vase, teapot or some other container in the style of 
celadon pottery. Carve crane designs into the clay before glazing and firing 

• Display all celadon art works with information about the history, process 
and significance of this style 

Share reflections of their experience of working with celadon. Compare 
student experience with the potter on the website. 

Minhwa painting 

http:// imperial. park. o rg/Korea/Pavilions/Pu blicPavilions/Korealmage/ e
informatio n/ culture/tra-003.h tmI 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minhwa 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Minhwa 

Show students examples of Minhwa (folk painting) from the first website. 
Discuss elements and features of this style of Korean art work, including the use 
of the paper, length and width of paper and positioning of elements on paper. 

Give students additional information about this style from other websites listed 
and show further examples. 

Suggestions for student responses to the art form of Minhwa. 

• Provide students with long narrow sheets of paper, paints including water 
colours and allow them to experiment with one of the combinations viewed 
such as mountains and water, bird and flowers or insects and grass. 

• Discuss in depth the life of a Scholar and Moonbangdo Stationery 
paintings. Talk about the meaning of the word scholar and identify the 
tools used by the scholar in the Stationery painting. Talk about why 
paintings would have been done of scholars. 

• Think of another occupation such as a doctor, hairdresser or sportsperson 
and list at least eight tools that would symbolise and identify that 
occupation. Students design and create a Minhwa painting of their 
selected occupation. 

• View Shipjangsaengdo (painting of ten symbols) and discuss style, 
elements, composition and meaning of the painting. 

• Create a version of a Minhwa painting for Shipjangsaengdo (painting of ten 
symbols). Students organise the ten symbols of a sun, a moon, clouds, water, 
stone, deer, tortoise, crane, pine-tree and herbs into their Minhwa painting. 
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Evidence of achievement 

Experiment with and create 
own representations of 
celadon pottery 

Share experiences of making 
celadon representations 

Explain the significance 
of the celadon art style in 
Korean culture 

Identify and describe the 
features and qualities of 
Minhwa folk painting 

Innovate on the Minhwa 
style and create nature 
based paintings 

Identify the Scholar's tools 
in the Stationery painting 

Identify tools for another 
occupation and design 
and create a Minhwa style 
painting for that occupation 



A Visual Arts Unit on Korea for Stage 2 

Teaching/Learning activities 

• Share and reflect on the creation of their own Minhwa paintings and the 

examples viewed. 

• Discuss and brainstorm reasons for Korean artists painting in this style 
and talk about where this kind of art work would be displayed. 

• Display student Minhwa art works with information about the history, 
process and significance of this style. 

Paper 
Brainstorm and review festivals and celebrations students are familiar with. 
Talk briefly about the purpose of each and identify what is celebrated. 

Tell the students that in Korea there is a festival that celebrates paper! Establish 
and record student views about paper. 

Ask students to predict what they think might happen at the festival and why 
they think people might be celebrating paper. 

http://cokoreanadventure.blogspot.com/2010/09/hanji-fest.html 
http://hubpages.com/hub/HanjiPaperArt 
http://www.korea.net/news.do?mode=detail&guid=49677 

Wonju Hanji Festival 
Research in pairs or small groups, the Wonju Hanji Festival. 

The following questions could guide student research: 

• W hen is the festival held? 

• W here is the festival held? 

• What events happen at the festival? 

• Who participates and contributes to the festival? 

• What is the purpose of the festival? Why is it held? 

• How long has the festival been going? 

Students share their research and record on a retrieval chart to gain an 
overview of the Hanji Festival. 

Students view the extensive range of paper products created for exhibition at 
the festival and share their impressions. The websites listed show a variety of 
paper arts created. 

Suggestions for student responses to Hanji 
(hanji is the Korean word for paper) 

• 3D shapes using Maths nets 

View YouTube video clip: Korean Paper Hanji Craft: Kui-Sook Yang 
http:/ /youtube.com/watch?v=giygkCigATE 

Students describe the craft making process after viewing the YouTube clip. 

Teacher and students gather a variety of different kinds of paper, including 
patterned, plain bold, gold, silver, rice and Korean newspapers (for text) for 
decorating 3D shapes. 

Evidence of achievement 

Combine the ten symbols 
into a Shipjangsaengdo 
painting 

Share experiences of making 
Minhwa representations 

Contribute to discussion 
work 

Identify and describe 
student attitudes towards 
paper 

Interpret information from 
suggested websites to locate 
key facts about the Wonju 
Kanji Festival 

Share researched 
information 

View a variety of websites 
to build knowledge of the 
Wonju Kanji Festival 

Identify important 
information from video clip 
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Teaching/Learning activities 

Copy the nets of various 3D shapes onto firm card. Students cut out and 
decorate faces of shapes inside and out before assembling. Faces could be 
decorated with a tessellating shape pattern e.g. interlocking triangles cut from 
coloured paper and pasted onto the 3D shape. Discuss uses for these 3D shapes 
e.g. gift boxes. 

• Paper clothing 

(Teacher note: Google Wonju Hanji Festival images. A teacher search of the 
images is suggested to create a slide show presentation of clothes made from 
paper, paraded at the Festival.) 

Students view images of the clothing and discuss the style, design and variety 
of items made by artists to exhibit at the festival. 

Gather together a variety of paper ,including plain, patterned, coloured, large, 
textured, gold, silver and crepe for students to work with to create a piece of 
paper clothing. 

Students work individually or in pairs to create a piece of clothing from paper 
and consider questions such as the following to guide their design process: 

• Is the piece of clothing to be worn? 

• Who will model the piece of clothing? 

• What piece of clothing will be made? 

• What kinds of paper will be used? 

• What size will the item of clothing be? 

• How will the clothing stay together? 

Students design and label a diagram for the piece of clothing to be made and 
include a list of materials and tools to be used, as well as a brief outline of the 
making process. 

When clothing has been made, students discuss the process, their successes, 
challenges, and how they solved any problems making their item of clothing 
from paper. 

Display items of clothing created by the students captioned with stories about 
the creation process. 

• Lanterns 

www.pbase.com/koreanczvk/korean_lanterns 
sendmetokorea. blogspot.com/2009 _ 08 _ 0 ! _archive 
http:/ /upload. wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ commons/ e/ e3/ Coloured_lanterns_ 
the_Lotus_Lantern_Festival.jpg 
Google search - Images of Korean lanterns 
Google search - Images of Wonju Hanji Festival 

View images of paper lanterns at the Wonju Kanji Festival. Discuss shapes, 
colours, size and design and ways lanterns may have been constructed. 

Use the instructions in the following website for students to construct a simple, 
but effective lantern from a lunch paper bag! There are ten steps in the process. 

Korean Character Paper Luminaries - www.instructables.com/id/Korean
Character-Paper-Luminaries/ 
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Evidence of achiev 

Apply information fr 
video clip to constru, 
and creating a decon 
shape 

Identify and describE 
uses for the 3D shap1 
constructions in Kor 
culture 

View and discuss fea 
of design from imagE 
presented 

Design and label a di 
for making an item o 
clothing from paper 

Create an item of do 
from paper 

Evaluate the process 
success of the piece < 

clothing 

Identify design featu 
lanterns 

Discuss and describ( 
possible ways of 
constructing lantern 

Construct simple 
paper lantern follow 
instructions 



A Visual Arts Unit on Korea for Stage 2 

Teaching/Learning activities 

Make some generalisations about the purpose and use of lanterns in Korean 
culture. Display lanterns with the procedure students followed to make the 
lanterns and statements about the importance of lanterns. 

• Making paper 
Making Hanji: Korean papermaking by Shin Hyun She - www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=l_nWOOlO0DK 

Making paper- easy instructions! 
http:/ /www.howcast.com/videos/191499-How-To-Make-Paper 

Students view the YouTube video clip for making paper with easy instructions. 
Gather all materials together and provide the opportunity for students to make 
their own piece of paper. Leaves, grasses and glitter can be added at the stage 
when the paper is on the wire mesh. Discuss student feelings about the paper 
making process and use their piece of paper for something special. 

View the YouTube video clip, Making Hanji: Korean papermaking by Shin 
Hyun She. 

Students discuss and compare the processes between the Master Paper Maker's 
processes and their paper-making process. 

Discuss with students the value placed on handmade paper in Korean culture. 

Revisit students' view of paper from the beginning of this section of the unit. 
Discuss any changes in views and attitudes and talk about what has prompted 
the changes. 

To celebrate paper, students hold their own Wonju Hanji festival and present 
all their artwork. Activities could include: 

• fashion parade 

• lantern lighting (ensure appropriate supervision) .3D object display 

• paper making demonstration 

• viewing of YouTube video clips 

• talking about the importance of paper in Korea 

• workshops for students to create something special from paper 

• student generated ideas. 

Sun Moon and Five Peaks 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irworobongdo 

Google Sun Moon and Five Peaks images 

Students view images of the Sun Moon and Five Peaks screen on suggested 
website links and Google images. 

Students: 

• identify and discuss the components of the painting on the screen, 
including a sun, a moon, five mountain peaks, two pine- trees, rivers and 
cascades 

• talk about the techniques and colours used by the artist and what stands 
out for them about this art work 

Evidence of achievement 

Write generalisations about 
the importance of lanterns 
in Korean culture 

Make paper following a set 
of instructions 

Discuss and describe the 
process involved in paper 
making by a Master paper 
maker in Korea 

Compare and contrast both 
paper-making processes 

Describe the importance of 
paper and paper-making in 
Korea 

Develop an appreciation of 
paper 

Cooperate to inform other 
students about paper and 
the Wonju Hanji Festival by 
holding own paper festival 

Ident ify, discuss and 
describe elements and 
features of the Sun Moon 
and Five Peaks screen 
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Teaching/Learning activities Evidence of achievE 

• discuss what a screen is and talk about whether this art work was painted Conduct research on · 
as one whole painting or in sections and put together. history and meaning c 

. talk about the age of the screen, when they think it was painted, who they Sun Moon and Five P< 
think it could have been painted for and where the screen could be housed. screen 

• undertake simple research to find out some facts about this artwork, 
including the symbolism of the sun, moon, mountain peaks, pine trees, 
rivers and cascades. 

From student research: 

• explore ideas linked with royalty. divinity, the emperor as the supreme, Present research and , 
most important being on the earth 

. talk about the meanings of the elements in the painting e.g. the Sun, the Moon 

Ask students to consider: Explain personal imp1 
. the purpose of putting this screen behind the Emperor and understanding of 

. the effect seeing the Emperor seated on his throne in front of the screen art work and its signif 

could have on his subjects 

After discussing student impressions of this art work encourage them to 
describe their understanding of this piece of art work and its significance. 

Suggestions for student responses to the Sun Moon and Five Peaks screen: 

• Students imagine they have been commissioned by the Emperor -to design Apply understanding 

and paint the screen. Using all the elements, students create their version art work to creation o 

of the Sun Moon and Five Peaks screen. Remind them to keep in sight the version of the screen 

idea of power being portrayed though the image on the screen. Wool, string 
and other appropriate textural materials could be added to one or two of the 
elements. Students could work in small groups to paint different parts of the 
screen and combine finished works to make one image. 

• Talk about and view images of art works that show royalty and leaders Represent royalty and 
of governments in different places. Ask students to look at the art works in self portrait 
and identify how the artist captures the importance of the important or 
powerful person. Students incorporate ideas from their discussion work 
into portraits of themselves as royals. Add an appropriate background. 

. Look at images of Australian landscapes. Discuss features and effects Incorporate stylised 
used by the artists. Talk about how realistic the paintings are. Recreate techniques from the 
Australian landscapes incorporating some of the stylised techniques Korean screen paintir 
used in the Sun Moon Five Peaks painting e.g. the detail on the trees, the Australian scenes 
repeated curved lines for water. 

Students share and reflect on their paintings based on the Sun Moon and Five Reflect on works crea· 
peaks screen. aspects of the Korean 

Display all art works with information about the history, meaning and 
significance of this screen. 

Concluding activity Share knowledge abo1 
Collate all artworks into an exhibition for students in other classes to visit. different forms of Kor 

Stage 2 students, the creators of the art works, guide small groups of students Describe the art-maki 

(parents and community members) through the exhibition telling about: process of each style 

• the art form and its history .the art making process 
investigated 

. the significance of the art styles in Korean culture 
Explain the significanc 
art styles in Korean cul 
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Korean Cultural Study Stage 3 
By Sarah Swift Campsie Primary School 

During this study students will develop understanding 
and appreciation of traditional Korean culture and 
how it developed in the modern era. 

1. Introduction What do I know about the 
Republic of Korea 

HSIE Outcomes 
ENS3.5 Patterns of p lace and location 

Demonstrates an understanding of the inter
connectedness between Australia and global 
environments and how individuals and groups can act in 
an ecologically responsible manner. 

g and Learning Activity 

Bukhansa, Korea. Source: Wikimedia Commons 

Resources Assessment 

·splays, maps and posters around the room 

I Teachin 

Set up d1 
before st 
Ask stud 
country. 
Discuss t 
want lo 1 
theWha 
a class d1 
want to 1 
been me 

Handout 1 KWL chart 

('lUW \ 

arting the unit of work. Give students KWL. 
Maps, photos, holiday 

en ts to fi ll in what they already know about the 
brochures. Ask if anyone has visited the Republic of Korea. 

his information. In groups brainstorm what they 
earn. Teacher models making a contribution to 
t I Want to Know section of the KWL chart. As 
· scuss and then set goals specifying what they 
earn. The teacher also adds anything that has not 
ntioned. 

Map of Korea ENS3.6 

Explains how various beliefs 
and practices influence the 
ways in which people interact 
with, change and value their 
environment. 

2. Where is South Korea 

HSIE Outcomes 

ENS3.5 Patterns of place and 
location 

Demonstrates an understanding 
of the interconnectedness 
between Australia and global 
environments and how 
individuals and groups can act 
in an ecologically responsible 
manner. 

Unjusa. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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Korean Cultural Study - Stage 3 

Teaching and Learning Activity Resources Assess men 

Locate The Republic Korea on Google Earth. Zoom in Handout 2 History of • Locate Sot 
looking at Asia and explain that South Korea is part of the South Korea using an a-
continent known as Asia. Explain that North Korea and label coun 
South Korea are separate counties. Look at History of Korea share bore 
(Handout 2). Handout 3 World South Kor 

Provide students with a map of Asia. Students label The 
Map 

• Identify so 
Republic Korea and bordering countries using an atlas. the natura 

Students look at a landform map of the Republic of Korea Handout 4 Asia map of South I< 

and identify some of the natural features such as South 
a map 

Korean Islands Cheju-do,Jeju-Do, Ulleung-Do, Ganghwa- • Show an 

Do. National Parks, Pukansan, Soraksan, Odaesan and Handout 5 South understan 

Chuwangsan. The highest mountain Mount Halla. Korea map of mappin 

Mark on Seoul and other major cities. Students can use atlas conventioi 

and Google Earth. Students draw on gridlines and mark on features 

coordinates. Use symbols to show different type of features. 
Write down the coordinates of key features. 

Create an ongoing fact file on the Republic of Korea. 

Literacy link. Read Linda Sue Park's books such as When my 
name was Keoko, Seesaw girl, A single shard and traditional 
Korean folktales. 

3. Traditional Culture - What Is Traditional Korean Culture? 

HSIE Outcomes 

CUS3.4 Cultural diversity ENS3.5 Patterns of place and location 

Demonstrates an understanding of the 
interconnectedness between Australia and global 
environments and how individuals and groups can 
act in an ecologically responsible manner. 

Examines how cultures change through ini 
with other cultures and the environment. 

Teaching and Learning Activity 

Divide the class into groups who will become experts on 
aspects of Korean culture. 

Allocate tasks and relevant resources to each group. 

Ask the groups to research and complete the activities on the 
cards in order to prepare presentations that incorporate a 
variety of resources and multimedia techniques, eg models, 
performances, diagrams, products, slide shows. 

Or complete the Korean Travel webquest. 
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Resources 

Selected websites, 
books and videos. 

Handout7 

Assessmet 

• Share and 
the differ, 
features c 
culture. 

Webquest e 



Korean Cultural Study - Stage 3 

Korean language 
• Research languages spoken in Korea. 

• Research how Korean people are named. 

• Create a glossary of terms that you might find 
necessary if you were to visit South Korea. 
www.korean-language.org/korean/history.asp 

r Traditional beliefs of Korean people 

• Research the major two religions practised by 
Korean people. 

• Find out about some of the major beliefs in this 

\ · 
religion. 
Find out about some customs associated with 
these beliefs. 

· Traditional food, drinks and eating customs 
I 

• Research traditional Korean foods and some recipes. 

• Find out why some foods are popular, eg. Kimchi. 

• List some customs that are observed when 
preparing food or eating. 

Dress 
• Research traditional cloths for men and women. 

• Explain the significance of some of the traditional 
colours and fabrics. 

• When is traditional clothing worn today? 
www.lifeinkorea.com/ cul tu re/ clothes/ clothes.cfm 

Festivals and ceremonies 

• Research the major festivals and ceremonies. 

• Explain the origins of some of the festivals and 
ceremonies. 

• Create a calendar showing when festivals occur. 

Traditional Dance, drama and music 

Watch a video of Bucheachum, or fan dance. 
Find out what the dance shows. 
• Research a traditional Korean musical instrument 

Changgo (drum), Gayageum (zither) Daegeum 
(flute) Haegeum (fiddle) or Pyeonjong (bell). 

• Explain the importance of traditional dance, 
drama and music to Korean people. 

Traditional Housing 

• Research how a traditional Korean hanok is built. 

• What are village guardians? 

• What type of housing is more common today? 

Games and sport 
• Research how to play one of the following 

traditional games. Tuho or Jegi. 

• Follow the instructions to play Yunnori. Then 
teach other members of the class to play it. 

• Research one of Korean martial arts such as 
Taekwondo, Taekkyeon or Hapgido. 

fongmyo. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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Korean Cultural Study - Stage 3 

4. Linking Australia with Korea 

Focus: Trade with Korea 

CUS3.4 
Examines how cultures change through interactions 
with other cultures and the environment. 

Teaching and Learning Activity 

Divide students into pairs. Each pair in the class is given 
30 counters of a one colour. Each pair has a different 
colour to the other pairs. The students are given ten 
minutes to try and trade with other pairs to get as many 
different colours as possible. Discuss what they did. New 
terms may need to be explained such as import, export 
and trade. 

Explain why countries trade with each other. For 
example, if people in the Australia enjoy eating chocolate, 
but do not have the right climate to grow cocoa beans, 
they import cocoa products from a country where 
they grow easily. However, if mangoes grow easily in 
the Australia, but they don't grow easily in a very cold 
climate, we might export mangoes to another country. 
In both of these trades, the importing and the exporting 
countries are better off after the trade. In trades, the 
trade goods are not always natural resources. Sometimes 
people trade products or parts of products as well. 

Provide each group with pictures of objects that have 
been made in Korea and Australia , e.g. cars, mobile 
phones, cameras, televisions, copper, oil, iron, meat 
etc. get students to divide them into which country 
they think produces which. Draw a table and record 
the results. Students can investigate their school and 
home environment to find other products. Discuss why 
Australia exports raw materials and why Korea exports 
finished goods. 

Use information from www.dfat.gov.au/geo/fs/rkor. 
pdf to find out more about exports and imports. Other 
products can be added to their table of imports/exports. 
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AUSTRALIA - KOREA 

FOUNDATION 
20th ANN IVERSARY 2012 

Australian Government 

Resources 

Further trade teaching 
ideas: 
www.econedlink. 
org/lessons/index. 
php ?lid=400&type 
=student 

www.dfat.gov.au/geo/rok/ 
index.html 

www.dfat.gov.au/geo/fs/ 
rkor.pdf 

Assessment 

Students write an 
explanation for the 
term export, import 
and trade. 



Korean Cultural Study - Stage 3 

Students are divided into groups to research an 
aspect of trade or company that trades with Australia. 
Students consider the following questions. Research and 
conclusions will be presented on a mindmap or graphic 

organiser. 

• What is the product? Why do Australians/Koreans 
want these products? 

• Is this good for Australia/South Korea. 

I. Samsung - www.samsung.com/au/aboutsamsung/ 
corporateprofile/history.html 

2. Hyundai - www.hyundai.corn.au/About-Hyundai/The
Company / default.aspx 

3. LG - www.Ig.com/au/about-lg/corporate-information/ 
history.jsp 

4. Education - www.australiakorea.com/education/en/ 
life-changing.html 

Claire's story of study - www.careerfaqs.corn.au/ 
education-training/international-student-stories/1539/ 
bokyung-Kim-south-korean-international-student-csu 

5. Tourism - www.australiakorea.com/education/en/ 
promoting- tourism.html 

6. Beef - www.abc.net.au/rural/news/content/201004/ 
s288357 4. h tm 

Handout 6 Concept map 

Assessment of learning 

Non-KLA specific: 
Graphic organiser 

www.curriculumsupport. 
education.nsw.gov. 
au/timetoteach/assess/ 
strategies/secondary_ 
strategies/ go _nonkla.htm 

Presentation of 
information 

Expo 2012, Yeosu Korea. Source: \Vikimedia Commons 
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Korean Cu ltural Study - Stage 3 

5: Changing culture 

HSIE Outcomes: 

CUS3.4 

Examines how cultures change through interactions 
with other cultures and the environment. 

Teaching and Learning Activity 

Look at videos clips of traditional dance and music. Then 
look at Nanta, Jump. Write a list of differences. 

Students brainstormed the effect of the tourist 
industry on cultures. In groups, they looked at tourist 
brochures on South Korea to see how the traditional 
culture is represented. This was then compared with 
representations of Australian culture in Australian 
tourist brochures. This work sample displays a student's 
perception of how Australia and Korean are promoted 
in tourism. It is presented in the form of a comparison 
chart. 

Have students locate pictures, in geographic magazines, 
tourist brochures or photo albums that show aspects that 
have changed. These images could be used to illustrate 
the retrieval chart. Ask students to critically analyse 
commercially·produced images to identify and discuss 
aspects such as purpose and audience. 

Korean celebration day 

Students help to plan and organise a Korean Day 
using knowledge gained throughout the unit. 
Brainstorm and discuss student ideas. 

Divide students into small groups and ask them 
to list what they think would need to be done to 
prepare for the day e.g. food, guests, performance, 
decorations, games, allocating jobs, clothing. 

Groups report suggestions to the class and with the 
teacher a plan is devised. 
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Resources I Assessment 

Nanta - www.youtube.com/ Look at comp 
watch?v=0XQ-hFrhE_ Q chart 

Jump - www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v= _vTAPj7OCwA&f 
eature=related 

Korean dance - www. 
youtube.com/watch?v=GWd 
wizX9LDg&feature=related 
and www.youtube.com/ 
watch ?v= ZmZr 15FyMuE& 
feature=related 

Traditional music - www. 
youtube.com /watch ?v=y l N 
6PLCJ37 g&feature=related 
and www.youtube.com/ 
watch ?v= j ZllRniW2y A&fe 
ature=related 

Modern use of 
traditional instruments 
- www.youtube.com/ 
watch ?v=dTmmMxEgEvo 

Some suggestions that could be included in th 
banquet celebration are: 

1. Traditional games. 

2. Decorations, e.g. based on tradit ional Kore~ 
decorations, using a variety of colour schen 
lanterns, blossoms, symbols. 

3. Design of a menu for the banquet, includin{ 
variety of food, that they can make at home 
school. 

4. Gift giving - studen ts create something to g 
each other such as a card. 

5. Clothing - students decide what they wear. 



Korean Cultural Study - Handout 1 

PIG: TO 
w r1at I know 

KWL CHART 
South Korea 

What I want to know What I learned 
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Korean Cultural Study - Handout 2 

The history of Korea 
The first Koreans are believed to have migrated into 
Korea from northern Asia around 3000 B.C. These 
peoples lived in villages, and survived by farming, and 
through hunting. 

The Koreans practiced Shamanism, which is the 
belief that both living and non-living things contained 
powerful spirits. Priests known as shamans helped the 
people communicate with the spirits, and helped the 
people understand their will. 

By the 1 OOs B. C. Korea had been conquered by 
China. From 109 B.C. until A.O. 220 the Koreans 
would be under the control of the Chinese. During 
this time period they would be heavily influenced by 
the Chinese. However, they would also manage to 
maintain many elements of their own culture. 

The Three Kingdoms Period 57 B.C.- 668 A.O. 

After obtaining their independence from China in 
A. D. 220, the Koreans eventually formed themselves 
into three separate kingdoms. These kingdoms were 
known as Silla, Paekche, and Koguryo. From A.O. 313 
until A. D. 668 these three kingdoms would rule the 
Korean Peninsula. 

Then in A. D. 668 the Kingdom of Silla conquered the 
other two kingdoms, uniting al l of Korea under a single 
government. 

The Yi Dynasty 

In A. D. 1392 a dynasty known as the Yi Dynasty 
also known as the Joseon Dynasty came to power 
in Korea. Yi rulers built a new capital city, which they 
named Hanyang. Hanyang would become the present 
day city of Seoul, which for many years was the 
modern capital of Korea. 

Under Yi rulers the Koreans developed many cultural 
advancements, including an alphabet, advancements 
in weather forecasting, and advancements in war 
technology. Its kings established Buddhism as the 
official state rel igion, but Confucian scholars and ideas 
also entered Korea. 
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These advancements in wartime technologies 
allowed helped them to defend themselves again: 
outside attacks, and allowed them to maintain thE 
independence for centuries. 

Japanese Occupation 

Beginning in 1876, the Japanese forced a series 
Western-style trade agreements on Korea, leadin! 
Japan's eventual takeover of the country in 1910 

Korean War 

After World War II the victorious Allies temporari ly 
divided Korea along the 38th paral lel between no 
and south . North Korea soon became a Comm uni 
state under the influence of the Soviet Union. Sm 
Korea declared themselves a republic in 1948 an 
became allies of the United States. After two year 
military confrontation along the border, North Kori 
troops suddenly attacked the south in June, 195( 
Almost defeated, the South Korean government c 
upon the United Nations to help. Many countries, 
by the United States, sent troops. The Allied armiE 
drove the North Koreans back but fearing an atta( 
upon themselves, the People's Republic of China 
huge numbers of troops to aid North Korea. By e, 
1951 the war was stalemated along the old bord1 
Armistice negotiations began, but took two years 
complete. In the meantime battles raged and man 
lives were lost. Fifty thousand Americans died in t 
war, as did mi llions of Koreans on both sides. SoL 
Korea was devastated, its industries and agricultu 
ruined. 

South Korea is now the Republic of Korea and ha 
developed a democratic government. Since this ti 
South Korea has built a strong industrial state wiU 
high standard of living. 

From: 

www.pbs.org/hiddenkorea/history. htm 

www. kids past. com/world-h istory /02 49-korea. ph~ 



Korean Cu ltural Study - Handout 3 
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Korean Cultural Study - Handout 4 
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Korean Cultural Study - Handout 5 

Map of Korea 

' 0 • 
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Korean Cultural Study - Handout 6 
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Korean Cultural Study - Handout 7 

Korean Travel WebQuest 
CREATE A DIGITAL TRAVEL BROCHURE 

Introduction 
Your travel agency has been chosen to 
design a trip to South Korea wh ich is being 
promoted as a new travel destination. It is 
important to show what a wonderfu l country 
it is and all the important cultural and natural 
attractions. This is to be presented as a 
digital brochure. 

Task 
Your team of four will design and create a 
digital brochure by using the World Wide 
Web and Microsoft PowerPoint. In the 
brochure you wil l include general information 
about South Korea, areas of historical and 
recreational interest, food and entertainment. 
In add ition, you must include pictures and 
images to appeal to the clients. 

There wi ll be a choice two tours. 

• 1 O day - Highlights of South Korea. 

• 21 day - Experience the real South Korea. 

Process 
Your group needs to identify who wil l 
play what role on the team: Destination 
Coordinator; Historian; Recreation Director; 
and Travel Agent. Below is a list of these 
roles in more detail. In the Resources section 
of this webquest, you will find a list of 
websites to consult in order to complete each 
job effectively and efficiently. 

Destination Coordinator 
The Destination Coordinator will be the 
person who provides a complete profile of the 
destination. The Destination Coord inator should 
provide the following: 

• a detailed map of the destination 
• geographic, demographic, and environmental 

descriptions 

• population and weather reports 

• a list of major cities or locales to visit 
• language(s) spoken there 

• currency used. 

Historian 
The Historian is responsible for providing a 
brief history of the destination. The Historian 
researches and includes the following : 

• at least four specific historical locations 
• a map and brief descrip.tion of the 

significance of each location 

• a list of available tours that offer tourists an 
opportunity to visit these locations 

• a schedule of tours. 

Recreation Director 
Everyone likes to have fun on vacation, so the 
Recreation Director has an important job to 
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Korean Travel WebOuest 

do. The Recreation Director will research and 
identify the following: 
• a list of activities that vary from indoor and 

outdoor, land and water, and during the 
evening or during the day 

• names and locations of areas of interest 
(e.g., dining and entertainment; mountain 
biking or safaris; boating or skiing; etc.) 

• maps 
• other specific instructions or restrictions that 

accompany the activities (e.g, equipment 
needed; age limitations; etc.). 

Accomodation Agent 
Without a Travel Agent, travellers would not 
be able to get to their destination. The Travel 
Agent will: 
• find transportation by carrier to the 

destination (e.g., name of airlines, bus 
service, etc.) 

• find transportation within destination and 
accompanying information (e.g., car rentals, 
subway and bus fares, etc.) 

• list lodging accommodations. 
• list dining. 
• travel itinerary. 
Once all roles have been assigned among 
the team, each member should visit the given 
websites found in the Resources section and 
begin to compile all of the information and 
images for which he or she is responsible. 

Once all information is collected, select the 
important stuff and begin designing your 
digital brochure. The following is a list of 
criteria that you will base the design of your 
brochure, using Microsoft Power Point: 

Brochure Criteria 
• Each team member must help to present 

the information compiled. 
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• The first slide will be an Introduction slide 
that will entice the potential travellers. 

• There will be a concluding slide that will 
summarise the brochure into a persuasive 
format that will entice travellers to choose 
your travel destination. 

• The total number of slides in your digital 
brochure must not exceed 20 slides. 

• There will be one digital brochure 
submitted per team of four members. 

Resources 
These are a few websites to get you started. 
Remember to acknowledge them in your 
brochure. 
CIA World Fact Book www.cia.gov/library/publications/the
world- factbook/geos/ks. html 
Flight Centre - www.flightcentre.eom.au/ 
World Atlas - www.worldatlas.com/ 
Learn Korean - www.learnkoreanlanguage.com/Korean
Culture.html 
Life in Korea - www.lifeinkorea.com/calendar/holidays.cfm 
Lonely Planet - www.lonelyplanet.com/south-korea 

Evaluation 
Each group presentation will be based on the 
following: 

1. the fulfillment of the digital brochure's 
criteria 

2. the quality of the material included in the 
digital brochure 

3. the content and organisation of the digital 
brochure, to include listing information 
representing at least 6 different websites 

4. creativity used to execute and complete the 
group project 

5. errors in the text or information included in 
the digital brochure. 

6. overall group presentation. 



Writing and keeping journals: 
An example from a teacher professional 

experience to South Korea 
By Jenny Curtis 

Teachers are often encouraged to write professional journals and Lea Berry 
chose to keep one for her recent Teacher Education Visitation Program to 
South Korea. What follows is a basis for keeping a professional journal and 
some starting points, followed by Leas journal about her visit to a changing 
and exciting country. 

What does journal writing entail, what benefits can 
it bring, and how can we go about writing one? 

What is a journal? 

To begin it is worth reflecting on what might 
constitute a journal. Physically, it could be a bound 
note book, a ring binder full of papers, a collection 
of electronic documents on a computer disk or 
an audio tape. People journal in different ways. 
A journal is a day book - 'a place to record daily 
happenings'. 

A journal is also a tool for self-discovery, an aid 
to concentration, a mirror for the soul, a place to 
generate and capture ideas, a safety valve for the 
emotions, a training ground for the writer, and a 
good friend and confidant. (Klug, 2002) 

It records experiences and events over a period of 
time. However, writing and keeping journals also 
entails conscious reflection and commentary. 

It is a reconstruction of experience and, like the 
diary, has both objective and subjective dimensions, 
but unlike diaries, the writer is (or becomes) aware 
of the difference. The journal as a 'service book' is 
implicitly a book that someone returns to. It serves 
purposes beyond recording events and pouring out 
thoughts and feelings ... Like the diary, the journal is 
a place to 'let it all out'. But the journal is also a place 
for making sense of what is out... The journal is a 
working document. 

All journal writing must involve learning at some 
level. Our interest here is to highlight the processes 
of reflection and deepening understanding involved 
when learning becomes a specific focus - as is the 
case in 'learning journals'. 

The benefits of writing and keeping a journal 

• It helps us to remember something later; it 
is a record to look back on; to recapture the 
moment later so that we may look at it more 
deeply. 

• It engages our brains. To write we have to 
think. 

• Journal writing encourages engagement and 
reflection 

• Writing things down in a journal also allows us 
to 'clear our minds'. The journal offers a way to 
highlight the most important ones'. 

• It helps us reflect on what might be happening 
in our practice and in our lives generally. 

From this we can see that writing and keeping a 
journal holds the possibility of deepening our self
understanding, and to making added sense of our 
lives and what we believe. It can also help us to gain 
perspective. 

Starting to write and keep a journal 
Starting a learning journal some sort of basic 
framework is probably useful. A good starting point 
is to use four basic elements: 

• Description of the situation/encounter/ 
experience that includes some attention to 
feelings at the time. 

• Additional material - information that come to 
our notice or into our minds after the event. 

• Reflection - going back to the experiences, 
attending to feelings and evaluating experience. 

• Things to do - the process of reflection 
may well lead to the need to look again at a 
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WRITING AND KEEPING JOURNALS 

situation or to explore some further area. It 
may highlight the need to take some concrete 
actions. In this 'section' of the entry we can 
make notes to pick-up later. 

There is, however, no 'right' way. It is what works 
best for the writer. 

Starter questions: 

• As I look back on the day, what were the most 
significant events? 

• In what ways was this day unique, different 
from other days? 

• Did I have any particularly meaningful 
conversations? 

• Did I do any reading? What were my reactions 
to it? 

• How did I feel during the day? What were the 
emotional highs and lows? Why did I feel as I 
did? 

• Did I find myself worrying about anything 
today? 

• What did I accomplish? 

• Did I fail at anything? What can I learn from 
this? 

• What did I learn today? 

(Klug, 2002) 

Publishing your journal 
Making sense of our journals takes time. It might 
well be that, as Ken Plummer (2001: 152) has put 
it in the context of researching 'life stories; such 
analysis is the 'truly creative part of the' work'. 
He continues, 

.. .it entails brooding and reflecting upon mounds of 
data for long periods of time until it 'makes sense' 
and 'feels right; and key ideas and themes flow from 
it. It is also the hardest process to describe; the 
standard technique is to read and make notes, leave 
and ponder, re-read without notes, make new notes, 
match notes up, ponder, re-read and so on. 

There are some basic questions for us to be asking 
for starters: 

• Are there experiences, situations or 
understandings that stand out for me? What is 
it about them that is catching my attention? 
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• Does what we have written in our journals still 
'ring true'? Have we been fully honest and do 
the interpretations we made at the time still 
stand up? 

• What is missing? 

Conclusion - evaluating writing and keeping 
journals 

Education involves more than gaining and exercising 
technical knowledge and skills. It depends on us also 
cultivating a kind of artistry. In this sense, teachers 
are not engineers applying their skills to carry out 
a plan or drawing, they are artists who are able to 
improvise and devise new ways of looking at things. 

In the light of this perhaps the most fundamental 
question we can ask when evaluating writing and 
keeping journals is whether they have allowed 
us to develop as people and global citizens? 
Has writing and keeping a journal had an impact 
on the direction that work has taken and on the 
appropriateness of our actions? 

Further reading and references 
Holly, Mary Louise (1989) Writing to Grow. Keeping 
a personal-professional journal, Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire: Heinemann. One of the best 
guides to journaling for professional growth. 
Written initially for teachers it explores reflective 
writing, understanding experience, gives practical 
suggestions for writing about experience and 
examines different dimensions of personal and 
professional inquiry. 

Klug, Ron (2002) How to Keep a Spiritual Journal. 
A guide to journal keeping/or inner growth and 
personal discovery (rev. edn.), Minneapolis: 
Augsburg. Now in its fourth edition, this rightly 
popular book is a good starting point for journaling 
as a spiritual practice. 

Reproduced from the encyclopaedia of informal 
education [www.infed.org], and adapted from an 
article written by Smith, Mark (1999, 2006), Keeping 
a learning journal; the encyclopaedia of informal 
education, www.infed.org/research/keeping_a_ 
journal.htm. 



MY JOURNAL OF TI-lE REPUBLIC 
OF J<OREA - CROUCHING TIGER 

By Leq Berry 

Th is fqct file qdd resses the trq nsformqtion q nd meteoric rise of 
South Karels economy from being one of the world's poorest 
nqtions in post l<.oreqn Wqr yeq rS (1950s) to its cu rrent stqtus qS 
q world recognised economic power in the 21st Century. 

Introduction 

To understand 21st century Korea you need to 
consider its 20th century history and Korea's 
geographic location. 

Korea is a unique country in that it is divided into 
two separate entities - the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (DRK) and the Republic of Korea 
(ROK). Both entities claim to be the legitimate 
government. 

History 

Korea is situated on a peninsula in eastern Asia. 
Historically, Korea has endured regular invasion 
from neighbouring China and Japan, as well as 
foreign invaders. Consequently, Koreans value the 
preservation of their traditions, identity and culture. 

Foreign Occupation 
From 1910 to 1945 Korea was a Japanese colony. 
During these years Korean felt that they suffered 
economic exploitation, political repression and 
cultural destruction. 

When the Soviet Union and the United States of 
America (USA) defeated Japan in World War II 
(1939-1945) both countries sought control of Korea. 

Korea was freed from Japanese occupation but the 
"Cold War" resulted in the country's division. As a 
supposed short term measure the United Nations 
divided the Korean Peninsula into two separate 
nations. 

The Soviet Union backed North Korea whilst the 
United States supported South Korea. It was hoped 
that eventually the two countries would become one. 

However, it became apparent that there was little 
hope of reunification and in 1948 two separate 
governments were established. 

Korean War 1 950 - 1 953 

On the 25 June 1950, the North Korean army 
invaded South Korea. North Korea's President, Kim 
II Sung, hoped to re-join the two Korean countries 
as a communist nation. 

The United Nations (UN) called upon North Korea 
to withdraw from South Korea but North Korea had 
no such intention. Therefore the Security Council 
voted to actively help South Korea. By September 
1950 all of South Korea was under United Nations 
control. 

By the end ofJuly 1950, ground troops were 
committed by the Australian Government. In 
September 1950 Australian troops joined American 
troops in an invasion of North Korea. 

On 1 November 1950, communist China entered the 
war to assist North Korea, its communist neighbour. 

Ceasefire talks and negotiations between the 
opposing sides broke down and were suspended in 
1951. 

The city of Seoul was completely flattened as a result 
of the war. It is estimated that three million Koreans 
died during the Korean War. 

The city of Seoul was decimated as a result of the 
war. It is estimated that 3 million Koreans died 
during the Korean War. 

The fighting finally ended on 27 July 1953 when a 
truce was signed. An armistice was signed by USA, 
North Korean and Chinese representatives. South 
Korea did not sign the truce and North Korea did 
not surrender its claim to South Korea. 

The agreement provided for a four kilometre wide 
demilitarised zone between North and South Korea 
along the 38th parallel of latitude. Any conflict or 
use of military weapons was forbidden in this area. 
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The United Nations maintained a military force in 
South Korea in case of further attacks from North 
Korea. To this day Korea remains divided with North 
Korea located north of the 38th parallel, and South 
Korea located to the south of the 3Sth parallel. 

The Statue of Brothers 

As a consequence of the division of Korea into two 
separate entities, families were torn asunder. This 
meant that in some instances family members and 
relatives were forced to fight each other as the North 
opposed the South. 

The Statue of Brothers is a symbol of the Korean 
War and is located in front of the War Museum in 
Seoul. The upper part of the statue depicts a scene 
where a family's older brother, a ROK soldier, and 
his younger brother, a North Korean soldier, meet 
in a battlefield and express reconciliation, love and 
forgiveness. 

The lower tomb-shaped dome was built with pieces 
of granite collected from nationwide locations 
symbolising the sacrifices made by patriots. The 
crack in the dome stands for the division of Korea 
and the hope for reunification. 

Objects inside the dome include a mosaic wall 
painting that expresses the spirit of the Korean 
people to overcome the national tragedy and a map 
plate of the sixteen UN Allied Nations that dispatched 
troops to the war. Links of iron chain on the ceiling 

signify the unbreakable bonds of a unified Korea. 

Korean Demilitarised Zone 

The Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) lying along the 38th 

Parallel of Latitude has separated the two Koreas 
since the "close" of the Korean War in 1953. The 
Armistice Agreement signed on July 27 1953 did 
not end the Korean War. It only ended the fighting. 
Peace continues to be maintained by the United 
Nations Command Security Battalion-Joint Security 
Area (UNCSB-JSA). 
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The Joint Security Area is commonly known as 
Panmunjeon. Here United Nations Command 
personnel from South Korea and the USA stand face 
to face with Communist North Korean guards. 

Since the signing of the Armistice, Panmunjeon 
has been the location where North meets South to 
address military, economic and political issues in an 
attempt to keep the peace and eventually reunite the 
peninsula. 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea 

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DRK) 
is commonly known as North Korea. Established 
in 1948, North Korea is a communist regime with 
the world's only hereditary dictatorship where 
leadership passes from father to son. Kim Jong Un 
is the incumbent Head of State having succeeded 
his father Kim in November 2011. North Korea has 
chosen to isolate itself from the rest of the world 
and focus on self reliance. It is a poor country and is 
basically bankrupt. The capital city, Pyeongyang, is 
located 205 kilometres north of the joint border. The 
estimated population of North Korea is 23 million 
people. 

Hope Sculptur eat the 3"' Tunnel, DMZ 

Republic of Korea 

The Republic of Korea (ROK) is commonly known 
as South Korea. Established in 1948, South Korea 
is a democratic republic with the President elected 
by the people. President Lee Myung-bak of the 
conservative Grand National Party was elected to 
office in December 2007. Today, South Korea is a 
world trading powerhouse with a population of 49 
million people. 

Geography 

South Korea is a small country located on the 
southern half of a peninsula in eastern Asia. South 
Korea is surrounded by water on three sides. To the 
west and across the Yellow Sea is mainland China 
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Seosan Sea on the ebb. Source: Wikimedia Cormnons 

and to the east across the East Sea (also known as 
the Sea ofJapan) is Japan. To the south is the South 
Sea (or South China Sea). The nation's only land 
boundary is with North Korea. South Korea is in 
effect like an 'island' nation as North Korea blocks all 
land access in and out of the country. Therefore all 
trade and supplies must arrive by sea or air. 

The land features rugged mountains ranges separated 
by deep, narrow valleys. Fertile river valleys in the 
south provide rich agricultural land which serves as 
the bread basket of Korea. 

Seventy percent of the countryside is mountainous 
and consequently the majority of Koreans today 
reside in cities in vertical housing - high rise 
apartments. 

More than 3400 islands dot the 1207 kilometres of 
South Korean coastline, the largest of which is J ej u 
Island, a popular tourist destination, located sixty 
kilometres off the southern coastline in the South 
Sea. 

Korea's climate is affected by monsoons and can 
range from bitter cold winter days with snow, to 
warm, humid summer conditions. Annual rainfall is 
about 1000 millimetres. 

First Impressions 

Prior to my visit to South Korea my knowledge of 
the country was rudimentary. I knew that Korea was 
traditionally an agrarian society. I was aware that 
South Korea had a developing manufacturing and 
trade economy based on heavy industry, and that its 
education system is currently rated third best globally 
by the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation 
and Development (OECD). However my overall 
understanding was that the Republic of Korea was 
still an emerging country rather than a developed 
nation. How wrong I was! 

Incheon Airport is located 70 kilometres west of 
Seoul. As a point of interest Incheon Airport is 

the world's second busiest airport in terms of 
international cargo and freight. We boarded a 
comfortable coach that cruised along an eight lane 
highway directly to the Central Business District 
(CBD) of bustling Seoul. There were no bicycles, 
tuk tuks or motor scooters - just modern sedans, 
predominantly Hyundai and Kia both of which are 
manufactured in South Korea by locally owned 
companies. 

Seoul 

Seoul is the capital city of South Korea and is one of 
the most heavily populated city in the world. It is a 
modern progressive city located along the banks of 
the mighty Han River. Seoul CBD has a population 
of 10.4 millton people. Twenty seven bridges span 
the Han River ensuring that traffic moves reasonably 
well without too many gridlocks. Provincial Seoul, 
within an hour of the CBD, including Incheon, 
has a population of 15 million people bringing the 
combined population to 25 million plus - more than 
half of the nation's entire population. 

Transport 

Seoul has a brilliant subway system that is easily 
accessible, safe, clean and clearly signed in both 
Korean and English. There are English automatic 
ticket vending machines and colour coded 
walkways. Platforms have electronic timetables 
and perspex safety screens between the tracks and 
commuters. Safety doors open automatically when 
each train arrives at the platform ensuring safe 
boarding and alighting of passengers. The trains are 
immaculately clean and there is no graffiti on the 
trains, platforms, or indeed anywhere. The crime 
rate is negligible and there is no litter anywhere to 
be seen. In fact public garbage bins do not exist in 
Seoul city - people simply take their rubbish with 
them and dispose of it appropriately. 

Yongsansta Station. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
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Pedestrian Walkways 
You would think that in a city with a population of 
ten million plus there would be wall to wall people 
as is the case in cities in China and Vietnam. Wrong 
again! Underground pedestrian walkways relocate 
people away from outdoor paths and road crossings 
thus dispersing people and potential overcrowding to 
alternate walkways where there is no need to stop and 
wait for pedestrian lights to cross wide, busy roads. 

Shop until you drop 

If shopping is your thing then you can "shop 'til you 
drop" in South Korean cities. The department stores 
will simply amaze you - there is no equivalent in 
Sydney or Melbourne to the super department stores 
of Korea! Stores such as Shinsegae are modern and 
glitzy. Koreans have embraced everything western 
and American and are prepared to pay for the fashion 
brand names. 

However, if you are searching for a bargain then 
visit one of the night markets which come alive after 
dark right in down town Seoul. Clothing, shoes, 
accessories - in fact just about anything can be found 
at the night markets in Myeongdong which seem to 
appear from nowhere every evening. Make sure you 
savour the culinary delights of the traditional street 
fare available at very reasonable prices. 

If you're interested in Korean handicraft be sure to 
explore the alleys of Insadong which are lined with 
traditional and modern buildings, galleries, antique 
shops and handicraft shops. Take time to visit one of 
the many traditional teahouses and restaurants. 

Korean Bibimbap. Source: Wikimedia Commons 

Local Cuisine 

Kimchi is Korea's national dish and comprises 
pickled cabbage pickled with garlic, salt, vinegar 
and chilli. It is eaten for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Kalbi is marinated and grilled short ribs of beef 
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and is also known as Korean barbecue. Bulgogi 
('firemeat'), thin strips of marinated beef grilled over 
coal or gas, is another local dish. Most meat in Korea 
is imported from the USA and Australia. 

Traditionally Koreans sit on the floor on cushions 
around a low table. In winter the wooden floor is 
heated. 

Entertainment 

Korean pop music is enjoyed by the younger generation 
and karaoke is popular entertainment. We thoroughly 
enjoyed the outrageous theatre performance 'Cookin' 
at the Nanta Theatre in Seoul as guests of the Korean 
Tourist Organisation. South Korea is one of the most 
internet connected countries in the world and internet 
gaming is played extensively. 

City Sculptures 

There is a policy of City Public Sculptures in Seoul 
which mandates that developers provide sculptures 
which are both aesthetic and cultural. 

Gyeongbokgung Palace 

Within the hustle and bustle of the modern 21st 

century city of Seoul is Gyeongbokgung Palace 
established in 1395 during the Joseon Dynasty and 
now restored. 

Korea Train express 

The Korea Train eXpress (KTX) was launched in 
2004 and South Korea became only the sixth country 
in the world to have high speed rail. The system's 
high-speed trains can travel at speeds up to 300 
kilometres per hour. The routes run from Seoul to 
Busan in the southeas.t, and from Seoul to Mokpo 
in the southwest. We travelled first class by KTX to 
Busan and found the train extremely comfortable 
with plenty of leg room. Wide windows provided 
views of the rural country side as we sped past 
agricultural plots, villages and towns, and tunnels 
built right through mountains. 

Busan 

Busan is the second largest city in South Korea with 
a population of 3.7 million. More importantly, Busan 
is the country's largest port city. Located in the 
southeast on the Korean Strait, Busan is the hub of 
South Korea's fishing industry. The Jagalchi Fishery 
Market is a must see, it has two sections, one for live 
and fresh seafood and the other for dried seafood. 
Fish and shellfish are caught daily and sold fresh to 
consumer. Wander along the stalls and see all sorts of 
fish, eels, squid, octopus, shellfish and molluscs. 
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Gwang-an daigyo (Diamond Bridge), Busan. Source: Wikimedia Commons 

You might be surprised to discover that the world's 
largest department store, Shinsegae Centum City, 
is also located in Busan. The store is glitzy and the 
merchandise is predominantly western. It's definitely 
worth a visit even just to window shop. The 
Shinsegae food department is an experience in itself. 
You can sample delicious fresh food products from 
the many shop assistants who are eager to please. 

Agriculture 

Southern Korea is the bread basket for South Korea, 
North Korea and Japan. South Korea essentially 
feeds itself although most of its beef is imported 
from the USA and Australia. Food is sold to North 
Korea via the ROK government so that farmers are 
guaranteed prices. Much of the farming is village 
or community farming. There is a significant lag 
in development in rural areas generally. Villagers 
often live in high rise apartments which are built by 
companies such as Hyundai who also build shops for 
the community. 

Gyeongju 
Tumu/i at Gyeongju. Source: Wikimedia Commons 

Gyeongju is a World Heritage Site for its historic 
importance as the capital of the 7th century Silla 
kingdom. The Korean National Museum is also 
located in Gyeongju. It is the repository of many 

artifacts recovered from nearby tumuli (mounds) 
that cover pyramids where Silla rulers were buried. 

We were fortunate to spend three days in this 
region visiting ancient Buddhist temples and the 
Seokguram grotto located high in the mountains. 

MIRACLE ON THE HAN RIVER 

Top 15 Economy 

In 1996 Korea became a member of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-Operation and Development 
(OECD), an organisation composed of the world's 
leading high-income economies. With a nominal 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of US$832.5 billion 
(2009), the Korean economy is currently ranked 15th 
largest in the world, or 13th if adjusted for purchasing 
power parity. 

As a comparison, Australia's economy is currently 
ranked 13th largest. 

South Korea - Aid Recipient 

The USA government provided the bulk of the aid 
that sustained South Korea in its post war years. It 
was thought that South Korea would never develop 
and simply aimed to keep the country from collapse. 

So just how has a country so decimated by war in 
the 1950s and considered one of the poorest nations 
on earth in 1960, become a world powerhouse 
economy in a mere fifty years? How does a nation 
transition from being an aid recipient to a country 
which now provides aid to other countries? 

Inherently, a 5000 year old culture of hard work 
and education coupled with wise policy making 
and boosted by international aid have triggered 
the amazing economic turnaround of a once 
impoverished country. 

Confucianism 

Today the main religions in South Korea are 
Christianity (70%) and Buddhism(25%). However 
underpinning all aspects of Korean philosophy and 
culture are the ethical standards of Confucianism. 
Respect, hard work and education are the 
foundations of Korean culture. 

Education 

The Confucian tradition of education is revered in 
Korea and families place great importance on their 
children's education. 

There is an old saying in Korea: 'One should not step 
even on the shadow of one's teacher: 
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Traditionally, there is great respect for teachers. 
Preschool education for children aged three to 
five years is optional and becoming very popular. 
Compulsory education includes six years at 
Elementary School between the ages of six and 
eleven followed by three years at Middle School for 
those aged twelve to fourteen years. High School 
offers three years of higher secondary education to 
students aged fifteen to seventeen years. 

Institutes of higher learning include junior 
vocational colleges, and colleges and universities of 
education. 

Students attend school five and a half days a week. 
School begins at 8.30am and finishes at 5.00pm from 
Monday to Friday. On Saturdays school finishes at 
1.00pm. During week nights many middle and high 
school students attend Cram Schools until as late as 
11.00pm although a government curfew of 10.00pm 
has now been introduced. 

Families spend up to $1000 USD per month on 
education options such as Cram Schools and private 
tuition opting for sacrificial lifestyles to ensure they 
can afford fees. 

The pressure on students to do well in their final 
examinations is great as students strive to gain entry 
into top universities. 

Sadly, the secondary and tertiary student suicide 
rate rivals that ofJapan which is also a society that is 
driven by academic success. 

South Korea's education system is rated third best 
globally by the Organisation for Economic Co
Operation and Development (OECD). As a nation 
Koreans are said to have the highest Intelligence 
Quotient (IQ) in the world. In 2010, Korea had the 
highest university graduation rate in the OECD with 
98% of Koreans aged 25 to 34 having graduated from 
junior college, university or graduate school. 

Modern Korea has produced highly educated 
workers, managers, administrators and planners. 
This rich human capital coupled with wise policy 
making has been instrumental in the meteoric rise 
of a wealthy and secure economy. 

Undoubtedly, Korea is a clever country and channels 
significant resources into research and development 
in fields such as education, information technology, 
electronics, heavy industry and renewable energy 
alternatives. 
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Policy Making 

Following the division of Korea, South Korea had 
few natural resources as most were located in 
the north. President Park Chung Hee instituted a 
series of five year plans aimed at developing Korea 
industrially. The focus was an export-led growth 
strategy targeting wealthier European and American 
consumers. Light industry eventually gave way to 
heavy industry. The results were amazing and by 
the 1980s Korea had become a rapidly developing, 
industrialised trading nation. 

Today, Korea is one of the world's largest economies 
with its wealth and success based mainly on heavy 
industry. 

Shipbuilding 

Korea is the world's largest ship building country 
producing more than 50% of global shipping. 
Although shipbuilding in Korea only commenced 
in the 1970s, today seven of the world's top eight 
largest shipbuilding firms are all Korean. Hyundai 
Heavy Industries is the leading firm and completes 
a new US$80 million vessel every four working 
days! Second ranked is Samsung Heavy Industries 
followed by Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering, Hyundai Mipo Dockyard, Hyundai 
Samho Heavy Industries (both subsidiaries of 
Hyundai Heavy Industries), Hanjin Heavy Industries 
& Construction, and finally STX Shipbuilding. 

We were fortunate to visit Hyundai Heavy Industries 
at Ulsan. The shipbuilding company was established 
in 1972 and today there are 10 000 employees. 
The expanded company, which includes Offshore 
Engineering, Industrial Robots, Marine Engineering, 
Industrial Plant and Engineering, Power Plants, 
Petro-Chemical Plants, Electro-Electric Industries, 
has 26 000 employees. Construction equipment 
is exported to 110 countries and 600 researchers 
developing new engineering techniques are based 
at Hyundai Research Institutes located around the 
globe. The company also has a share of 35% of the 
global market for engines and machinery. After an 
introductory presentation we were bussed around 
the massive shipbuilding yards where we saw huge 
ships in different stages of completion. 

Car Manufacturing 

Korea is the world's fifth largest car manufacturers, 
and the home grown Hyundai Kia Automotive 
Group is the fourth biggest car company globally. 
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Originally Hyundai produced low cost cars but 
today the company is renowned producing quality 
vehicles. Korean car manufacturers include Hyundai 
Motor Company, Kia Motor Company GM Daewoo, 
SsangYong Motor Company, Renault Samsung 
Vehicles, Oullim Motors and Asia Motors. 

Hyundai Motor Co111pa11y, U/san 

Hyundai Motor Company 

Our tour of the Ulsan factory sites included the 
Hyundai Motor Company which adjoins the 
shipbuilding yards of Hyundai Heavy Industries. 
The Hyundai Motor Company was founded in 1967. 
In 1999 a partnership between Hyundai and Kia was 
forged. 

Today the Hyundai Motor Company boasts the 
largest car manufacturing site in the world with 
34 000 employees on 505 hectares producing 1.53 
million cars per annum. 

There are five independent car factories on site 
where two ten hour shifts per day. Current car 
models include Elantra, Equus, Genesis, i30 and 
Veracruze. Eighteen percent of the motor market is 
domestic and eighty two percent is for export. 

Now, here are a few more mind blowing statistics. 
The Hyundai Motor Company produces 54-00 
cars daily, 2500 of which are loaded daily onto 
ships at the company's own adjoining port. Each 
car has approximately 20 000 components and 
480 robots perform 95% of car assembly. On the 
combined factory site (motor/shipbuilding) there 
are 55 restaurants feeding 44 000 employees. 
These restaurants daily require 33 000 cabbages for 
Kimchee (Korea's national dish) as well as 93 pigs 
and 48 cattle. 580 000 trees have been planted and 
$1.7million USD have been spent on landscaping 

the factory sites as part of the company's greening 
program. 

The Hyundai Motor Company has research and 
design centres in Korea, America, Germany, Japan 
and India. Environment friendly Hybrid cars are a 
research focus and the company plans to release fuel 
celled cars iri 2012. 

The company is also altruistic and the slogan 'Moving 
the World Together' summarises Hyundai Motor's 
social contribution philosophy. Programs include 
Drive for Wishes that aids children with incurable 
diseases, the Three-Leaf Clover worldwide project 
that helps realise the wishes of children of car 
accident victims, and the Global Blood Donation and 
Fight Against Poverty Campaigns. 

Steel 

There are six major steel producers in Korea 
- Dongbu Steel, Dongkuk Steel, Hyundai Hysco, 
Hyundai INI Steel, POSCO and Sinhwa Steel. Pohang 
Iron and Steel Company (POSCO), founded in 
1968 is one of the world's largest steel plants. With 
the strong Korean shipbuilding and automobile 
industry dependent on POSCO for steel, it has been 
a cornerstone of Korea's industrial development for 
forty years. 

High-Tech Industries 

Korea is leading global trends in the high-tech 
industry, especially in information technology, 
mobile phones, and LC monitors. South Koreans 
have the highest usage of broadband per capita 
globally. Samsung Electronics, established in 1969, 
is the number one high-tech company globally. 
Another highly successful Korean high-tech industry 
company is LG Electronics. First established in 
1958 as Goldstar, the company changed its name to 
LG Electronics in 1995. Today the main products 
for both companies include mobile phones, semi 
conductors and computers, although they are 
also well known for the production of household 
goods such as LCD monitors, washing machines, 
refrigerators and televisions. 

China is Korea's main competition in the high-tech 
and manufacturing industries. 

Construction 

Korean construction companies are also world 
renowned. A rapidly developing economy requires 
infrastructure and mass construction. Seoul, reduced 
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to ravaged war torn ruins during the Korean War, 
is today a modern city of skyscrapers and high rise 
apartment blocks. Twenty seven bridges span the 
mighty Han River and Korea continues to develop 
with a focus on green environmental planning. 
Overseas construction projects are prevalent. In fact 
the Burj Khalifa in Dubai , the world's tallest building, 
was constructed by Korean company Samsung C&T. 

Australian Embassy 

The Australian Embassy is located in Seoul and 
maintains relations with the Republic of Korea (South 
Korea), the Democratic Republic of Korea (North 
Korea) and Mongolia. 

Our itinerary included a visit to the Australian 
Embassy where we were privileged to have conference 
and discussion with embassy staff regarding trade, 
politics, economics and Australian Education 
International (AEI), a Department of Education, 
Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) 
program. AEI provides leadership across all levels of 
government and industry to support the sustainable 
development of a world-class and globally connected 
international education and training system in 
Australia. 

Australian/Korean Trade Relations 

ROK is the 3rd largest merchandise trade partner 
with Australia and our 4th largest trade partner 
overall. More than 240 000 Koreans study overseas. 
Korean society is a very American based society and 

' the majority of students studying overseas do so in the 
USA. 

There are currently about 26 000 Korean students, 
mainly tertiary, in Australia. Education of Korean 
students in Australia is worth 1 billion AUD per 
annum for Australia. 250 000 Koreans currently reside 
in Australia, mainly in Sydney but also in Brisbane 
and Melbourne. 

During the 2008/2009 Global Financial Crisis 
Australia, Poland and South Korea were the only 
countries worldwide to post economic growth. 

Year of Friendship 

2011 was the Australia Korea Year of Friendship 
celebrating fifty years of diplomatic relations between 
the two countries. 

External Aid 

In 2009 South Korea joined the OECD Development 
Assistance Committee which includes some of the 
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world's biggest donor nations. Grateful for its past 
international support, Korea is now financially 
assisting developing nations and participates in 
peacekeeping and international security. 

G20 Summit - Seoul 201 O 

An OECD country, South Korea is also a member 
of the Group of Twenty ( G20) - a collection of the 
world's leading high-income countries. 

In 2010, Korea became the first Asian nation 
and also the first non-G7 nation to host a G20 
Summit, a gathering of the world's most influential 
leaders from the top twenty wealthiest countries 
in the world. Held in Seoul, the 2010 G20 Summit 
provided opportunity for Korea to show the world 
its transformation into a global leader. 

By the end of the two day summit, the 'Seoul 
Action Plan' whereby leaders of individual nations 
pledged to undertake specific policies and pursue 
policy co-ordination with other G20 states, was 
announced. The 'Seoul Development Consensus; a 
set of principles and guidelines to promote closer 
cooperation between developed and developing 
states, was also adopted. 

Cheonggyecheon Stream, Seoul 
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A Green Future 

Traditionally and culturally Koreans have revered 
the natural environment. Today, Korea is embracing 
eco-friendly policies in its energy production, car 
manufacturing and urban planning. 

Currently, Korea is building four tidal power 
stations to harness energy from its powerful tides. 
Also under construction is an offshore wind power 
facility in the West Sea that will eventually generate 
SGW of electricity per hour which is equivalent to 
the power generated by four nuclear reactors. 

The ROK government has devoted significant 
resources into the research and development for 
green cars with the goal of being the world's fourth 
largest exporter of green cars by 2013. Korea's target 
by 2020 is to build a million green homes which will 
be entirely dependent on renewable energy. 

Green space is also a policy and already in Seoul 
concrete areas have being removed and replaced 
with parkland and recreation green spaces. 

Whilst in central Seoul we visited Cheonggyecheon, 
which is a an 8.4 kilometre long modern public 
recreation space, the end result of a $900 million 
Stream Environmental Rehabilitation project 
completed in 2005. This involved the total removal 
of the transportation infrastructure which had been 
built over the original stream during the rapid post
war economic development. Cheonggyecheon now 
provides a flowing stream for passive recreation 
right in the middle of Seoul's CBD. 

Reunification of Korea 

The Korean people live in hope that one day North 
and South Korea will eventually be reunified as 
one nation. A Ministry of Unification has been 
established by South Korea. 

The Sunshine Policy, introduced in the late 1990s 
by the Republic of Korea as its policy towards 
North Korea, stresses the importance of peaceful 
co-operation and has unification of the Korean 
peninsula as its goal. 

Dorasan Railway Station, located on the border 
of the DMZ, was constructed in the hope of 
reunification. It was first opened in 2002 and in the 
following year South and North Koreans connected 
the Gyeonguiseon Railway Line at Military 
Demarcation Line in DMZ. The station now sits 
silent but ready to one day receive unified Koreans 
north from Pyeongyang and south from Seoul. 

Notlh·IL9l I 1onlmrrtJ11•Soutb, 
But the first ,tat10n low .. ru lht.: Nmth. 

Hope Poster at Dorasan Railway Station 

Crouching Tiger 

The Republic of Korea looks forward to the future 
but does not forget its past. Koreans revere their 
traditions and Confucian philosophy of respect, 
hard work and education. 

Often referred to as one of the Crouching Tigers, 
Korea has announced to the world that it is a 
world leader in education, electronics, information 
technology, heavy industry, construction and 
renewable energy research and development. 

South Korea's rise, called the Miracle on the Han 
River, is considered one of the most dramatic 
examples of economic development in modern 
times and is studied as a model for developing 
countries. 

The Crouching Tiger has demonstrated its strength 
and stealth to the world and stands proudly on 
the global economic stage prepared to fulfil its 
leadership role by showing responsible and creative 
management of wealth and resources. 
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' 

Developed by Julie O'Keeffe 

How are Australian and Korean beliefs, traditions and customs similar and different? 
When and why did people from Korea begin to move to Australia to live? Where do 
Koreans mostly live in Australia? What's it like for people from Korea living in Australia? 

Subject Matter: Duration of unit: 8 weeks 

Outcomes 

cus 3.3 

• The cultural diversity of Australia and other 
nations 

Describes different culturai influences and their 
contribution to Australian identities 

cus 3.4 

• Traditions, beliefs and practices (customs) of 
Australia as compared with those of at least one 
other nation in the Asia-Pacjfjc region 

Examines how cultures change through interactions 
with other cultures and the environment 

• Cultural influences and other factors affecting 
identity 

Teaching/Learning activities Evidence of achievement 

How are Australian and Korean beliefs, traditions and customs similar 
and different? Define beliefs, customs and 
Discuss the meanings of the words beliefs, traditions and customs. traditions 

Define each term. 
Categorise aspects of a 

Write examples of beliefs, traditions and customs on cards around a familiar familiar festival 
celebration, such as Christmas. Examples of statements for cards could include 
gift giving, plum pudding, attending a church service, decorations, sending Discriminate between the 
cards, tree, Carols by candlelight, visiting family and friends, turkey etc. meanings of tradition, belief 
Other festivals and celebrations can be substituted. and custom 

Students work in pairs to categorise the statements as a belief, tradition or Identify traditions, beliefs 
custom. Students share with at least one other pair and justify placement of and customs within 
cards. Share as a whole class. their own lives and at a 

Students discuss challenges that arose during the activity. Talk about the community level 

possibility of some of the statements belonging to more than one category. Make connections between 
Ask students to give an example of traditions,customs and beliefs from: traditions, beliefs and 

• their own lives customs 

. an event within their community. Explain personal 

Record, in an appropriate way, and present to their peer group. understanding of tradition, 
belief and custom 

Revisit initial definitions of customs, traditions and beliefs and write own 
personal understandiQR of what each of the terms mean. 

Brainstorm in pairs, small groups or whole class, reasons for some traditions, 
customs and beliefs being followed at a personal and community level. 
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KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/Learning activities 

Talk about the impact and effect following some traditions, beliefs and customs 
have on how life is lived within their families and communities. 

Tell students they are going to find out about some of the beliefs, customs and 
traditions people living in Korea have. Ask the students if they think similar 
customs, traditions and beliefs, will be followed by families and communities in 
Korea as in Australia. 

Record their Why and Why not responses. 

www.kwintessentail.co.uk/resources/global-etiquette/soutb-korea-country
profile.html 
www.learnkoreanlanauage.com/Korean-Culture.html 
www.lifeinkorea.com/Culture/spotiiaht.cfm 
http://user.chollian.net/ ~jis0523/korea-culture.htm 

Investigate Korean beliefs, traditions and practices related to the following 
areas: 

• the concept of Kibun 
• Korean family values and ancestors 
• Confucianism 
• language, including Hangul Day 
• education 
• religion. 

Divide students into six groups and allocate each group one of the listed 
areas. With teacher guidance, students develop a set of research questions, 
list possible information sources, define roles of students in each group, and 
identify a time frame and possible ways of presenting researched information. 

Each group is to design and include a task for the other students to undertake 
after their presentation. The purpose of this is to deepen the listeners' 
knowledge of the topics presented. 

Examples could include: 

• role play situations to develop an understanding of Kibun handout some of 
Confucius' sayings about parent and student responsibilities for discussion 

• implement a student designed survey to find out adult and student 
attitudes towards education and compare with the Korean attitude 

• construct a pie graph to show the diversity of religions practised in Korea; 
match simple facts with images and symbols of the religions in Korea 

• draw and label a picture of a Korean family and surround with family 
values . Represent the family link with ancestors 

• present interesting "did you know?" facts about the Korean language and 
develop some fun activities around the facts. 

Students discuss and share their impressions of the Korean beliefs, traditions 
and customs researched. Encourage them to identify similarities with 
Australian beliefs, traditions and customs. 

Talk about the differences and how they view those. 

Record student responses on a comparative chart. 

Evidence of achievement 

Demonstrate an 
understanding of the purpose 
and effect of some traditions, 
customs and beliefs 

Give reasons for Korea 
having different or similar 
traditions beliefs and customs 

Co-operate with members 
of a group 

Locate key information 
from a variety of sources 

Present research to inform 
others 

Design and implement an 
activity for peer group on 
topic researched to develop 
deeper understanding 

Express views and opinions 

Make comparative 
statements 
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KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/Learning act ivities 

In this section of the unit, students compare similar areas of life experienced in 
both countries, looking at beliefs, traditions and customs. 

The suggested areas are: 

Etiquette and manners, in Australia and Korea including: 

• meeting etiquette 

• gift giving etiquette 

• dining etiquette and table manners. 

www.asiarooms.com/en/travel-guide/south-korea/cuiture-of-south-korea-/south
korea-etiquette.htmI 

www.kwintessential.co.uk/resources/globa-etiquette/south-korea-countrv-profile.html 
http:/ /koreanfood.about.com/ od/koreanfoodbasics/tp/Korean-Table-Manners.htm 

Holidays and events, in Australia and Korea including: 

• New Year in Australia and Korea 
• Australia Day and the National Foundation Day 

Google search - Korean New Year images 

http: //www.koreaorbit.com/korea-culture/lunar-new-year-korea.html 

http:/ /www.newyearfestival.com/new-year-in-korea.html 

http:/ /www.2camels.com/korean-new-year.php 

Traditional symbols and patterns in Australia and Korea 

www.lifeinko rea. co m/ culture/ patterns/ pa tterns.cf m 
www.japanvisitor.com/index.php?cID=380&plD=784 
www.asianinfo.org/ asianinfo /korea/ arc/ symbolism_in _traditional pattern.htm 

Weddings in Australia and Korea (contemporary and traditional) 

www.weddingdetails.com/lore/korean.cfm 
www.lifeinkorea.com/ culture/ marriage/ marriage.cfm 

Decide on the most appropriate way of students researching these topics for 
identifying similarities and differences, including whole class, small group and 
individual opportunities. 

Present information in a variety of ways including posters, role play, cartoons, 
art work, charts, models, collage, oral presentations and power point 
presentations. 

Construct a large comparative chart with the headings Australia and Korea 
at the top and each of the four investigated topics listed. Have columns for 
similarities and differences included. Provide students with post it notes. 
Students contribute a similarity and difference for each area. 

Analyse each part of the comparative chart and discuss: 

• how much is in common between Australian and Korean beliefs, traditions 
and customs 

• what makes the differences different 

• can there be positives in the differences for people from both Korea and 
Australia? 
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Evidence of achievement 

Identify similarities and 
differences 

Locate key information 
from a variety of sources 

Identify similarities and 
differences 

Present research to 
inform and demonstrate 
understanding 

Discuss similarities and 
differences 

Analyse gathered 
information 

Express views and opinions 



KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/ Learning activities 

At the end of the investigation on beliefs, traditions and customs talk with the 
students about: 

• how their view of Korea and Korean people is affected by knowing more 
about their beliefs, traditions and customs and 

• why they think it's important to know about the beliefs, traditions and 
customs of people living in a different place. 

Allow students time to explore and reflect on what these points are really asking. 
Share responses, encouraging students to go as deeply and thoughtfully as 
they can. Encourage students to express how their view has or has not changed 
through their investigations of Korean traditions, beliefs and customs. 

When and why did people from Korea begin to move to Australia to live? 

Students locate Korea on a globe and world map and describe its position in 
relation to Australia and other geographical references including the equator, 
the Tropic of Cancer and the hemispheres. 

Korean migration to Australia 

Create a timeline. Run a piece of string across the classroom and divide it into 
six decades commencing with the 1950s. 

Provide pegs, pieces of card and coloured pens for student use. As significant 
dates and events are discovered through research, students write them onto the 
cards and peg them onto the timeline. 

Pose the following question for student consideration and discussion. Why is the 
timeline beginning so recently? 

Show the words migration and immigration to students and ask them to explain 
what they mean. Write and display definitions for these words. Identify and 
list other words associated with migration and discuss their meaning e.g. 
immigrant, emigrate, emigrant, migrant, migratory. 

Talk to the students about their knowledge and experience of migration. 

Acknowledge student heritage, family journeys and any connections with Korea 
if known. 

Students discuss and record reasons why they think people. Refer to a world 
map and ask students to identify and migration locate countries people have 
immigrated from to live in Australia. 

Present students with the following questions for discussion and as a 
springboard into research: 

1. How long have people from Korea been coming to Australia to live? 

2. Why did they come to Australia? 

Record student suggestions. Inform students they are going to under-take an 
investigation to answer these questions. 

Evidence ot achievement 

Identify how knowledge and 
understanding can affect 
views and opinions 

Locate Korea on a globe 
and describe its position 
in the world 

Construct a timeline 
representing significant 
dates and events 

Locate key information 
from a variety of sources to 
construct a timeline 

Define migration 

Share family stories of 
journeys from different 
places 

Listen respectfully to stories 

Describe reasons for 
migrate 
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KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/ Learning activities 

The purpose of this section of the unit is to build a basic profile of Korean 
migration to Australia. 

Students view the information about immigration from Korea to Victoria on the 
following website: 
http://museumvictoria.com.au/oriQins/historv.aspx?pid=34 

Students: 

• read the text identifying key points 

• click on the photo gallery and make observations about the kind of 
information gleaned from the photos 

• look at the variety of graphs used and read to gain information about 
occupations, religion, age, numbers and gender. 

Talk about the information in this site and add key dates to the class timeline 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_Australian 

Students read the information in this text and discuss: 

• percentages 

• location of most people from Korea in Australia. 

• other interesting points. 

After viewing the text, add key dates and events to the class timeline. 

Divide the class into two groups and allocate one of the two following sites 
to each group. The students work in pairs to read and locate key information 
and share with others working on the same site. The group members work 
cooperatively to collate and display the information to share with the whole 
class. Key dates and events are added to the class timeline. 

Interview with Prime Minister the Hon. Julia Gillard MP 

http:/ /koreatimes.com.au/detail.php/number=3105&thread=03r02 (select 
relevant information) 

www.koreatimes.co.kr /www I news/ speciaI/2008/03 / 139 _19932.html 

50 Year History of Koreans in Australia (book launched in Seoul) 

www.hsc.csu.edu/korean/continuers/communities/migran/27 04/reading/ 
KSCmeRAT2. pdf. 

Review and analyse the class timeline and discuss dates and events regarding 
Korean migration to Australia. 

Jointly construct a line graph to represent dates and population recorded on the 
class time line. 

Construct a list of some of the reasons for Koreans migrating to Australia. 
Students express their views about the reasons. 

Students use gathered data to write an information report outlining the pattern 
of migration from Korea to Australia. 
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Evidence of achievement 

Develop an understanding 
of the pattern of Korean 
migration to Australia and 
the events that affected it 

Locate information from a 
variety of sources 

Interpret column, line and 
pie graphs 

Analyses information 
including percentages 

Interpret a timeline 

Construct a line graph using 
data from the timeline 

Demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
pattern of Korean migration 
to Australia and the events 
that affected it 



KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/Learning activities 

Where do Koreans mostly live in Australia? What's it like for people from 
Korea living in Australia? 

The following websites provide useful information related to the focus questions 
of this section of the unit. 

Korean churches in Australia - www.cra.org.au/pages/00000207.cgi. 
Scroll down to: Location of Korean Churches in Australia. 

Ryde's Korean Speaking Community 2008 City of Ryde - www.ryde.nsw.gov. 
au/WEB/Korean_Speaking_ Community2008. pdf 

Images of Sydney Korean Festival - www. festivmedia. com/Korean/index.htm 
www.canterbury.nsw.gov.au/www/html/16-news.asc?n= 1631 

Students discuss where they think many immigrants from Korea would live in 
Australia and why they would choose to live there. Students consider in this 
discussion the potential challenges faced by Koreans moving from Korea to live 
in Australia and brainstorm support strategies that could make the transition 
easier. Teacher records student responses, hopefully reflecting knowledge gained 
from the migration timeline investigation. 

Students undertake an investigation of the Korean community in Sydney and 
focus on the suburbs of Eastwood, Ryde and Campsie. 

Use Google and a Gregory's street directory to locate these suburbs on maps of 
Sydney. Describe the position of these suburbs in relation to familiar places and 
landmarks e.g. Parramatta. 

The role of local government is critical in the resettlement of people from other 
places to a new area. 

Divide the class into two groups and allocate Ryde City Council and Canterbury 
City Council websites to each group. Students investigate the websites to find 
information about the Korean community in Sydney, including: 

• opportunities to maintain their traditions, customs and beliefs 

• opportunities to share their traditions, customs and beliefs (annual Korean 
Festival) with the wider community 

• support for service access and other forms of assistance to make moving to 
Australia easier for them to adjust to 

• statistics and graphs showing population change and trend. 

Discuss the information on the City Council websites and talk about why and how 
each Council addresses the needs of the Korean communities within their cities. 

Provide opportunities throughout this investigation for students to: 

• meet Korean people in their local communities 

• connect with Korean students through an inter-school visit 

• visit a Korean restaurant and church 

• listen to community members speak about their migration 

• experiences 

• listen to in-country experiences of high school students learning the 
Korean language. 

Evidence of achievement 

Contribute to discussion 
work 

Synthesise knowledge 
from research and apply to 
discussion work 

Locate places on a map 

Locate key information 

Analyse information on city 
council websites 

Interact with people of 
Korean background or 
people learning about Korea 
and the Korean language 
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KOREA/ AUSTRALIA: A STAGE 3 UNIT 

Teaching/Learning activities 

• make enquiries by phoning the city council offices 

• interview members (or write to them) oflocal historical societies for 
information about what the suburbs were like before Korean migration and 
what they are like now. 

Concluding activity 

Site visits are a rich experience for students and assist them apply their 
knowledge and understandings in a real life context. 

As a concluding activity, students assist their teacher to plan a class trip to 
Eastwood, considering the kinds of things they would find helpful to know 
about to make their excursion enjoyable and worthwhile. Campsie could be an 
option for this excursion. 

Brainstorm possible things that need to be thought about to plan the trip and 
allocate areas to individuals and pairs; each individual and pair is responsible 
for the planning of a particular part of the trip and could include: 

1. Mapping a route: how to get to Eastwood; where to go around the streets of 
Eastwood. 

2. Transport to Eastwood and how to get around when there site visit. 

3. What to take, including digital cameras. 

4. What to see and visit there including shops, the Korean newspaper office 
and a Korean church. 

5. Meeting the people in the shops and other places learning some basic 
greetings. 

6. Eating out manners and etiquette; learn some names for food; organise a 
restaurant for a group lunch. 

7. Adapting to a different place, some suggestions and tips regarding 
appropriate behaviour, etc. 

8. Organising to meet some members of the community, including the local 
police. They know all the shopkeepers and may be able to help with possible 
talks and interviews of some of the shopkeepers and members of the 
Korean community. 

9. Recording the excursion, students design a workbook or other ways of 
documenting the experiences of the day 

10. Others, including what to do with the learning when back at school. 
Considering how the suburb of Eastwood has changed over time could be a 
possibility. 
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Evidence of achievement 

Work cooperatively to plan 
an excursion 

Use a variety of sources to 
plan the site visit 



KOREA- LESSON ACTIVITY CARDS 
A set of 20 qctivity Cqrqs, suitqble for Grqqes 1-3 hqs been prepqred by 
Summy Nqm qnq Gemmq Hqigh of (qmpsie Public School in Sydney. Both 
teqchers were pqrticipqnts in the TEV Progrqmme to the Republic of l<oreq 
in 2011. These resources will be qVqilqble on the Asiq Educqtion Teqchers' 
Associqtion website eqrly in 2013 - www.qetq.org.qu 

I<orec111 Culturc1I O(fice Excursion 

-----------Annveong Mate! 
Ko<eon CllllXOI 0/f,ce 

ENGLISH : : : 

about us culture classes major events regular events research hub - .. _,.,=-

School Excursion Program 
The Korean Cultural Office Is o"erlng exciung excursion programs for groups ol 
stuaenls learning Korean language or stua,,ng about Korean culture ana hlslory 
We can arrange su,lable \1S11Jng umes for noxlbthty from e,eryTuesUaf to Thursda1 
and offer a range or programs to suit 1our needs 

It consists or a guldeU tour around Korean Cultural Office Y,hlte learning about 
Korean culture lhrough our media exhibits. csans gallery and Korean musical 
instruments for sludents to enjoy The program 1s aimed at fully Immersing 
stUdents learning about Korea Into that world. while at !he same time pro'11dlng an 
enjoyable learning e,per1ence 

get involved 

Suggested stage: ES1 / 1 / 2 / 3 
Lesson duration: all day 

Number of students: 10-25 

* There are two options for Cultural Activities, 
so teachers need to choose one of the 
options before attending an excursion. 

Cultural Office excursion outline 
10.00 Welcome and introduction of 

Korean Cultural Office 
10.15 Guided Tour 

10.30 Cultural Activities* 

11. 15 Dressing in Hanbok 
11 .45 Short film screening 
1 2. 15 O&A Session 

12.30 Departure 

1 . Making Korean Finger Food -
Ddockkochi and Kimbap 

2. Making Jaegi - a traditional Korean folk 
game 

Korean Cultural Office 
Ground Floor, 255 Elizabeth St, 
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia 

P. 02 8267 3400, F. 02 8267 3401 
E. info@koreanculture.org.au 
W. www.koreanculture.org.au 
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J<OREAN ART -A STAGE 4-6 UNIT 

Cultural Frame 

Art Making 

Make a clay or papier mache mask based 
on the traditional Korean designs. 

Look at the simplified colours, shapes and 
lines and the exaggerated expressions? 

Limit the colours used. 

Roll out a slab of clay and drape over a 
semi-circular newspaper mould. 

Make a painting using a repetitive pattern 
of the mask design. Look at Andy Wahrols' 
Pop Art portraits for design and colour 
inspiration. 

Post-Modern Frame 

Art Making 

Produce a DVD that reflects your 
interpretation of the Australian Culture, or an 
aspect of it. 

Minimum of one minute and a maximum of 
six minutes (including credits). You can use 
a sound track if you like. 

Refer to the Board of Studies Assessment 
Guide. 

Write an overview to accompany your DVD. 

Structural Frame 

Art Writing 

Write a story about your mask. Type it on 
a computer with a scanned picture of the 
design of your mask. 

What is it used for? Who would wear it? What 
is its history? Does it represent anything? 

Are the colours significant? 

Research the use of masks in other cultures, 
such as ancient Greek and African masks. 

Conceptual Frame 

Art Writing 

Essay 1 : How did 
Nam June Paik 
use new media and 
Eastern philosophy 
to comment on sxiety? 

Extended response: 
Research the work of 
another new media 
artist. 

Korean Relief- 1991 mixed media. 
Samsung Museum of Art Seoul 

Vocabulary List 

Mask - a covering to the face used 
as a disguise 

Traditional - the handing down of 
legends and customs from one generation 
to the next 

Tai - a traditional Korean mask used 
for dance 

Expression - an indication of feeling 

Exaggerated - to overstate or represent 
disproportionately 

Vocabulary List 

New Media - artworks created with new 
media technologies such as digital, virtual 
and computer art 

Installation - art work that is installed into a 
certain location 

Performance Art - requires the artist to 
perform and use props, music or other 
objects 

Avant Garde - experimental art 
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KOREAN ART- A STAGE 4 - 6 UNIT 

Nam June Paik is a pioneer of video installations. 

He combined the spiritual elements of Buddhism with new technologies. 

He was influenced by Duchamp and Dada and he was interested in breaking down the barriers 
between high art 
and everyday life. 

His work combined music, video, performance and installation art. 

He used working television sets, neon lights, and sound recordings in his work. 

His works were very colourful and often included the distorted patterns on tv monitors. 

Through his work he questioned the co-existence of spirituality and technology in society. 

Nam June Paik, Statue in front of the Museum for Communication, Frankfurt Germany 

Cultural Frame 

Design Making 

Go out into your local environment. Take 
many digital photographs of what you think 
best represents this area. Think in terms 
of pattern and design. Look at the Korean 
photos on the following page for inspiration. 

Look at the elements of design, line, colour, 
shape, texture, balance. Imagine you are 
promoting your environment and you want 
to entice visitors through your stunning 
images. 

Structural Frame 

Design Writing 

Research the work of Louise Hawson and 
her exhibition "52 Suburbs". 

1 . What was her intent with this project? 

Vocabulary List 

Concept - a thought or idea 

Image - a likeness or appearance of an 
object 

Complimentary - admiration, praise, flattery, 

2. Do you think she has been successful? I Represents - to serve, to express as a 

3. Select one "suburb", and explain how the word or symbol. 
images capture the feeling of it. 

4. How has she combined the images? List 
some of the common elements between 
the photographs. 
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KOREAN ART -A STAGE 4-6 VN'IT 

Post-Modern Frame, Structural Frame 
Conceptual Frame Work -
The role of the audience 

In 1986 Seoul held the "Seoul Games" followed two years later by the 1988 "Olympic 
Games". 

Up until this time, large, monumental, propaganda sculptures about National Identity and 
pride adorned the city. 

The expansion of public art in Korea arose as a direct result of the national and international 
"eyes" being brought to rest on the city of Seoul. 

The government introduced a 1 % Building Decoration Law which meant that more than 1 % 
of the total cost of a large building had to be contributed to the decoration of it. This mostly 
translated into a large sculpture outside the building. 

It was to make a visual impact on the city and change the emphasis from monumental to 
environmental art.Since then, Seoul has become known as the "Public Art" capital of the world. 

Art Making Art Writing 

Vocabulary List 

Site-specific - A form of sculpture which 
has been designed for a particular site. 

Post - modern - a term to describe art 
which challenges the traditions of art, 
concept and materials used. 

Metropolitan - a city 

Macquette - a small model of a sculpture 
in its design stage, which will eventually be 
made much larger. 

Detritis - any disintegrated material 
or debris 

Design a piece of public art for your local area or school. Conduct a survey to establish how local people feel about public 

You are to present it as a project brief with concept idea, 
preliminary and site specific sketches and a small macquette. 

Consider the site you are designing for, the material being used, 
the role of the audience and OH & S issues. 

What has influenced your design? Does it respond to any 
particular elements within the area? Eg, water. 

art and would they like to see any , or more, in their area. If they 
would like to see more, in what form? 

What is their opinion, do they think it is an important part of the 
environment? 

Would, or do, they take time to interact with it? 
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KOREAN ART-A STAGE 4-6 U NIT 

Jongno Tower, Seoul 

This is a 33 story building completed in 1999. It houses 
office, retail and restaurant space. The floors from 23 to 
30 are "hollow". 

It was designed by New York based architects Rafael 
Vindy architects. 

It stands as an example of Post - Modern architecture. 

Post-modern architecture appeared around the late 
1970s, after the formalism of the Modernist and 
lnterational style. 

Buildings were constructed from steel and glass in high
tech sculptural forms. Post-modernism saw the return of 
wit, ornament and reference in the design. 

It has also been described as a "neo-eclectic" style 

Gyeongju Tower, Gyeongju 

Gyeongju, capital of the ancient "Silla 
Dynasty", held a joint Expo with Angkor Wal 
in 2006-7. 

As a result, the Gyeongju Tower was 
erected to be a tourism and cultural centre 
and intended for social activities. It includes 
an observation deck, sky lounge and had 
laser shows. It has 17 stories, constructed 
from glass and aluminium. It is a modern 
building with a traditional pagoda shape 
cut out of the centre of the building. The 
pagoda silhouette is in the shape of a 
Hwangryongsa Temple, a famous nine story 
wooden pagoda destroyed in 1238, during 
a Mongol invasion. 

It is also called the "Millenium Window" . 

Essay 1 : The French architect and designer, Le Corbusier, once 
said that " .. . buildings are machines for the living ... ". 

Choose one of the two "Towers" at left and apply it to the question. 
Consider the publics' interaction with the building and the function 
of the building. 

Essay 2: Choose one of the building examples at left. How is it an 
example of Post-Modern architecture? 

Extended response 1 : Choose one the examples below of Public 
Art, either "Spring" or "Hammering Man" and describe the role of the 
audience. 

Extended response 2: 
In her book, "Senior Artwise" 2nd edition, Glenis Israel says that 
"architects have a profound effect on people .. . " 

Describe what you think she might mean using either of the 
buildings shown at right as an example. 

Public Art 
The "Hammering Man" by Jonathon 
Borofsky, an American sculptor, is a public 
sculpture which has been commissioned 
by several companies for sites around the 
world. 

This one in Seoul is the largest. It is a 
moving, metallic silhouette of a man 
hammering. He actually moves every 
minute and a half. It towers 5 storey's 
above the street. The landscaping, park 
benches, path and street lighting have 
all been redesigned to enhance this 
sculpture. It is considered an important 
city landmark. It is meant to be a reminder 
of how a meaningless ritual such as work 
can dominate our lives. 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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"Spring" sculpture. 

The Cheonggyecheon River is an example of a successful 
urban renewal project. 

It opened in 2005 after an exspensive redevelopment program 
saw the highway lifted and relocated from the river site, the 
detritis removed from the river bed and surrounding area and 
the public space reclaimed and opened up. 

It brought the people back to the city. Public art played a huge 
roll in attraction and presentation of this urban space. 

Festivals are held, art works are permanently displayed along 
the walk way, from ancient carvings to contemporary works, 
as well as changing exhibitions of school children's art work. 

A major sculptural piece was commissioned to be the focal 
point of the beginning of the public space. 

The Seoul Foundation of Arts and Culture commissioned a 
work by Coosje Van Bruggen and the famous Pop sculptural 
artist, Claes Oldenburg. 

The turret sea-shell was selected as a design because of its 
beauty and symmetry. It stands 20 m high and has red and 
blue diagonal lines running up its length which contrast to the 
horizontal and verticial of the city scape. The intertwining of the 
red and blue lines are reminiscent of the dna helix, symbolic 
of life, and also ying and yang. A trickle of water runs from the 
shell and spills into the river. The shell is illuminated at night. 
The sculpture is called "Spring"' and so begins the renewal 
project. 
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A Stc1ge 5 History resource by Wc1 rren Colemc1 n 

One Nc1tion, Two Countries 
When people hear the word Korea they usually 
think of two very different things: The modern and 
economically successful South Korea; and North 
Korea, rogue state and member of the infamous 
'Axis of Evil'. 

But Korea was once one nation and has only been 
divided into North and South since the end of the 
Korean War, at which time it was split in half. 

Border between North c1nd South 
Korea is divided roughly in half by what is called 
the Korean Demilitarized Zone or 'DMZ' for short. 
That's Dee-Em-Zee, like the Americans say it. 

This presentation is about: 

What is the DMZ ... and how did it get there? 
Map of North and South Korea. The DMZ spans the 

entire border between the two countries. 
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KOREA -A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 
H istoric~I Background 
The Korean War was fought between June 1950 
and July 1953. The two opposing forces were South 
Korea, supported by the United Nations (UN) and 
United States, and North Korea, backed by the 
People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union. 

To find the origins of this conflict we have to go a bit 
further back in time to when Koreans all belonged to 
a single nation ..... 

The Joseon Dynasty 
Until the late 19th century, the Korean Joseon 
Dynasty had been a tributary state to a series of 
Chinese rulers for around 500 years. 

After defeating the Chinese Qing Dynasty in the 
first Sino-Japanese War (1896), the Empire ofJapan 
occupied the Korean Empire which included both 
modern day North and South Korea. 

Korea under Japanese Rule 
After a later conflict with Russia, Japan annexed the 
entire Korean territory in 1910. 

Between 1910 and 1945, Korea was occupied by the 
Japanese. 

This meant that the Korean people were effectively 
ruled by the Emperor of Ja pan but they still all 
belonged to the one country. 

The Role of World War II 
Toward the end of World War II, the United States 
and Soviet governments signed an agreement about 
what would happen to Korea after the Japanese 
surrendered. 

The Soviet Red Army agreed to occupy the northern 
part of the Korean peninsular but stop at the 38th 
Parallel and wait for US forces to arrive. 

This line on the map was chosen by the US 
government so that the capital Seoul would remain 
under the control of American troops if any further 
conflict were to happen. 
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The Fa ll o( Japan 
Meanwhile the United States dropped atomic 
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the 
Japanese surrendered on the 15th of August 1945. 

The Soviets kept their side of the bargain and the 
Korean territory was divided along the 38th parallel. 

The north was left under Russian control and the 
south remained with the United States. 

Hiroshima 



KOREA - A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 
After the Wc1r 
Between 1945 and 1948 Korea was administered 
by a US-USSR Joint Commission which people on 
neither side of the division wanted or trusted. 

The Koreans wanted to hold elections and establish 
their own governments. This led to a series of 
upheavals on both sides including strikes, protests, 
rebellions, sabotage, guerrilla attacks and massacres. 

Finally, in 1948 elections were held in both 
countries. In the north the USSR established a 
Communist North Korean Government led by Kim 
11-Sung. 

In the now anti-communist south the Republic of 
Korea was formed. 

Mao Zedong declares the founding of the 
modern People's Republic of China 

The Rise of Chinc1 
The most decisive factor contributing to the Korean 
War came not from within Korea itself but with the 
formation of the People's Republic of China (PRC) 
in 1949. The new Chinese government was led by 
the young communist revolutionary Mao Zedong. 

The newly formed PRC declared the United States 
as its biggest threat to national security and began 
to actively promote Communist revolutionary 
activity throughout neighbouring territories 
including North Korea. 

The Secret Meeting 
As a nationalist, Kim 11-Sung was 
intent on reunifying Korea under 
a communist government. In May 
1950, Kim visited Chairman Mao 
in Beijing to seek backing for an 

A photo of a young Kim It-Sung 
taken around 1946 

attack on the south. A month later on the 25th June 
1950 the North Korean People's Army (KPA) crossed 
the 38th parallel and invaded South Korea. 

Today there are 27 bridges across the Han River in Seoul. 
They are all set with explosive charges to be detonated in 
the event of another invasion by North Korea. 

Although they had some warning the South Korean 
troops were no match for the well trained and 
motivated KPA forces and were quickly overrun. 

The government was evacuated from Seoul to the 
southern port city of Pusan and the bridges across 
the Han River blown up to slow the advance. 
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KOREA -A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 
The Nori:h l<.orec1ns push South 
The North Korean troops rapidly pushed their way 
south and by September had the South Korean 
forces confined to a small area around Pusan called 
the Pusan Perimeter. 

General MacArthur 
onboard a ship off the 
coast of Pusan 

The Involvement of the United 
Nc1tions 
A United Nations Security Council resolution 
unanimously condemned the North Korean invasion 
and resolved to set up a combined UN force led by US 
General Douglas MacArthur to take back the Korean 
peninsula from the communist invaders. 

The Counter offensive 
A lightning United Nations counter offensive drove 
the North Koreans back towards the 38th parallel in 
less than a month. 

General MacArthur was then sent a message to 
continue as far as he could north of the 38th parallel. 
He eventually advanced almost as far as the Chinese 
border. 

" United Nations 
forces push back 
North Korean 
troops from 
around the 
Pusan Perimeter 
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The Chinese enter the Wc1r 
The UN counter offensive was seen as a serious 
provocation by the Chinese government and the 
Chinese People's Army entered the war in October 
1950. 

Through sheer weight of numbers the Chinese 
swiftly pushed the United Nations forces back 
across the 38th parallel into an area around Seoul 
where the war first began more than a year previous. 

The war then underwent a series of major offensives 
and counter offensives on both sides of the 38th 
parallel which eventually deteriorated into a 
stalemate around July 1951. 

A number of smaller battles took place over this 
period with many lives lost on both sides but with 
neither side gaining any significant territory. 

The conflict ground to a halt as the dogged 
determination of both sides meant that a military 
solution was not a likely outcome at any time in the 
near future. 



KO REA - A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 
Austrc1lic1's Role in the Korec1n Wc1r 
Australian troops were part of the combined UN 
forces campaign from the very beginning. Most 
notably, they fought in two major battles of the war 
at Kapyong Valley and Imjin River. 

346 Australians sacrificed their lives during the 
conflict and 18 others died while serving in Korea 
after the war as part of other UN operations. 

The majority of them rest at the United Nations 
Memorial Cemetery in Busan (formerly Pusan). 

Chinese soldiers surrender to Australian troops after the 
battle of Kapyong 

The Armistice 
With a political solution being the only outcome left 
the two sides sat down for peace talks in July 1953 
and these negotiations dragged on for close to 18 
months. 

On 29th November 1952 the two parties signed an 
armistice and agreed to a cease fire with the battle 
line approximately at the 38th parallel. 

One part of the agreement was the establishment of 
a Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) to divide the 
two countries and avoid any confrontation which 
might break out into another conflict. 

The Demilitc1rized Zone (DMZ) 
The DMZ is a four kilometre wide buffer zone 
between North and South Korea which spans the 
entire 250km width of the Korean Peninsula. 

When the Armistice was signed in 1953 a Military 
Demarcation Line (MDL) was drawn indicating 
where the front line was when the agreement was 
signed. 

3Slh Ptn1tl 

Dimensions o( the DMZ 

Mlitwy 
Derwcelion 

Line 

Both sides agreed to withdraw their troops 2000m 
(2km) back from the Military Demarcation Line 
creating the Northern and Southern limits of the 
DMZ. 

A simple calculation confirms that this covers an 
area of approximately 1000 square kilometres, much 
of which was considered prime agricultural land 
before the Korean War. 

These days areas that are not restricted due to 
minefields or military installations are used for 
farming and industrial purposes. There are train 
stations, nature reserves and even fun parks within 
the confines of the DMZ today! 

Pc1nmunieom 
Inside the DMZ there is a small "village" called 
Panmunjeom which is the home of the Joint 
Security Area (JSA). 

There are several buildings on both the north and 
the south side of the Military Demarcation Line, and 
a few built right on top of it. 

Panmunjeom facing north 
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Panmunjeom facing south 

The Joint Security Area is the locatio n where all 
negotiations between the two countries have been 
held since 1953. 

This picture was taken inside the conference room at 
Panmunjeom 

The Military Demarcation Line runs down the 
middle of the conference table. 

One step to the left and you are in South Korea. 

One step right and you are in North Korea. 

The conference room is guarded by a soldier from 
the Republic of Korea (ROK). 
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History of the DMZ 
Since demarcation, the DMZ has had numerous 
cases of incidents and incursions by the North 
Koreans. The North Korean government never 
acknowledges direct responsibility for any of these 
incidents. 

These incidents have included skirmishes, attempted 
assassinations, attempted infiltrations, tunnelling 
underneath the demarcation line, defections across 
both sides of the border and the infamous axe 
murder incident. 

The Axe Murder 
Incident 
On August 18 1976, 
Captain Arthur Bonifas of 
the US Armed Forces was 
killed with an axe inside 
the Joint Security Area by 
KPA guards. He was there 
commanding a work detail 
sent in to trim branches 
from a poplar tree. 

The Joint Security Area's Advance Camp (Camp Kitty 
Hawk) was later renamed Camp Bonifas in his honor. 

VISITOR DECLARATION 
(UNC REG 551-1) 

VISITO!!S TO THE JOl~l" SECURITY AflEA ARE REQIJIJlEO TO READ AND SIGN TI!E FOWl\\'w;; : 

l. Toe ,isit 10 the Jow So:.uity Area at l'arlml,\jom •ill ..,tail ln10' a hootile ..,. and i=il>wtl' ri inil>Y or 
de.llh as ·• cin,:t resu!t ri "'1Cl'ey action The Joint Secmty Ar.:, is a neutral but divided area eu3l1led by United 
Natlons Corrm,nd rolita,y persomel a, lhe ~ side (Soulli), and Korean People's Amyt perso:nl on lhe olhef 
(North), Guests ri lhe United Naoois Cmmmd are i:,nnitted 10 aoss lhe ~Wita,y IJe,mz<ation Line inlo lhe 
llO<tion ri the Joint Scruity Area utXler oontrol or the Kaean· l'<ople's AmYI. Al~h iocidov., are· oo 
anticii>at<d. The United Nations C<xm>and, the United States ri Amoica. an6 lhe R,public o/ Km:a C>MOt 

""""""" the safety ri visitors an:! - not be held aa:ooai>ble in tbe ·evult of • hootile =,ny 3Cl. 

Part of the UN Forces waiver saying that if anything 
happens to you inside the /SA it's not their fault! 

Note: You must sign this visitor declaration at Camp 
Boniface before entering the JSA 

The DMZ Tu11nels 
Since 1974, the South has discovered four tunnels 
crossing the DMZ dug by North Korea. 

North Korea claimed that the tunnels were for 
mining coal but no coal deposits have been found in 
the area of the tunnels. 

The tunnels are believed to have been planned as a 
military invasion route by North Korea. 

Today, visitors can view the second, third and 
fourth tunnels as part of a guided tour. 



KOREA - A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 

Ticket to nowhere
Dorasan to Pyonyang 

Trqin to Nowhere 
For about AUD$4 you can purchase a ticket to the 
North Korean capital of Pyon yang from Dorasan 
Station, inside the DMZ. 

The line was open to freight trains briefly in 2007 /8. 
No passenger trains have run past this point since 
the Korean War. 

Inside Dorasan Station 

The train line to Pyongyang across the DMZ 

Obsetvqtion Post s 
An observation post every 50 metres, manned by 
two soldiers , 24 hours a day, makes the DMZ the 
most heavily militarized border on the planet. 
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KOREA -A COUNTRY DIVIDED BY WAR 
Ginseng Fc1rming 
Areas of the DMZ that are not covered by minefields 
or otherwise off limits are farmed intensely on both 
sides of the Demarcation line. There are a large 
number of farms growing rice and other cereals. 

However, the most 
lucrative crop is Korean 
Ginseng, a root used 
in herbal medicines 
for it's potent energy 
promoting properties. 

It is well known that 
Korea's best quality 
ginseng comes from 
farms within the DMZ! 
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l<.orec1 - A country divided by wc1r. Questions by Di Dunlop 

5 . Write a one page outline of how Korea became 
two countries. 

5 . Which countries supported each side? Why? 

5 . Who called North Korea part of the ''.Axis of 
Evil" and which other countries are part of it? 

5 . What is the DMZ and where is it? 

5 . Draw a timeline to show the history of Korea. 
Include each dynasty and the changes in the 
20th century. 

5 . Describe and explain Japan's relationship with 
Korea in the 20th century. 

5 . Explain the role of Korea and Koreans during 
World War II. 

5 . What part did China play in the breakup of 
Korea as a country? 

5 . Analyse the role of the United Nations, the 
USA, Australia, Russia and China in the 
Korean War. 

5 . What was the Armistice? Where did it occur? 
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5 . What is the function of the DMZ today? 

5 . Research the attempts by North Korea to dig 
tunnels into South Korea. 

5 . What is the purpose of the Joint Security Area 
(JSA)? 

5 . Research the recent bombing incident 
between the two countries. 

5 . Discussion: Will North and South Korea ever 
be reunited? 
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MILITARY SEXUAL SLAVERY -
Exq mining the H istoricq I q nd Hu mq n Rights issues 

Stclges 5-6 History clnd Legel! Studies by Di Dunlop 

A
s early as 1932, the Japanese military established "comfort stations" in Shanghai. These IANJO were for 
the "sexual recreation" of its soldiers. Lieutenant - General Okamura Yasuji was the original proponent 
of this system for the Japanese army, ( he was Dep. Chief of Staff of the Shanghai Expeditionary Army) 

and this was his response to the widespread rape of Chinese civilians. After the Nanking Massacre of 1937 the 
authorities set about sourcing women for these "comfort stations''. These women were called IANFU - literally 
comfort or solace women. Eighty percent of these women who were forced into sexual slavery were Korean. 
Estimates of the total number involved go as high as 200,000 (it is difficult to be exact as many relevant official 
documents were destroyed or hidden by the military when the war ended). Koreans were chosen as the Japanese 
believed them to be racially inferior and Korea was then a colony of Japan. 

This topic is excellent for student study in both 
the Modern History Course and the Legal Studies 
Course. 

In Modern History: Option F - Japan 1904-1937 
where students may examine: 

• The impact and nature of Imperialism 

• The impact and nature of Militarism 

• The tension between tradition and modernism 

• The impact of Japanese foreign policy ideology 

In Legal Studies: Core topic of Human Rights, 
where students may examine the issues of: 

• Human trafficking and slavery 

• Abuse of children 

• Torture and arbitrary detention 

As an ongoing issue where the victims are seeking 
redress from the Japanese government, students can 
examine the role of international law, organisations, 
tribunals and international political pressure as well 
as Australia's current.stance. 

History students may examine the topic from a 
purely historical point of view, but Legal Studies 
students will need that perspective in order to 
analyse the issue contemporaneously. It is an issue 
that is ongoing and the attitudes of the women 
involved, the Korean Government, the Korean 
people and society, the Japanese government and 
people and the international community all need to 
be examined. 

During my last visit to South Korea, I had the 
privilege of meeting with the organisation which 
was set up to achieve justice for these women. 

I ~ i1'-.!I The Korean Council for 
m"r ~ the Women Drafted for Military 
ID~ :.1.:-_ Sexual Slavery by Japan 
~ www.womenandwar. net • ii email: war_women@naver.com 

Top image: Demonstration in front of the Japanese Embassy, Seoul. 
A composite photo, foreground - weekly demonstartion and background 

- Japanese soldiers lining up at a "comfort station': 
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Dignity and Justice to the Victims 

of Military Sexual Slavery by Japan! 

References: 

"History That Can't Be Erased: Military Sexual 
Slavery by Japan" 2005, a publication by the Korean 
Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual 
Slavery by Japan 

Address: CISJD Building, 
3rd Floor #35 Chungjeongro 2G 
Seodaemun - Gu 
Seoul, Korea 120-012 

(The organisation have many materials available 
including DVD's) 

"Who are the Ianfu (Comfort Women)?" by Kirsten 
Orreill - University of Queensland. In "New Voices" 
Volume 2 Japan Foundation. An excellent read for 
teachers and students 

There are also some excellent videos on uTube on 
the Comfort Women. 

Japanese guard with Ianfu. image source: Seoul Times 

Bqckground 
• Korea was made a colony of Japan in 1910 with 

annexation. 

• Sovereignty was removed from the Han Korean 
Empire - the Joseon royal family. Thousands of 
Koreans were killed as they tried to resist the 
Japanese invasion. 

• From 1910-1945 Korea was ruled by Japanese 
military forces. The society was under full 
military regulations. Although Koreans were 
part of Japan, they did not share the rights of 
the Japanese. 
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• Property was confiscated and nationalised, 
heavy taxes were imposed. The Japanese 
considered the Koreans to be inferior both 
racially and because they had been easily 
invaded. 

• After the Nanking Massacre in 1937 there 
was pressure for women to be provided for 
Japanese soldiers fighting China and elsewhere 
throughout SE Asia to avoid the rape of civilians 
as the Japanese invaded each territory. 

• It became evident that there would not be 
sufficient Japanese prostitutes to service the 
soldiers. Many prostitutes were infected with 
STDs and were much older. Women needed to 
be found from other sources. 

• The solution was to take women from colonies 
of Japan and other occupied territories 
- particularly Korea. The 1938 National 
General Mobilisation Act ofJapan allowed 
the government to appropriate any resources 
or labour for the war effort. This led to the 
expansion of the "comfort women" system 
- Ianjo. 

• The Japanese national prejudice against Koreans 
is considered to be the major reason for 
victimisation of Korean women. 

• It was believed that Japanese soldiers would 
have less chance of contracting sexual diseases 

Kidnapped by Kim, Soopn-Duk an fanfu survivor 
Image source: ww1v. womenandwar.net 
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because of the social mores of Korea - women 
were virgins until they married. 

• The system of "comfort women" was a strategy 
to keep the Japanese soldiers fighting for 
longer period of time and to boost their morale 
through the provision of controlled sex. 

• Each day the women serviced up to 40 men who 
waited in long queues outside the buildings. 

• Women have given testimony of being tattooed 
with a number or identifying mark for easy 
recognition in case of escape. Most were 
between 14 and 19 years of age. 

• In order to control these women severe threats 
were made including threats of death. It was not 
unusual for an example to be made in front of 
a group by severing the head of an attempted 
escapee. 

• For those who survived the years of abuse 
repatriation to Korea was a great shame for 
them. Only 30% of those who were taken 
survived the war. Many were killed at the 
time of Japan's defeat to hide evidence of their 
existence. 

• On their return to Korea many women were 
ostracised by friends and relatives. Some turned 
to prostitution to survive. Many of these women 
were unable to have children - a difficult issue 
in a traditional patriarchal society, where there 
would be no one to look after them in old age. 
Many of these women went to great lengths 
to keep their past hidden. Mental and physical 
conditions were common amongst these women 
because of their years of abuse and the neglect 
of the society to which they returned. 

• For Koreans the victims symbolise "not only the 
degradation of the Korean people but also the 
collective wish to reclaim national sovereignty 
and integrity (South Korean Movement against 
Militarised Sexual Labour" - Moon). Korea is 
now using the Ianfu as a way to remind Japan of 
its obligation to the Korean nation (Korea raised 
the issue to prevent Japan from obtaining a seat 
on the Security Council of the UN.) 

• For Japan, these women are a reminder of a 
difficult past in the war which they have tried 
to forget. Their response has ranged from 
complete denial of the Ianfu system to claims 
that the women were merely paid prostitutes. 
No Japanese has ever had criminal charges laid 
against them. No mention is made of the system 
in history text books. 
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Japanese soldiers waiting in line outsid~ a "comfort station': 
Image source: The Seoul Times 

• There is a growing awareness in Japan of the 
necessity to acknowledge its responsibility in 
the war. 

• In 1990, the Korean Council for the Women 
Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan was 
founded. It was the result of some 36 women's 
organisations joining forces. It was headed by 
Professor Hyo- Jae Lee and Professor Yoon. 
Initially the Japanese Government completely 
denied all knowledge of the issue. 

• In 1991 documents were produced which show 
the Japanese army's involvement. Gradually 
victims came forward to give testimony 
including the groups in Geneva to the UN 
Commission on Human Rights. 

• In 1996 the UN Human Rights Commission 
concluded that Japanese Military Sexual 
Slavery was a violation of international law and 
recommended that the Japanese Government 
should punish the war criminals and make an 
apology to the victims and provide reparations. 

• In 2000 the Womens' International Tribunal 
was held in the Hague. The Tribunal convicted 
Emperor Hirohito for ordering the set up the 
Ianfu system as well as Tojo and nine other 
government officials. This was a symbolic 
victory for the victims. 

• There are only a small number of victims still 
alive, probably less than 100. From 1992, once a 
week in Seoul, outside the Japanese Embassy a 
demonstration is held to protest the inaction of 
the Japanese Government. 

• A War and Womens' Right Museum has been 
set up in Seoul to house exhibits and to educate 
for the future. 

• Japan has issued several apologies but they 
were of a private nature rather than official. The 
Government has made financial contributions 
to private funds that were set up for the 
survivors. 
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Hclndout 1 - Mclp of verified 11comfort stcltions 11 

Mongolia 

D 
() 

0 

• "Comfort Station" verified in the offical documents 

A. "Comfort Station" verified by the testimonies of victims 

Hainan 

□ ® Taiwan 

. 
0 

Okinawa 

Philippines 

0 

■ "Comfort Station" verified by military records or former soldiers * Places in China where Korean "Comfort Women" lived 

Reproduced with permission from History That Can't Be Erased: Military Sexual Slavery by Japan 
by the Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan. 2005 
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Hqndout 2 - Report of the Speciql Rqpporteur on 
violence qgqinst women, its cquses qnd 
consequences Ms ~dhik~ CoomqrqSW:1rmy 

Preliminary report submitted by the Special 
Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes 
and consequences, Ms. Radhika Coomaraswamy, 
in accordance with Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 1994/45 (E/CN.4/1995/42) 

291. Nearly 50 years have passed since the end 
of the Second World War. And yet this issues 
should not be considered a matter of the past but 
of today. It is a crucial question that would set a 
legal precedent at the international level for the 
prosecution of perpetrators of systematic rape 
and sexual slavery in times of armed conflict. 
A symbolic gesture of compensation would 
introduce a remedy of "compensation" for women 
victims of violence perpetrated during times of 
armed conflict. 

Report submitted by the Special Rapporteur 
on violence against women, its causes and 
consequences, Ms. Radhika Coomaraswamy, in 
accordance with Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 1994/45 Report on the mission to the 
Democratic people's Republic of Korea and Japan 
on the issue of military sexual slavery in wartime 
(E/CN.4/1996/53/A dd.1) 

137. The Government ofJapan should: 

(a) Acknowledge that the system of comfort 
stations set up by the Japanese Imperial Army 
during the Second World War was a violation 
of its obligations under international law and 
accept legal responsibility for that violation; 

(b) Pay compensation to individual victims of 
Japanese military sexual slavery according to 
principles outlined by the Special Rapporteur 
of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 
on the right to restitution, compensation and 
rehabilitation for victims of grave violations 
of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
A special administrative tribunal for this 
purpose should be set up with a limited time
frame since many of the victims are of a very 
advanced age; 

(c) Make a full disclosure of documents and 
materials in its possession with regard to 
comfort stations and other related activities 

of the Japanese Imperial Army during the 
Second World War; 

(d) Make a public apology in writing to individual 
women who have come forward and can be 
substantiated as women victims of Japanese 
military sexual slavery; 

(e) Raise awareness of these issues by amending 
educational curricula to reflect historical 
realities; 

(f) Identify and punish, as far as possible, 
perpetrators involved in the recruitment 
and institutionalization of comfort stations 
during the Second World War. 

Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women, its causes and consequences, 
Ms. Radhika Coomaraswamy, submitted in 
accordance with Commission resolution 1997 /44 
(E/CN.4/1998/54) 

38. The Government of Japan has made some 
welcome efforts at dealing with the problems of 
past violence to "comfort women''. The Government 
ofJapan and successive Japanese prime ministers 
have expressed remorse and have apologized to 
former "comfort women''. A private fund called 
the Asian Women's Fund has been set up to assist 
individual victims with a grant of 2 million yen each. 
As of this writing, over 100 victims have applied 
to receive funds and about 50 would have actually 
received atonement money. The Fund also attempts 
to help elderly women in countries in which there 
exist former "comfort women'; but where cultural 
restraints prevent women from coming forward. 
The Government has set aside 700 million yen from 
the national budget for medical and welfare projects 
of the Asian Women's Fund. It has also made a 
commitment to raise awareness and to include 
reference to these tragedies in textbooks so that 
such practices do not emerge in the future. Howeve1~ 
the Government of Japan has not accepted legal 
responsibility. Perhaps it is waiting for decisions of 
the six court cases filed with Japanese courts. 

Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women, its causes and consequences, 
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its cquses q nd consequences 

Ms. Radhika Coomaraswamy, submitted in 
accordance with Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 2000/45 Violence against women 
perpetrated and/or condoned by the State 
during times of armed conflict (1997-2000) 
(E/ CN .4/2001 /73) 

96. In December 2000, women's groups held a 
Women's International War Crimes Tribunal 
on Japan's Military Sexual Slavery (Tokyo 
Tribunal 2000), to highlight the ongoing denial 
of compensation to the victims of Japan's system 
of "comfort women" by the Government and 
the impunity that continues for its perpetrators. 
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Evidence from "comfort women" living in the 
two Koreas, the Philippines, Indonesia, East 
Timor, China and the Netherlands were gathered 
in detail and were now finally available as a 
matter of record. The evidence was presented by 
an international prosecutor before an eminent 
panel of international judges. The findings of the 
judges to the Tribunal reiterated the legal liability 
of the Government of Japan and the need to 
set up a process to punish the perpetrators of 
the crimes. The Government was, however, not 
represented at the Tribunal. 
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Hqndout 3 - Remqrks regqrding comfort women 
For the )qpq nese m ii itq ry 

June 6th, 1990 by Shimitzu Tzutao, Director of the 
Bureau of Occupational Safety 

Service of the military comfort women has no relation with 
the governmental operations; private traders accompanied 
troops. Investigation is impermissible. 

April 21st, 1990 by Ono Masayaki, Councilor of the 
Embassy ofJapan to South Korea. 

Forced taking of the Comfort women is groundless. 
Compensation Issue has been settled by the Korea-Japan 
Claim Negotiation of the 1965. 

May 4th 1994 by Nagano Shigeto, Minister of the Justice 

Comfort women, albeit in different degrees, are being 
practiced by the US or British military. Comfort women 
were licensed prostitute at that time and cannot,from 
today's standpoint of view, be said to be contempt of women 
or discrimination against Koreans. 

December 22nd, 1994 by Murayama Tomiichi, Prime 
Minister 

Individual compensation is impermissible. Comfort women 
policy is not a violation of the international law and there 
is no relevant relevant data, according to the investigation 
by the Police Agency. 

May 30th, 1996 by Atakaki Dadashi, a member of !be 
House of Councillors, Liberal Democratic Party 

The Japanese military's comfort women are not a historical 
fact. 

June 4th, 1996 by Atakaki Dadashi, a member of the 
House of Councillors, Liberal Democratic Party 

I cannot believe that the military authorities forced it. Also, 
there was monetary payment for it. Comfort women were 
state-regulation prostitution. 

June 5th 1996 by Okuno Seiske, a member of the 
National Diet, Liberal Democratic Party 

Comfort women were commercial activities, participated 
voluntarily without forced taking and have nothing to do 
with the State (military). 

July 1st, 1996 by Okuno Seiske, a member of the 
National Diet, Liberal Democratic Party 

Comfort women stations were run by traders. 

July 18th, 1996 by Atakaki, a member of the House of 
Councillors, Liberal Democratic Party 

Not all comfort women were forcefully taken. 200,000 
victims of the Nan) ing Massacre are groundless. 

September 20th, 1996 by Sakurauichi Yoshio, Speaker of 
the House of Representatives, Liberal Democratic Party 

Textbooks mention invasion and comfort women but rather 
than being an invasion, it was an inevitable situation. 
There are plenty of countries liberated as a result of the war. 

September 23rd, 1996 by Watanuki Tarniski, former 
Minister of Construction 

There were military nurses but no military comfort women. 

January 15th, 1997 by Eto Takami, a member of House 
of Representatives, Liberal Democratic Party 

Forced taking of Japanese military "comfort women" by the 
Japanese government authorities is groundless. 

January 24th, 1997 by Kajiyama Seiroku, Chief Cabinet 
Secretary. 

It is ridiculous to teach comfort women issue without 
teaching social background such as the state-regulated 
prostitution system at the time. (criticising middle school 
textbooks) 

February 4th, 1997 by Nishimura Shingo, a member of 
the House of Representatives, Sinjin Party 

What the Representative Eto Dakami and !be Minister 
Kajiyarna said are all true. 

February 6th, 1997 by Shimamura Yoshinobu, a 
member of the National Diet, Liberal Democratic Party. 

Comfort women probably felt proud of their service for the 
Japanese military. They were recruited not by the Japanese 
military but by prostitution brokers, most of whom were 
Koreans and Chinese. 

February 27th, 1997 by Liberal Democratic Party, 
Committee of Young Diet Members Thinking About 
the Future of Japan and History Textbooks 

Regarding the acknowledgement in 1993 by the 
statement of Kono Yohei, then Chief Cabinet Secretary, 
of the involvement of the former Japanese military and 
government in comfort women issue, it acknowledged 
coerciveness at the other party's demand without accurate 
evidence. 

August 1st, 1998 by Nakagawa Shoichi, Minister of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

Forceful taking is not clear and therefore, putting it in the 
textbook is improper. 

February 18th, 2001 by No rota Yoshinari, Chairman of the 
Committee on Budget of the House of Representatives 

Japanese education system can be changed only by denying 
the past. 

Various countries in Asia were not colonised by the Western 
Powers, because Japan waged wa1: 

April 2001 by Sakamoto Takao, Professor of Gakushuin 
University 

It is problematic to describe in middle school textbooks 
wartime comfort women system which a matter regarding 
handling of sex in special circumstances. Things like change 
of Japanese restroom structure and (wartime) criminal 
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history of Japan should not be treated as an orthodox 
history of Japan. 

April 13th, 2001 by Hujioka Nobukatsu, Professor of 
Tokyo University 

Forceful taking by the Japanese military is entirely untrue. 
Prostitution quarters for troops (referring to comfort 
women station) extsted in the military of every country. 
Japan also has a right to intervene in textbooks of foreign 
countries. 

April 13th, 2001 by Takubo Tadae, Professor of Kyorin 
University 

It is improper to teach comfort women issues to middle 
school students. The Nation will be dissolved unless we add 
patriotism to Japanese textbooks. 

October 27th, 2004 by Nakayama Nariaki, Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

There are many self-torturing descriptions in Japanese 
history textbooks. It is very desirable that expressions such 
as comfort women and forceful taking have been decreased. 

March 31st, 2005 by Shimomura Hakubun, 
Administrative Official of Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

In view of the growth and development stage of children, 
it is inappropriate to place the words, comfort women, 
in middle school history textbooks. Comfort women did 
exist and I do not deny it. But words like forceful taking or 
military comfort women were not used at that time. 

April 13th, 2005 by Hujioka Nobukatsu, Professor of 
Takushoku University 

I think those doing performance in front of the Embassy of 
Japan to South Korea are not really comfort women but 
agents of North Korea. 

June 13th, 2005 by Nakayama Nariaki, Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 

The phrase "military comfort women" did not exist at 
the time (of World War II). It was wrong to put it in the 
textbook. It is desirable that the wrong thing has been 
eliminated from the textbook. 

August 26th, 2005 by Junichiro Koizumi, Former 
Prime Minister of Japan 

Our position on the issue of military comfort women is 
different from that of the South Korean government. The 
Japanese government has no legal responsibility towards 
the so-called "comfort women': 

June 29th, 2006 by Kiyoshi Ueda, Governor ofSaitama 
Prefecture 

Throughout world history, even though comfort women 
have existed, there were no military comfort women. 
Comfort women either gathered at locations where the 
military was dispatched or pimps brought the women to 
where the soldiers were stationed. The military absolutely 
did not take along comfort women. If they did, they would 
lose the war. 
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December 20th, 2006 by Shoichi Nakagawa, Chairman 
of LDP Policy Research Council 

There are opinions among young Diet members, who were 
not part of the members at the time of the Kono Statement, 
that the statement was seriously inaccurate, and that 
should the government fail to make corrections as soon as 
possible a wrong message would be sent to other countries. 

February 19th, 2007 by Taro Aso, Foreign Minister of 
Japan 

The US congressional resolution is not based on objective 
facts. It is deeply regretful that the resolution does not 
consider the response of the Japanese government such as 
the Kono Statement. 

February 28th, 2007 by LDP Diet Members' Committee 
on Considering Japan's Future and History Education 

The only evidence of coercion are the hearings of former 
comfort women. No proof was found. The word "military" 
should be deleted from the title, "military comfort women': 
Although the women may have been forced by related 
middlemen, there was no coercion of the military or 
government agencies. 

March 1st, 2007 by Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of 
Japan 

The fact is that there is no evidence to prove there was 
coercion as de.fined in the Kono Statement. There is no 
proof of the former Japanese military forcing recruitment of 
and managing military comfort women. 

March 5th, 2007 by Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of 
Japan 

The US Congress resolution is not based on facts. Even if the 
resolution is passed, it doesn't mean that we will apologise. 
The resolution is based on consultation and has no evidence 
proving coercion. There is also no testimony proving this. 

No one would have chosen to become a military comfort 
women. Meanwhile, there were cases in which brokers 
serving as middlemen coerced them. However, there was no 
coercion in such ways as military authorities bursting into 
homes and taking women out to brothels. 

March 16th, 2007 by Cabinet Meeting ofJapan 

Before the Kono Statement was made, there was no 
documentation among the ones investigated by the Japanese 
government proving coercion, and the statement itself does 
not include contents of the Japanese military forcing these 
women to become comfort women. Also, the US resolution 
on comfort women pursued by the House of Representatives 
cannot be accepted since tile resolution is based on a 
misunderstanding of the facts. 

March 25th, 2007 by Hakubun Shimomura, Deputy 
Chief Cabinet Secretary 

It is true that comfort women existed, but I believe some 
parents sold their daughters. There were military nurses 
and journalists, but there were no military comfort women. 
What I mean is that the Japanese military had no part in 
the forced recruitment of comfort women. 
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Handout 4 - Extracts from publications 

Young Korean women had no sexual experience prior 
to their employment in ianjo and were considerably 
healthier than prostitutes and therefore more desirable. 
Their virginity was a result of strong patriarchal customs in 
Korea before and during the war which called for absolute 
obeisance to maintaining virginity for unmarried women. 
From "Imperial Gifts to Sex Slaves" G L Hicks 1995 
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Inside a Comfort Station, wo111ens names hang on pegs at right 
Source: ww1v.womenandwa1:net 

Once she was naked, her captor gave her a thorough 
inspection and pronounced her fit to provide ample 
comfort to the men of his unit. He then proceeded 
to break her in with an initiation lasting four hours. He 
forced her into endless variations as she wept with 
grief, pain and shame. The same sort of treatment was 
repeated over the following three days, the girl being 
rotated among the men. 
From "Imperial Gifts to Sex Slaves''. 
by G L Hicks 1995 

. 
t:l 

In poor health, the women contracted tuber-culosis 
and venereal disease for which they did not receive 
sufficient treatment. Crippled in body and broken in 
spirit they awaited their death. 

From "Comfort Women" Y Yoshimi 1995 

An Allied Forces officer talks with a young Korean s11rvivo1: 
Source: www.womenandwar.net 

Each room was divided by thin plywood walls. In some 
locations where there were no such walls, curtains were 
used instead to screen off rooms. Each of these rooms 
consisted of a bed or futon. In bathrooms and toilets a 
disinfectant solution (made of potassium permanganate 
solution or creosol soap solution) was made available . 

From "Japan's Comfort Women" Y Tanaka 1996 

Apologise Before Us by Kang Duk-Kyeong, survivor 
Source: www.womenandwar.net 

Left: Comfort Station in Labaul by Kim Soon-Duk, survivor 
Source: www.womenandwar.net 

Over the year I had several marriage proposals. But I 
did not have enough strength to overcome my low self
esteem, guilt and past nightmares to get married and 
raise a family Completely affected by my past, I could not 
be happy in my marriage. Korea was liberate, and all the 
Japanese left from our land, but I couldn't be happy All 
these years I have lived in secret, in shame and in pain. 
Kang Duk-kyung "Comfort Women Speak: Testimony 
by Sex Slaves of the Japanese Military" Schellstede (Ed.) 
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Kang il-chul is one of a handful of the surviving 
women living their final days in the Sharing House, a 
museum and communal refuge two hours from the 
South Korean capital, Seoul. It is a stark, concrete 
building in a sparsely populated area of rice fields 
and scraggly mountain forests. But she says she has 
found some peace here. "I am among my friends, 
who treat me well, 11 she says. 

At the age of 15, she says she was taken and sent to 
a Japanese base in Manchuria. On her second night 
before her first menstruation, she was raped. Soldiers 
lined up night after night to abuse her. She has scars 

The women's greatest fear is that when they die, the 
crimes against them will be forgotten, " said Ahn Sin 
Kweonl director of the Sharing House. 

Thousands of Asian women - some as young as 12 
- were "enslaved ... and repeatedly raped, tortured 
and brutalised for months and years 1

', according to 
Amnesty International. Sexual abuse, beatings and 
forced abortions left many unable to bear children. 

Most survivors stayed silent until a small group of 
Korean victims spoke out in the early 1990s. Among 
the first was Kim Hak-soon, who was raped and 
treated, in her words, "like a public toilet". "We must 
record these things that were forced upon us, 1

' she 
said before she died. 

'The call was taken up by about 
50 women, recalls Ahn Sin 
Kweon. "Many weren't married or 
were living alone in small towns, 
barely able to scrape a living. "A 

Buddhist organisation helped construct the Sharing 
House on donated land in the 1990s. "'They were 
initially reluctant because the more they were out in 
the spotlight the more people knew that they were 
raped. It is very difficult for women of that generation 
to discuss sexual matters openly, let alone these 
experiences. " 

From "Korea's Comfort Women: The Slaves Revolt" 
article by David McNeill in "The Independent" 2008 
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below her neck from cigarette burns and says she 
suffers headaches from a beating she took at the 
hands of a Japanese officer. "I still have blood tears in 
my soul when I think about what happened, 11 she says. 

Like many of the women/ she finds it traumatic to 
recall the past, crying and knotting a handkerchief, and 
swaying as she talks. But she gets angry and slaps the 
table in front of her when the former Japanese prime 
minister Shinzo Abe is mentioned. 'That horrible man," 
she spits. "He wants us to die. 11 

From "Korea's Comfort Women: The Slaves Revolt" 
article by David McN eill in "The Independent" 2008 

.... , -6 _, Two halmonis. 
, ~~ Image source: comfort-women.org 

~ However these Korean 
halmonis are determined 
not to be ignored by the 
Japanese government. 

They protest every Wednesday at the Japanese 
Embassy in Seoul, and just recently had their 900th 
protest. Each time, they come with seven demands: 

1. Admit the drafting of the Japanese military 
"comfort women 1

' 

2. Apologise officially 

3. Reveal the truth about the crime 
4. Erect memorial tablets for the victims 
5. Pay restitution to the victims or their families 

6. Teach the truth about this so you do not repeat 
the same crimes 

7. Punish the war criminals 

On the part of the Korean Government 
The Korean government allows Korean women 
to register as "comfort women" and receive a 
government pension. Apart from this little is done 
to defend or support these women/ most likely to 
maintain positive relations with Japan. They seem 
determined to keep the history in the past, despite 
the suffering of these women. 

From "On Their Own Path" by Bessie Matthews 
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Hqndout 5 - Letter 
23 October 2009 

The Hon Kevin Rudd MP 
Prime Minister of Australia 

PO Box6022 
House of Representatives Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600 

Re: The restoration of human rights for the so called "Comfort Women" 

Dear Prime Minister Rudd 

Greetings with respect to your Australian government which is actively contributing to the 
realisation of human rights and peace on the global stage. 

The Korean Council for the Women drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan (Korean 
Council) is an organisation in Korea with a mission to resolve the issues brought forward 
by the Military Sexual Slavery during WWII, the so called Japanese "Comfort Women'; 
Established in 1990, for the last 19 years, Korean Council has been advocating to recover 
the human rights of the victims and to seek justice, not only from Korea but around the 
world which has led to an international recognition of the "Comfort Women" issue as that of 
violation of women's human rights during war. 

During the last 19 years, we have witnessed the recommendations by international bodies 
such as the UN and ILO and more recently from 2007, there have been successful passage 
of parliamentary motions in the US, Netherlands, Canada, and the EU for the Japanese 
government to resolve the issue of "Comfort Women''. In addition, from 2008, we have been 
in solidarity with conscientious citizens of Japan who have brought about motions in city 
councils around the country. 

At the front and centre of our efforts there have always been the survivors themselves; 
traveling long distances despite their old age and courageously repeating their painful stories 
to testify at hearings and media interviews so that they may prevent yet another woman 
becoming a victim of military sexual slavery. You may be aware of campaigns in Australia by 
the survivors which have inspired the passage of motions in the city of Ryde and Strathfield in 
NSW in March 2009. 

However, despite actions around the world, the Japanese government has appeased their 
responsibility arguing that the payments made through its 'Asian Women's Fund' have resolved 
the issue. In particular in 2007, the then Prime Minister of]apan Shinzo Abe argued that there 
were no official documents to prove that the survivors were taken by force. Rather than reflect 
an apology, his comments focusing on the distortion of historical truth and unwillingness 
to make full disclosure which the Korean Council witness with frustration together with the 
survivors. 

Another matter of distress for us and the survivors is that Australia is one of the most 
frequently visited countries where the survivors have appealed for support to members of 
parliaments -the country's elected officials -yet we have not been successful. Especially to note 
in our consideration is Jan Ruff O'herne, a survivor of Australian citizenship and resident of 
Adelaide, who has campaigned tirelessly for the Japanese government's official apology and 
taking legal responsibility. She has refused the 'Asian Women's Fund'. 

Despite this, having read the recent letter by the Australian Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade, Mr Stephen Smith, to a local group 'Friends of "Comfort Women" in Australia' l write 
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to you to express my distress and in hope of clarifying your government's position. According to 
the mentioned letter, Minister Smith takes the stance that rather than considering the survivors' 
points of view, the Australian government has accepted the Japanese government's position that 
the "Comfort Women" issue has already been resolved. 

The Kono Statement in 1993 refers to an announcement of a fact-finding project administered 
by the Japanese government under the mounting pressure of victims' testimonies and finding 
of historical facts by researchers. Thus, it cannot be said that this announcement is an official 
recognition by the government of its wrong doings. For a true resolution of the so called 
"Comfort Women" issue, an admission of the Japanese imperial army's role and responsibility 
over the establishment, operation and recruitment of women followed by taking of legal 
responsibilities by the Japanese government must be done. As of now, the Japanese government 
via the Kono Statement has recognised its responsibility in words somewhat but is adamant 
that they will not take legal responsibility. In another words, it has taken the approach of using 
a 'fiscal-measure-in-place-of-compensation' and has rigorously set up the Asian Women's Fund 
made up of private money. 

Moreover, the letter of apology in 1994 by the then Prime Minister Murayama, was sent only 
to recipients of the Fund representing a rare minority and for victims in North Korea or China 
such letter was never offered. This letter of apology is as a document that is not to be recorded 
as an official document of the Japanese government, for it did not gain any political authority by 
the way of a parliamentary motion or a cabinet decision. This letter of apology was not offered 
to the victims who did not agree with the terms of the Fund, and had no resonance with the 
Japanese people who should share the apologetic sentiments of an official apology by their 
government. 

Prior to the Kono statement, there were references to 'sympathy money' or 'consolation money' 
and these sentiments have led to the establishment of the Asian Women's Fund. Asian Women's 
Fund is a measure taken by the Japanese government which clearly shows that they are not 
recognising the "Comfort Women" system as that of war crimes and violation of human rights. 

Thus, the survivors and NGOs have articulated our opposition to the Asian Women's Fund and 
requested for its termination. Furthermore, we suggested that the Japanese government take 
measures to provide legally binding compensation, official apology and a thorough investigation 
as well as a resolution which has the authority of the Japanese Diet. However, despite our voiced 
opposition, the Japanese established the fund in 1995 and began collecting donations and 
making payment. 

In Korea, for example, when the survivors strongly opposed to the fund, the Japanese 
government started to use brokers for the fund in order to increase the number of recipients. 
There have been at least 10 cases reported to Korean Council of instances where these brokers 
demanded a fee from the survivors for facilitating the receiving of funds in the amounts 
arranging from $2000, $5000 or even $10,000. Through this process, survivors who are often 
illiterate, reported that they were asked for their signatures without any awareness of the 
content in the document which they were signing. Another instance reported is a victim who 
has never received the fund but has been recorded as a recipient by the body administrating 
Asian Women's Fund. Given these instances, Korean Council has increasingly grown a sense of 
distrust towards the Asian Women's Fund's "official" numbers of recipients. Finally this fund was 
terminated in 2007, which is yet another sign that it was intended to be a temporary measure. 

Despite this reluctance from the Japanese government, reports from the UN Special 
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Rapporteurs and 110 Experts Reports have already demonstrated that the Asian Women Fund 
cannot be accepted as an alternative to a legally binding compensation from the government of 
Japan. 

Since the Kono Statement in 1993, there have been countless denials by the Japanese cabinet 
ministers and other politicians who statements that distort history and simply offend the 
survivors. Furthermore, as a response to the growing international support for the "Comfort' 
Women'; they attempt to deny or dilute the essential message of the Kono statement itself. 

This military sexual slavery system that forced hundreds and thousands of women to experience 
gross violation of human rights, if unresolved would be to tum a blind eye to the prevention of 
repetition of this painful history of women in war. 

Prime minister, you have already shown the world your courage to do justice by the historical 
apology to the Stolen Generations. For this once again, I show my respect and support to you. 
To such a leader, I'm certain that the restoration of human rights and dignity of the "Comfort 
Women" will not be taken lightly. 

At present, in October 2009, we are continuing to seek official apology and legal compensation 
from the Japanese government. From the new Japanese government headed by Prime Minister 
Hatoyama, we are receiving messages of hope to overcome over 64 years of historical tension 
between Japan and the rest of Asia. The Democratic Party of]apan has been supporting the 
"Comfort Women" issue since 1998, in particular with the proposal to the Diet of the Promotion 
of Resolution for Issues concerning Victims of Wartime Sexual Coercion Act (Bill). At this 
important juncture in history, for a true reconciliation between Asia and Japan including the 
resolution of the "Comfort Women" issue, we need active support from the rest of the world, 
including the government of Australia. 

Prime Minister, lastly, I ask you kindly to reflect on the true wishes of the remaining "Comfort 
Women" survivors and to not forget that one of them is a citizen of your country who is currently 
residing in Australia: Jan Ruff O'Herne. On behalf of the survivors, I ask for your support in 
influencing the Hatoyama government to listen to the survivors' requests. Even though the 
suffering caused by the "Comfort Women" system cannot be erased, in the last remaining days, 
let our survivors to heal their pain and to taste a sense of justice before they leave us. This we ask 
of you. 

Yours sincerely 

Ms. Yoon Mee-hyang 

Representative, The Korean Council for the Women drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan 
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Some questions foi-- discussion 
• Who were the Comfort Women? 

• How were they "selected"? - Japan's rationale. 

• What was the historical position of Korea in 
regards to Japan? 

• What were the reasons for Japan setting up 
the system? 

• What was life like for an Ianfu (Comfort 
Woman)? 

• What was life like after the war for those who 
survived? 

• How did Korean society treat these women? 

• When was the Social Movement for Justice 
for these women set up? 

• Why were victims reluctant to speak up about 
their experiences? 
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• What has been the role of the Korean 
Government in addressing this issue? 

• How has the Japanese government 
responded to this issue? 

• What role have international organisations 
such as the United Nations played in this 
issue? 

• What has been the involvement of the 
Australian government in this issue? 

• What is the purpose of the Wednesday 
demonstrations? 

• What are the demands of these women to 
the Japanese government? 

• What is the current position of the 
Australian government? 

Image source: www.womenandwar.org 
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